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aEOBQE BEES, >

41, 42, 43, RUSSELL STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
AND

29, CHARING CROSS
{Opposite the Admiralty),

PICTURES BEAUTIFULLY FRAMED FROM ONE GUINEA EACH.

ENGRAVINGS
From the most celebrated Masters in great variety, at

half the usual prices.

CHROMO-LITHO GRAPHS.
This fine Specimen of Art, representing the finest

Water-Colour Drawings.

A most Choice Selection, at reduced prices.

PHOTOGRAPHS
Beaatifullj Coloured from most of the Modern Paintings.

It is almost impossible to tell them from the Originals.

SPORTING PICTURES.
Fox Hunting, Steeple Chasing. Also, all the

Celebrated Winners, with Jockeys.

1

" COOMASSIE,"
WATERLOO CUP WINNER,

VAIitJE £1,600.

yiist Puilisked, los. 6d., free per post.
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C. O'CONNOE,
COURT AND MILITARY TAILOR,

%n^ glitring fiiiMt Piakr,

18, HOLLES STREET, CAVENDISH SQUARE,
LONDON, W.

Specialties for Ladies'

T^^VTERPROOF OVER JACKETS,
YACHXIING;^, SsHOOXIlVO, EISHIIVO, and

ALPINE COSTUDIES.
Mr. O'CONNOR has had many years' experience in the making and fitting of Ladies'

Riding Habits. He pays special attention to the Material he employs for Hunting
Habits, warranting it of a texture sufficiently strong to withstand ordinary thorns, but
to TEAR if caught on a stake or post.

Patterns of Material, -with instructions for Self-Measureiient, sent on application.

Specialties for Gentlemen's

JIIJISTLISG COATS.
COVEIiT COATS.

KACIIV& COLOURS.
liACIIVG BliEECHES.LEATHERS Sc CORDS.

18, HOLLES STREET, CAYEIDISH SaUARE, LOIfDOK

FAGG BROTHERS,
29, HAYMARKET,

LONDON, S.W-

HUINTIIVO BOOTS-
Patent Leather Butchers-

Patent Leather Tops. White or Brown.

Calf Leather Butchers.

Calf Leather Tops. White or Brown.

SHOOTllVG^ BOOTS-
Lace-up—open Fly Fronts.

Lace up—Waterproof.
"Kowi." No Seams—no Folding Tongue.

FISHITVG^ BOOTS.
Leather Waterproof Waders (Thigh).

Leather Waterproof Butchers (Knee).

Kussian Leather Butchers*
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BROWN & GREEN'S KITCHEN RANGES.

PRIZE MEDALS-LONDON, DUBLIN, & PARIS.

With Oven

and

Side Boiler,

from £3

to <£25.

PRICES

from

to

£42.

These Ranges Roast in Front, and are unsurpassed for Economy, Cleanliness, general Con-

venience, Heating Baths, thorough Ventilation, and the prevention of Smoky Chimneys.

BROWN & GREEN'S PORTABLE COOKING STOVES
BURN- A SURPRISINGLY SMALL QUANTITY OF PUKL.

They are recommended for small Families, and as an auxiliary to larger Establishments.

Prospectuses post free on application to

BEO¥N & (jREEI, Limited, 72, Bishopsgate St. Within, LONDOlf.

PRICE 5s. CLOTH; BY POST, 5s. 3d.,

THE

COMMON SENSE
OF

MEDICINE.
By J. H. Shorthouse, M.D., LL.D.

Price One Shilling.

BAILY'S "FOREIGN INTERPRETER,"
IN SIX LANGUAGES.

English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese.

3, EOYAL EXCHANGE BUILDINGS, LONDON, E,C.
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AT THE STUD COMPANY'S FARM,

COBHAM, SURREY,

BLUE GOWN, at 100 Guineas.

CARNIVAL, at 50 Guineas.

GEORGE FREDERICK, at 50 Guineas.

WILD OATS, at 25 GUINEAS.

CATERER, at 25 Guineas.

All Expenses to be paid before the Mares are removed. Foaling

Mares, at 25s. per week ;
Barren Mares, at 20s. per week.

Apply to J. GRIFFITH, Stud-Groom.

A. H. BAILY & CO.,
printers,

STATIONERS, AND AGGOUNT-BOOK MAKERS.

Scr//> & Share Plates, Bankers Cheques, Bills of Exchange,
Receipts, &c,, E^igraved.

LETTER-PRESS AND LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTING.

BOOKBINDING IN ALL BRANCHES.

PLAIN & FANCY STATIONERY.

ACCOUNT-BOOKS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
KEPT IN STOCK.

Prospectuses and Plans prepared for Public Companies, and

every assistance given to Secretaries, Solicitors, and others

in theformation of Joint Stock Companies.

3, ROYAL EXCHANGE BUILDINGS, LONDON, E.G.
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PRICE ONE SHILLING, ILLUSTRATED.

THE

Gentleman s Magastne.
No. 1.766, for FEBRUARY.

CONTENTS.
ROY'S WIFE. By G. J. Whyte-Melville. Illustrated by A, Hopkins.

LEARNING AND HEALTH. By B. W. Richardson, M.D.

PAPAL ELECTIONS AND ELECTORS. By Cyprian A. Bridge.

NEW WAYS OF MEASURING THE SUN'S DISTANCE. By Richard

A. Proctor.

PRIMITIVE MORAL PHILOSOPHY. By J. A. Farrer.

SIR PETER TEAZLE. By Button Cook.

EPIGRAMS. By Charles Ward.

TABLE TALK. By Sylvanus Urban, Gentleman.

*»* Vol. CCXLI. is now ready, cloth extra, price 8j. (>d. ; Cases for Binding, 2s. each.

CHATTO & \VINDUS, Piccadilly, W.

PRICE ONE SHILLING, ILLUSTRATED.

B E L G R AVI A.
No. 136, for FEBRUARY.

CONTENTS.
BY PROXY. By James Payn, Illustrated by Arthur Hopkins.

SOME SUPERSTITIONS OF THE TURKS.

GENIUS AT THE HAMMER. By Richard Bowling.

VITTORIA COLONNA. By Frances E. Trollope.

OLD FOOTBALL GOSSIP. By R. Macgregor.

THE RETURN OF THE NATIVE. By Thomas Hardy. Illustrated by
Arthur Hopkins.

*^*»* Now ready, Vol. XXXIV., cloth gilt, ']s. 6d. ; Casesfor Binding, 2s. each.

CHATTO & WINDUS, Piccadilly, W.
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INDIGESTION! INDIGESTION!
WHY SUFFER from this painful malady when you can immediately bo cured by using

COLEMAN'S PEEPAEATIOIS OE PTIEE PEPSINE ?
'

Greatly recommended by the highest Medical authorities.

Sold 171 bottles as Wine at 2s. GcZ. and 5s; Lozenges, \s, Qd. and 2s. 6c?. ;

and Poicder in bottles, at 2s. Qd. and 4s. each. Sold by all Chemists.

2s. Qd. bottle of Wine sent free by the Manufacturers for 32 stamps ;

Is. %d. bottle of Lozenges, for 20 stamps ; and 2s. 6d. bottle of Powder, for
32 stamps.

Sole Manufacturers :

COLEMAN & Co., 20, Budge Row, Cannon St, London, E.C.

JOSEPH GILLOTrS
CELEBRATED

STEEL PENSc
SOLD BY ALL DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE IVORLD.

Every Packet bears the facsimile
Signature,

This Polisli is also

an excellent

Preparation for

cleaning

Gun BaiTels, and

preventing Piust.
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Now Ready,

A Full-length Portrait of

The Rev. JOHN RUSSELL.
?31 by 14 Indies.

PROOF IMPRESSIONS ON INDIA .'PAPER,

Price ONE GUINEA.

Framed in Oak and Gold - - - £1. 18s. 6d.

Do. Ornamental Gold £2, 6s. Od.

PORTEAIT of

The Hon. ADMIRAL ROUS,
From *'

Bailys Magazine!'

PROOF IMPRESSIONS ON INDIA PAPER,

Price Ss. 6d.,

Or in Oxford Frame, 6s. 6d.

PORTRAIT of

LORD REDESDALE,
From ''

Baily s Magazine!'

PROOF IMPRESSIONS ON INDIA PAPER,

For Framing, price 2s. 6d.

3, EOYAL EXCHANGE BUILDINGS, LONDON, E.G.
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PRUDENTIAL ASSURANCE COMPANY.

62, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.

Reversions Purchased.

Every descriiHion of Life Assurance and Annuity Business transacted.

The Annual Premium Income exceeds £1,000,000.

The Policies in this Company become absolutely indisputable after

they have been in existence five years, or immediately, to the extent of

the principal, interest, and costs, not exceeding the sum Assured, if assigned

to an innocent holder for a hond-fide consideration.

The last Annual Report can be obtained upon application.

HUNTING SONGS,
By R. E. EGERTON-WARBUBTON.

Sixth Edition.

Containing all the Songs tij)
to the present date.

PRICE 5s.

BASIL MONTAGU PICKERIlfG, 196, Piccadilly, London, ¥.

C. LILLYWHITE & CO.,

Higli Koticl, Lee, Le^visliaiti »Tiiiietioii, lient.
Wholesale and Export Manufacturers of

CRICKET BATS, BALLS, STUMPS,
LEG-GUARDS, BACKET-BALLS, PPvESSES,

BATTING, WICKET-K-EEPING, FENCING, & BOXING-GLOVES,
FOOT-BALL, GYMNASIUM, RACKET, YACHTING, AND

CRICKET SHOES.

GOUT AND RHEUMATISM.—The cxcmciating pain of Gout or Eheumatism is

(luicklv relieved rtiiI cured in a lew days by that'celcbnitcd Medicine BLAIR'S GOUT AND
RHEltMATIC PILLS.

They require no restraint of diet or corLflnement during their use, and are certain to prevent
the disease attacking any vital pai-t.

Sold by all Medicine Vendors, Is. 1 jd. and 2s. 9d. per box.
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HILL & SMITH,
BRIERLEY HILL IRONWORKS, STAFFORDSHIRE,

AND

118, ftueen Victoria Street, London, E.G.

PATENT
CONTINUOUS IRON FENCING

For tlie JP^UK: or FIELD.

This Fencing is manufactured exclusively by Messrs. Hill & Smith, by
whom it has been svipplied to the principal Noblemen's and Gentlemen's

Parks in the United Kingdom. Several miles have been erected at Balmoral

Castle for Her Majesty the Queen. It has been also largely supplied to

H.E.H. the Prince of Wales, and many miles of it have been erected by
H. & S. on the London and North-Western, between Bletchley and Camden,
and other railways. The top bar is round and the lower ones flat, the edge

placed upwards, with standards every yard, and the horizontal flat bars are

notched on the edge to fit on the standards, which prevents the displace-
ment of the one or the withdrawal of the other by the rubbing of stock.

It has obtained the Silver Medal of the Eoyal Agricultural Society of

England, the Silver Medal of the Poyal Agricultural Improvement Society
of Ireland, and the Special Prize offered by the Highland Society, Scotland,
for the best description of iron fence.

Large Illustrated Catalogue of Fencing, Hurdke, Field, and Entrance Gates, i(c ,

sent free on application to either of the above addresses.

BALMORAL.
lith Novcmlc)', 1877,

TESTIMONIAL FROM
Messrs. Hill & Smith,

Brierley Hill, Staffordshire.

Gentlemen,—I have much pleasiire in stating that the Patent Continuous Iron

Fencing supplied by you seventeen years ago, for Her Majesty's Grounds, Balmoral, has

given evei-y satisfaction, both as to style and workmanship.
ANDREW EOBERTSON, M,D.
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WINNERS OF THE EPSOM DERBY,

Painted by HARRY HALL.

PRICE ONE GUINEA EACH,
Coloured by handfrom original Paintings.

SILVIO 1877

KISBER .

GALOPIN .

DONCASTER

CREMOfiNE

FAVONIUS .

PRETENDER

BEUE GOWN

HERMIT .

LORD LYON

BLAIR ATHOL

HANNAH Winner of the 2,000 Guineas

Oaks, and the Doncaster St Leger .

FORMOSA Winner of the Oaks .

,Th

1876

1875

1873

1872

1871

1869

1868

1867

1866

1864

1871

1868

3, EOYAL EXCHANGE BUILDINGS, LONDON, E.G.
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^CHWE P P E' S SODA WATER.

^CHWEPPE'S LEMONADE.
MARK ^

^ CH WEPPE' S MALVERN SELTZER.

C CH IVEPPE' S POTASS WATER.
Every Bottle is protected by a Label having Name and Trade Mark.

A. H. BAILY & CO.,

ARE prepared to insert Advertisements in the London

Gazette^ Times, or any Newspaper or other publica-

tion in the kino^dom.

Having had over thirty years' experience, they are in

a position to advise as to the most suitable medium for any
class of Advertisements.

Estimates prepared for Public Companies, Banks,
Insurance, and other Societies.

3, ROYAL EXCHANGE BUILDINGS, LONDON, E.G.

SECOND-HAND BREECH LOADERS.
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WHISTLER, 11, STRA.ISri>, near Chai-ingr Cross.
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Published MontJiI)/ 2}rice Is. 6t?., by post Is. 8d.,

BAILY'S MAGAZINE
A Volume is completed every Seven months, bound in cloth, price 10s, 6d.

The Jollmving Portraits with Memoirs have already
MARQUIS OF AILESBCRY,
MARQDI3 OF ANGLESEY.
Mr. ROBERT ARKWRIGHT.
COMMODORE J. ASHBURY.
COLONEL ASTLEY.
LORD AVELAND.
Mr. CHARLES BARNETT.
DUKE OF BEAUFORT.
The late DUKE OF BEDFORD.
EARL OF BESSBOROUGH.
Mr. WILLIAM BEVILL.
THE EARL OF BRADFORD.
LORD BRIDPORT.
H. W. BRISCOE, Esq.
Mr. FRED. BROCKMAN.
Mr. RICHARD TEN BROECK.
SIR RICHARD BULKELEY,

Bart.

LIEUT.-COL. CALVERT.
Mr. R. HARCOURT CAPPER.
EARL OF CARDIGAN.
LORD CARRINGTON.
VISCOUNT CASTLEREAGH.
Mr. THOM. CHAMBERLAYNE
Mr. HENRY CHAPLIN.
THE DUKE DE CHARTRES.
EARL OF CHESTERFIELD.
CAPT. CHRISTIE.
MARQS. OF CLANRICARDE.
DUKE OF CLEVELAND.
Mr. W. H. COOPER.
LORD COLVILLE.
VISCOUNT COMBERMERE.
MARQUIS OF CONYNGHAM.
JOHN COPELAND, Esq.
Mr. REGINALD CORBIiT.
LORD CORK.
EARL OF COVENTRY.
CAPT. COVENTRY.
THE EARL OF CRAVEN.
The Late EARL OF CRAVEN.
Mr. J. ALBERT CRAVEN.
Mr. W. G. CRAVEN.
VISCOUNT CURZON.
H.R H. the DUC D'AUMALE.
Mr. DEACON.
EARL OF DERBY.
Mr. anOMAS DRAKE.
MARQUIS DROGHEDA.
HON. W. B. DUNCOMBE.
THE EARL OF DURHAM.
Mr. G. M EDE.
H.H. PRINCE EGON THURN
AND TAXIS.

LORD ELCHO, M.P.
LIEUT.-COL. EVERETT.
MARQUIS OF EXETER.
VISCOUNT FALMOUTH.
Mr. FARQUHARSON.
Mr. GEORGE FENWICK.
EARL FITZIIARDINGE.
LateLORD FITZHARDINGE.
LORD FoKliSTKR.
(JEOROR LA.NE FOX, Esq.
LORD GALWAY.
EARL OF GLASGOW.
t<IR RICHARD G. GLYN, Bt.

Mr. J. H.D. G OLDIE.

W. G. GRACE, Esq.
SIR REG. GRAHAM, Bart.

COUNT LA GRANGE.
EARL GR.4.NV1LLE, K.G.
W. O. K. GRATWICKE, Esq.
C. C. GREVILLE, Esq.
LORD GROSVENOR.
EARL OF GUILFORD.
The late JOHN GULLY, Esq.
THE DUKE OF HAMILTON.
Mr. A. IIAMOND.
MARQIUS OF HARTINGTON.
SIR R. B. HARVEY, Bart.

MARQUIS OF HASTINGS.
LORD H.\STINGS.
SIR JOSEPH HAWLEY, Bart.

LORD HAWKE.
Mr. REGINALD HERBERT.
THE EARL OF HOPETOUN.
Mr. J. H. HOULDSWORTH.
SIR F. JOHNSTONE, Bart
Mr.HARCOURT JOHNSTONE
SIR EDW. KERRISON, Bart.
COL. KNOX.
Mr. RICHARD LANT.
VISCOUNT LASCELLES
Hon.EGREMONTLASCELLES
JOHN GERARD LEIGH, Esq.
LORD LONDESBOROUGH.
W. SELBY LOWNDES, Esq.
Mr. HENRY LOWTHER.
LORD LURGAN.
Mr. SPENCER LUCY'.
EARL OF MACCLESFIELD.
DUKE OF MANCHESTER.
LORD GEO. MANNERS.
Mr. G. J. WHYTE MELVILLE.
JAMES MERRY, Esq.
LORD MIDDLETON.
Mr. R. A. H. MITCHELL.
SIR CHARLES MONCK, Bart
Mr. A. De MONTGOMERY.
W. J. S. MORRITT, Esq.
Mr. W. MORTIMER.
Mr. J. CHAWORTH MUSTERS
LORD NAA8.
RICHARD C. NAYLOR, Esq.
HON. RALPH NEVILL.
THE DUKE OF NEWCASTLE.
Mr. A. H. TURNER NEWCO-
MEN.

SIR LYDSTON NEWMAN, Bt
Mr. S. C. NEWTON.
Mr. W. E. OAKLEY.
GEO. OSBALDESTON. Esq.
LORD HENRY PAGET.
VISCT. PALMER8T0N.
GEORGE PAYNE, Esq.
GENERAL PEEL, M.P.
THE E.\RL OF PEMBROKE.
HON HENRY PKTRE.
SlRALGERXONPEYTON.Eart
T. PICKERNELL. Jun., Etq.
LORD POLTIMORE.
THE HON. W. H. BERKELEY
PORTMAN.

EARL OF PORTSMOUTH.
Mr. FRANCIS POPHAM.

been published :—
EARL POULETT.
MARQUIS OF QUEENSBURY
Mr. DELME RADCLIFFE.
EARL OF RADNOR.
LORD RENDLESHAM.
DUKE OF RICHMOND.
SIR D. V. ROCHE, Bart.
THE HON. MARK ROLLE.
LORD ROSEBERY.
Mr. HORATIO ROSS.
EARL OF ROSSLYN.
Hon. ADMIRAL ROUS.
DUKE OF ROXBURQHE.
LORD ROYSTON
The REV. JOHN RUSSELL.
DUKE OF RUTLAND.
EARL OF SCARBOROUGH.
HON FRANCIS SCOTT.
Mr. JOHN SCOTT.
EARL OF SEFTON.
THE EARL OF SHANNON.
SIR CHARLES 8LINGSBY

Bart.

Mr. THOMAS SMITH.
PRINCE SOLTIKOFF.
EARL SPENCER.
THE DUKE OF ST. ALBANS.
EARL OF STAMFORD.
EARL OF STRADBROKE.
EARL OF STRAFFORD.
Mr. GERARD STURT. M.P.
VISCOUNT ST. VINCENT.
Mr. RICHARD SUTTON.
The late SIR TATTON SYKES,

Bart.

Mr. TAILBY.
Mr. ANSTRUTHER THOMSON
Mr. GEORGE THOMPSON.
SIR WM. THROCKiaORTON,

Bart.

COLONEL TOWNELEY.
SIR H. De TRAFFORD.
CHARLES TRELAWNY, Esq.,

of Coldrenick.
SIR JOHN TROLLOPE, Bart.
SIR H. J. TUFTON, Bart.
EARL OF UXBRIDGE.
VISCOUNT VALENTIA,
EARL VANE.
H. VILLEBOIS, Esq.
LORD VIVIAN.
Mr. R. C VYNER.
SIR HY. DES VOEUX, Bart.

TheMARQUISofWATERFORD
LORD WATERPARK.
EARL OF WEMYSS & MARCH
EARL OF WE.STAiORLAND
CAPT. JOHN WHITE.
Mr. G. J. WILLES.
CAPT. PERCY WILLIAMS.
EARL OF WILTON.
LORD WOLVERTON.
SIR O. WOMBVVELL, Bart

MARQUESS of WORCESTER.
SIR WATKIN WYNN, Bt.,M.P.
Mr. J. H. C. WYNDHAM.
The EARL of YARBOROUGH.
EARL OF ZETLAND.

THOMAS ALDCROFT.
THOMAS CIIALLONER.
HENRY CONSTABLE.
II. CUSTANCE.
RICHARD DAFT.
JOHN DALEY
ALFRED DAY.

List of Jockeys, Cricketers, &c.

GEORGE FORDHAM.
[

C. MAIDMENT.
THOMAS FRENCH.
FRANK GOODALL.
J. GRIMSHAW.
H. JUPP.
HARRY KELLEY.
HARRY KING

JOHN OSBORNE.
Mr. GEO. PARR.
SAM ROGERS
J. WELLS.
Mr, W. YARDLEY.

JCacb Portrait on India, Paper, Ss. 6cl.

3, EOYAL EXCHANGE BUILDINGS, LONDON, E.G.
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Now Beady,

"SILVIO/'
WINNER OF THE DERBY STAKES AT EPSOM,
AND THE DONCASTER GREAT ST. LEGER, 1877.

The Property of LOED FALMOUTH.

BEAUTIFULLY COLOURED, PRICE ONE GUINEA.

Price 2s. 6c?., by Post 2s. 8d., cloth, gilt edged,

WHO'S WHO FOR 1878.
CONTAINING

rriHE AGE, POLITICS, and CONSTITUENCIES of the MEMBERS
JL of the HOUSE of COMMONS.
/TUR NOBILITY, their Rank, Name, Ages, and Heirs.

UR BARONETS ;
their Age, Creation, and Successors.

'I^HE JUDGES of ENGLAND, SCOTLAND, and IRELAND.

HOME and COLONIAL BISHOPS.

EENGLISH AND FOREIGN AMBASSADORS.

FFICERS of the ARMY, and Date of Service.

/ \UR ADMIRALS ;
their Rank, Flag, and Service.

/QUEEN'S COUNSEL, Serjeants-at-Law, and County Court Judges.

pjEANS and ARCHDEACONS—Appointment and University.

^rHE LONDOxN CLUBS, Jjc.

/WR LOSSES by DEATH in 1877.

STABLE ARCHITECTURE
BY THOMAS EDWAKD KlflGHTLEY, F.E.I.B.A.,

106, CANNON STREET, LONDON. E. C.

3, ROYAL EXCHANGE BUILDINGS, LONDON, E.G.
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FOLLOW !

E. TA.XJTZ & SONS,
BREECHES AND TROWSERS MAKERS, &c.,

S49, OXFOItr> STREET, ?i40,

LONDON, W., and

84, FAUBOURG ST. HONORE, 84,

PARIS.
CAUTION.—Messrs. E. TAUTZ & SONS, with a view to prevent mistakes arisinp, heg to

inform their Customers and Sporting Gentlemen generally that they have NO CONNECTION with

any other house in the trade, and that the above are THEIR ONLY ADDRESSES.

HUNTING.
mOPERT'S BREECHES PASTE, for cleaning Leather, Cloth, and Cord

Hunting Breeches, Gloves, Belts, &c.

PROFERT'S BOOT-TOP POWDERS, with recent im-
provements—White, Pink, Straw, various shades in

Brown, &c.

PROFERT'S BROWN BOOT-TOP FLUID, in three
shades — Light, Nut, and Mahogany— rich, clear,
colours.

PROFERT'S POLISHING CREAM, for Boot-tops, &c.,

quickly jjroduces great brilliancy, and is a pre-
server of the leather.

PROFERT'S SADDLE PASTE, for cleaning and poUshing
Saddles, Bridles, Brown Harness, &c., nourishes the
leather and resists wet.

PROFERT'S FRENCH VARNISH, for Dress Boots; lies

evenly on the leather
;
is very bright and elastic, yet

not sticky. No unpleasant odour.

PROFERT'S IMPROVED HARNESS COMPOSI-
TION will not clog the stitches, is a fine polish, and
thoroughly waterproof.

COUNT D'ORSAY'S WATERPROOF POLISH, for

Hunting Boots, Carnage Heads, Gig Aprons, &c.—PROPERT, Sole Agent.

Manufactory—22, South Audley Street, Grosvenor Square, London, W.

Descriptive Lists, loith FHces, free hy post.

To get rid of

Use the EflFectual Destroyer—

KEATIRtjfli!l«IDER
Ask for and be sure to obtain

"
KEATING'S POWDER,"

As Imitations are Noxious, and
fail in giving- satisfaction.

Sold by all Chemists ia Tins, 1/- & S/6 each

celebrated and sur<

known remedy in the world.

LATEST MEDICAL TESTIMONY.
'22, Cold Harbour Lane,

Sir, London, July L'.O, 1877.
Your Lozenges are excellent and their bene-

ficial effects most reliablo. I strongly recommend
them in cases of Cough and Asthma.

J. BRINGLOE, M.R.C.S.L,, L.g.A., L,li
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COTTAM'S Prize StaWe Pittings and Harness Brackets.

GOTTAM & CO.,
2, WINSLEY STREET, LONDON. W.

These FITTINGS, now so generally speoi-
fled by architects in their specifications, may
be seen at the MANUFACTORY, 2, WINS-
LEY STREET, OXFORD STREET. W.
COTTAM & CO]VIPANY, Manufacturers

and Patentees, hold the Prizes of all the
great Exhibitions for these Fittings.
The advantages of these Fittings over

others are — Improvement in Shape, In-
creased Capacity, no Projections, Free Venti-
lation, Preventing Foulness in the Rack,
Facility in Fixing, Safety from Accident,
Durability in Construction, and Cleanliness
in use.

STALL FITTINGS TO ANY WIDTH. OF IRON

ENAMELLED, OR GALVANIZED IRON.

COTTAM & Co.'s STABLE FITTINGS,
now so generally specified by architects in
their specifications, may be seen at the Ma-
nufactory, 2, WINSLEY STREET, OXFORD
STREET, W., where a large supply is always
on hand, and regular sizes kept in stock, and
where full-size Stalls and loose Boxes (vari-
ously arranged, with a view to the economy
of space), can be examined.

Apply for lo. 3 Catalogue to COTTAM & CO.,

lEON Works, 2, "WINSLEY STREET (opposite the Pantheon), OXFORD STREET,
LONDON. W.

COTTAM & Co.'s ONLY address in London is 2, Winsley Street. W.
N.B.—^Winsley Street is the street opposite the Pantheon.

Gold Medal, Silver Medal,

LONDON, 1873. PARIS, 1867.

MORGAN & CO.,

(BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT)
TO THE MIKADO OF JAPAN.

Inventors & Patentee of tlie self-acting Opening & Closing Landaus & other Carriages.

PATRONISED by H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.
MANCHESTER AND

128, 129, 15, and 16, /^
LONG ACRE,

DTJBLIN, 1865. LrVERPOOL, 1868.



GENERAL HOUSE FURN ISHERS.

FURNITURE of every DESCRIPTION
FOR

DINING ROOM,

LIBRARY,

DRAWING ROOM,

BOUDOIR,

DRUCEaeo
68, 69, & 58,

^'^^^i^J^^^^^^^^^"'^^!^^^
3 & 4,

BAKER STREET, ^^"^^^--^'""''^ KING STREET.

PORTMAN SQUARE, W.

100 SUITES OF BEDROOM FURNITURE.
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» KOYAL LETTERS I^ATETST.

KIEGO'S

PATE/\/T SAFETY STIRRUP.

F. DEL RIEGO (Inventor and Patentee),

105, REGENT STREET, W., LONDON.

"A NEW Safety Stirrup.—The above illustrates the new Safety Stimips, invented and

patented by Mr. F. del Riego, which, besides being ingeniously constructed to release the

foot automatically by opening in the event of the rider falling, differ but little in appearance
from those in ordinary use, and their simple construction cannot fail to be understood. These

stirrups open by the mere leverage used in the act of falling by the foot or leg against the

plate or horizontal bar. Fig. A represents the stirmp when closed and ready for use.

Fig. B shows the plate partly open, turning round, pivoted to one leg of the stirrup iron

until the foot is free, locking by the mere slot cut at the other end of the said plate. This,

stirrup will act no matter which side is used."—Land and Water, May 19, 1877.
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THE ST. PANGEAS IRONWORK COMPANY,
SAINT PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

ENGINEERS AND lEONFOUNDERS.
MANUFACTURERS OF

DESIGNS AND
ESTIMATES

for

Enlarging:,

Ke-fittine,«

Draining-, Paving,

Ventilating-,
and

Ligrhting: Stables.
TRAD mark:

LARGE
STABLE

at

Saint Pancras
Ironwork

showing- all the
recent

Inventions and
Improvements,

PATENT STABLE FITTINGS,
Specially designed to secure the health, comfort, and safety of the Horse.

Experienced persons sent to advise on all matters relating to the Stables, and to

give Estimates, when required, for the work to be done.

Special Pattern Fittings for Hunting and Racing Stables.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of Stable Fittings, large size, with numerous
well-executed engravings and copious descriptions of the most important modem inven-

tions and improvements. Price Is., or post free for 14 stamps.

THE ST. PANCRAS IRONWORK COMPANY,
SAINT PANCRAS ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

THE

GUARDIAN HORSE & VEHICLE ASSURANCE ASSOCIATION,
LIMITED,

31, LOMBARD STREET, LOND.ON, E.G.

Patrons,
thb most woblb thb marquis of headfort.
the et. hojtble. thb earl of hardwiuke,

Master of H.M. Buckhounds.
THB ST. HNBLE. THE EARL OF LONSDALE, M.F.H.
THE KT. HONBLE. THB EARL OF HOWTH.
THB ET. HONBLE. THE EARL OF CHARLEMONT.
THB ET. HONBLB. THE EARL OF CLON.MELL.
THB ET. HONBLE. THB EARL [OF HUNTINGDON,

M.F.H.
THB BT. HONBLB. THE EARL OF DESART.
THE BT. HONBLE. THB EARL OF WICKLOW,
THB VISCOUNT MASSEREE.VE.
THB BT. HONBLE. LORD CLONCURRT.
LORD RANDOLPH CHURCHILL, M.P.
LORD FERMOY.
LORD ORANMORE AND BRO'W^E.
LORD CLANMORRIS.

JOHN BERGER SPENCE, Esq., Chaiy-man.
The Right Honble. LORD KEANE.
ROBERT MACLEAN MACLEAN, Esq.

SIR ROBERT PIGOT, Baet.
MAJOR SIR ERASMUS BURROWES, Bast.
SIR DAVID VANDELEUR ROCHE, Baet., M.F.H.
SIR HUGH CHOLMELEY, Baet., M.P.
GENERAL W. H. SEYMOUR, C.B.,

LATE 2nd DEAGOON GUAEDS.
COLONEL FORSTER, Mastee op the Hobsb

TOH.E. THE LOBD LIEUTENANT OP IkKLAND.
COLONEL FRANK CHAPLIN, M.F.H.
MAJOR THE HONBLE. FREDERICK TRENCH.
CAPT. J. McCALMONT, A.D.C., late 8th Hussaes
LEONARD MORROGH, Esq., Mastbe op ihb Wabd

Hunt.
WILLIAM KILLIGREW, WAIT, Esq., M.P.
WILLIAM NEWCOMB WALLER, Esq., M.F.H.
BURTON R. P. PERSSE, Esq., M.F.H.
AVILLIAM DE SALIS FILGATE, Esq., M.F.H.

Directors.
GEORGE MYERS, Esq.
GEORGE PIGOT, Esq.

Bankers.

SIR ROSE LAMBART PRICE, Baet.

Messbs. LACY. SON, & HARTLAND.
| SOLICITORS.—Mbssbs. C. C. ELLIS, MUNDAY, & CO.

General Manager —GEORGE myers, Esq., 3i, Lombaed Sieeet, e.g.

Manager for Ireland.—mauripb O'Connor morris, Esq.,
Kildaee Stbbet Club, and 48, Rutland Squabe, Dublin.

TIlc
^' guardian^' insures lives of Horses, compensates for Morse and Vehicle

accidents, and indemnifies afjainst claims of third parties for damage to their persons or

property,

N.B.- LIBERAL TERMS TO AGENTS.
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DrJ.COLUS BROWNE'S GHLORODYNE.
THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE.

GHLORODYNE is ailmitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful

and \aluable remedy ever discovered.

CHLiORODYNE is the best remedy known for Coughs, Consumption,
]3ronchiti.s, Asthma.

GHLORODYNE effectually checks and arrests those too often fatal

diseases— Diphtheria, Fever, Croup, Ague.

GHLORODYNE acts like a charm in Diarrhoea, and is the'only specific in

Cholera and Dysentery.

GHLORODYNE effectually cuts short all attacks of Epilepsy, Hysteria,

Palpitation, and Spasms.

GHLORODYNE is the only palliative in Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Gout,

Cancer, Toothache, Meningitis, &c.

A FEW DOSES QUITE EFFECTUAL.
CAUTION The extraordinary medical reports on the efficacy of Chlorodyne render it of vital

importance that* the public should obtain the genuine, which bears the words "
Dr. J. CoUis Browne's

Vice-Chancellor WOO0 stated that Dr. J. Collis Browne was undoubtedly the Inventor of

CHLORODYNE ; that the whole story of the Defendant Freeman was deliberately untrue.

Lord Chancellor Selborne and Lord Justice James stated that the Defendant had made a deliberate

misrepresentation of the decision of Vice-chancellor Wood. T,T^^-„rxT,.
Chemists throughout the land will confirm this decision that Dr. J. C. BROWNE was the Inventor

of CHLORODYNE. ^ r- t, r- o c- ,.•
From W. C. Wilkinson, Esq., F.R.C.S., Spalding.

"
I consider it invaluable in Phthisis and Spasmodic Cough ; the benefit is very marked indeed."

Sold in Bottles at \s. \\d., 2s. gd., and 4s. 6d., hy all Chemists.

Sole Manufacturer, J. T. DAVENPORT, 33, at. Eiissell Street, London, ¥.0.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY,
1, OLD BEOAD STREET, and 16, PALL MALL, LONDON.

Instituted 1803.

/^APITAL £1,600,000. Paid-up and Invested £700,000. The distinguishing characteristics of thia

Institution are—Modkbatb Rates; Undoubted SKCUEiir; Pbompt and Libebal Skttlembnt
OP Claims. Steam Thrashing Machines allowed without extra charge. Loss and Damage from

Explosion of Gas in the Building insured made good. The usual Commission allowed to Merchants
and Brokers eETecting Insurances.

Genebal Manager, E. COZENS SMITH.
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DAILY'S MONTHLY MAGAZINE
OF

SPORTS AND PASTIMES.

LIEUT.-COLONEL EDWARD CHAPLIN, M.P.

The subject of our present sketch—formerly Master of the Blank-

ney
—is a son of the late Rev. Henry Chaplin, and brother of the

present member for Mid-Lincolnshire. Born in 1842, and educated

at Harrow, he entered the Coldstream Guards in i860 and retired in

1876, having been the year previously elected M.P. for Lincoln in

the Conservative interest. The early years of Colonel Chaplin,

passed as they were at Blankney, while that fine sportsman Lord

Henry Bentinck had the Burton Hounds, made hunting his earliest

passion. He was regularly mounted six days a week by Lord Henry
for the last eleven years of that nobleman's life, and in such a

country, and under such a master of the science, it is no wonder that

the young Guardsman became himself a proficient. When Mr.

Henry Chaplin, in 1872, gave up the old Burton country as being
too large to hunt six days a week, to Mr. J. J. Foljambe, M.P.,
Colonel Chaplin took the southern part of the country, and the

hounds were called the Blankney. For five seasons the Colonel has

hunted the country to the entire satisfaction of every one, landowners

and farmers, and has been able to show good sport. This season Mr.

Henry Chaplin succeeds him in the Mastership.
Colonel Chaplin is well known to Londoners as a coachman, and

for two or three years was constantly to be found on his coach—the

Tunbridge Wells—a venture in which he had for his first partner Mr.
Charles Hoare. Subsequently Colonel Halthorn, Lord Bective, and
Lord Helmsley were joined with him in the proprietorship, and the

coach did wonderfully well as long as it was on the road.

He is a good whip, and learned his rudiments from '

Jim Carter.'

When he was in the Guards the getting together of regimental
teams left him in good practice, and last year had the somewhat
unusual compliment paid him—he having no coach of his own—of

being elected a member of the Four-in-Hand Club.

A good shot, and anxious to try his skill on the big game. Colonel

Chaplin, in 1807, made an expedition into the Zulu country, South

Africa, in company with the late Colonel Harvey Tower, and had
some wonderful sport, a short account of which, by the way, ap-

peared in 'Our Van' late in 1867 or early in i858, killing, among
VOL. XXXI.—NO. 216. Y 2
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other game, over one hundred hippopotami, twenty rhinoceroses, buf-

faloes, and a few lions.' He was singularly fortunate one morning
before breakfast in killing by himself three lions

; and as if that were-
not sport enough for one day, he in the afternoon shot a large croco-
dile and three antelopes

—a big bag indeed. It was in The Zulu

country, and among those wild surroundings, that, about the end of

July, he heard, by
'

express Kaffir,' of his brother's horse Hermit

having won the Derby.
Colonel Chaplin is very popular in -society 5 his presence alike

welcomed at the covert side and in club and salon. He married
last year Lady Gwendolen Talbot, daughter of the Earl of Shrews-

bury.

DEPARTED WORTH.
Perhaps ' Our losses by death since 1873' would be the more
correct heading of an article having reference to the '

Obituary of
'
Stallions

'

which form a melancholy finale to that equine
' Who's

' who'—the thirteenth volume of the Stud Book, now in our hands.

The return on this occasion is an unusually minute one, recording,.
• as it does, the decease of many stallions totally unknown to fame,
either in the world of racing or of breeding. A laudable desire for

accuracy has doubtless incited the industrious compilers of that

singularly accurate and exhaustive publication to chronicle so much
small beer ; nearly half of the list of deceased fathers of the stud

being made up of those great unknowns and small nonentities the
names of which we but seldom find associated with great winners upon
the Turf. We will venture to say that few of our readers ever heard

of Gamekeeper, who is stated to have passed a period of twenty-four

years among us, leading, we suppose, the *

quiet life,' and serving his

country after an unostentatious fashion. The immortal Joe Eldred
we know, but what of his namesake who departed this life at the

early age of six years, and, as the lawyers say,
' with possibility or

'issue extinct'? On what pretences have such duffers as A i,

Brahma, Cairncastle, Cottesloe, The Czar, Declaration, Gemma
Junior, Goojerat, Jingling Johnny, Joco, Prince Paul, Royal
Head, Theobald, Y. Sweetmeat, and Co. found niches in this Wal-
halla, when their feeble lustre is continually dimmed by the shining

lights of other days, around whose merhories a halo of glory lingers

yet ? Striking the average of age throughout, we find that sixteen

years has been the allotted span of the forty odd included in Messrs.

Weatherby's obituary ; which we take to be a very low figure

indeed, and quite accidental, as evidenced by reference to other

sources, which need not be quoted here. If then we take the prime of

life in the '
fathers of our kings to be

'

as from ten to fifteen years,
the average period of existence from seventeen to twenty years, and
claim for those which have passed the latter period the titleof patriarchs,
we shall be fairly classifying the '

mighty dead
'

which, during less

than half a decade, have joined the majority in the happy pastures.
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Altogether our loss has been heavy, more especially among sires in

the prime of life, and includes such sensational Derby and St. Leger
winners as Gladiateur, Lord Clifden, Thormanby, and Voltigeur, of

which we shall have more to say in the proper places. Taking first

the Nestors of the stud, and these in the stern impartiality of alpha-

betical order, we find Adamas (one of the many horses which ' won
' the Derby but did not get it') at the head of the list, reminding us

that at the date of his decease, aged two-and-twenty, nineteen winners

of the Derby have been heralded as successors to Blink Bonny. The
son of Touchstone made but a modest mark at the stud, though
one or two of his thinsis could run a little, and he leaves not a mare

behind him to give his name a chance of croppmg up agam m after-

time. Next come three patriarchs, better known, as sires at least,

in the north than the south of England, all of which attained the ripe

age of a score years and four—the stalwart Arthur Wellesley, unmis-

takably of the house and lineage of Melbourne ;
the hollow-backed

King of Trumps, reflecting faithfully his Velocipede derivation in

speed, colour, and action ;
and the mouldy well-turned Lambton, in-

heriting many of the Emilius characteristics, and erst a bearer of the

Merry yellow and black. 'Arthur' was no great upholder of the

illustrious house from which he sprang, but from some moderate mares

he begat certain '
utilities,' and Mornington lives to perpetuate the

merits of an old Yorkshire favourite, whose stock the Doncaster
' dustbin

'

and the fairer trysting-place opposite knew well in days not

long gone by. But i^w of King of Trumps's stock were ripe and

good stayers, but their speed was undeniable, and in such a shape they
were bad to beat. His daughters are likely enough to make names for

themselves yet, for likelier matrons never came tramping homewards
with their foals in the gloaming; but all hope of a succession in tail-

male expired with the grand old chestnut Thorn, who, like Kempen-
felt and his gallant comrades of the Royal George, died, not in

the battle's shock, but yet in harness under the shadow of Penhill,

while leading an exercise gallop on the home track. Thus endeth

the Velocipede line for ever and for aye, and with this, its last male

scion, has been lost to us another '
slice of old Alice,' so invaluable

an ingredient in our racing pedigrees, not only because of its rarity,
but on account of its excellence and well-recorded worth. With
Lambton fell yet another pillar of the great house of Blacklock, and

though his progeny were for the most part of the sprinting fraternity,

nearly all that most compact race had the gift of going, and hence
trainers sought them out as

' useful members,' likely to come to

hand early in the season. Marsyas had completed his quarter of a

century when he departed literally
' like a shadow,' and wasted to a

mere memory, so to speak, of the handsome two-year-old many of

us can remember making his mark at Newmarket and Goodwood
in the year of grace 1853. No horse could more righteously boast

of being self-made, and from the time that the late Mr, Blenkiron

took him in hand he began to make way, and late in life raised up
for himself such notable seed as Albert Victor and George Frederick,
a second and first in the Derby, while the '

rest of the royal
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'

family,' and what they have achieved, is it not recorded in the book

of Weatherby ; the pages of which may yet reflect posthumous
honours on old Orlando's son, who leaves plenty to take up the

running, and claims a share in the production of the illustrious

Springfield. Old ' Rat ' numbered two years less than his contem-

porary just mentioned, but he had begun to go dovv^n the 'vale of
'

life
'

sooner, and finds an honourable grave at Ticlchill, where he

lived and loved so long. His imposing list of well-nigh three score

daughters, catalogued in the stud book, contains such undying names
as Mahala, Mandragora, and Rigolboche, besides other contributions

to the Turf of racing celebrities, but is only indifferently represented

by his sons, among which precedence must be given to The Miner,
now that the elegant little Blinkhoolie has left us, albeit the re-

imported Cymbal comes of his house and lineage through Kettledrum,
and his name crops up in the genealogical trees of Cremorne, Wen-
lock, and Kisber, all high upon the beadroU of turf celebrities, and

mingles more remotely with other sources of famous blood. The

pitmen's pet
'

Unnyland,' a similarly bred and in many respects a

similarly fashioned horse to his relative Lambton, brought his twenty-
three years to a close at Croft, and, singularly enough, eight out of

the nine veterans lately deceased were stars in Yorkshire's galaxy of

sires, another of which. Young Birdcatcher, attained the years of

Rataplan and Underhand, though he has nothing to show for long
and honourable service with '

Wright of Richmond.' The most

famous, if not the greatest, comes last, as Voltigeur hobbles forth

to meet his doom at Aske, full of years, and, in his own county at

least, full of honours, decreed to him both as racehorse and sire by
the loving Yorkshire hearts which stood manfully by the Zetland

pet through good and evil report. A fiercer war of words, not

entirely removed by the death of the high priest of the accursed

Blackrock tribe, surely never raged than in the controversy between

the learned genealogist of Carshalton and the opposing faction, and

every now and again the dispute threatens to break out afresh, not-

withstanding that argument and patience on both sides have become

well-nigh exhausted. Doctor Shorthouse certainly dealt Voltigeur
some tremendous blows, but none of them below the belt; and it

really seemed as if the Doctor's favourite aversion was indeed the

failure which he had so persistently written him down, had not a

revival taken place of late years by the instrumentality of Speculum
and Galopin, with which celebrities Vedette came timely to the rescue,
and in a vigorous and green old age the veteran may yet beget

something worthy to take rank with the celebrities so amply deserving
honourable mention at our hands. And we can compare the quondam
antagonist of Voltigeur to no one more aptly than Macbeth, and with

the conscience-stricken King of Scotland he may aver that—
* The blood bolterd Blacklock smiles on me '

against whose issue he has 'filed his mind,' and that Speculum was

the looking-glass in which he beheld the reflection of a long line

of equine kings, commencing with Rosebery, and 'bearing on
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*
their baby brows

'

bays and laurels the meed of Derby and
St. Leger winners. With Voltigeur closes the death-roll of departed
patriarchs ; and to them succeeds a shorter list of those cut off in

their maturity : the uneven-tempered Camerino, Gemma di Vergy,
beloved of the frothy egotist of Hampton Court, Loiterer, and

Nev/castle, Arcades ambo in a breeding sense, and lastly, the last of
his race, the gallant Thormanby. We have sons of Stockwell galore

among us to replace and to supplant Camerino, whose connection
with the name and colours of Osbaldiston will alone cause him to be
held in remembrance ; nor need we regret the absence of a successor

to Gemna di Vergy, having Cecrops to do the honours of the Sir

Hercules house ; while Loiterer the deceptive and Newcastle the

handsome must rest unhonoured and unsung by the chronicler of

doings in the paddock, whatever transient distinction they may have
achieved at the post. But to Thormanby of the stout heart and

bounding action something more than mere passing allusion is due,
and we could fain wish that the grand cross of Pantaloon with Muley
Moloch through the immortal Alice had bequeathed to posterity
some pledge worthy of its splendid result. To Thormanby 's fillies,

perhaps, may be confided the task of reviving his name, and though
their sire has been written down as a ' chance

'

horse, there is an old

maxim that ' blood will tell,' and for better or for worse we should

rejoice to stay, if that were possible, the downfall of a tribe boasting
as its head so doughty a champion as the gay and gallant Pantaloon.

The ghostly procession of those snatched away in the prime of
life is too long by far, and watching them fade into the misty dis-

tance, we may note the sturdy Dalesman, two former companions
at Middle Park in King John and Gladiateur, the fair but false

Knight of the Crescent, and Knowsley, of the massive Glasgow
breed. Then, the greatest among them all. Lord Clifden, Ranger
(his victor once in France, but ' never again '), the milk-white

Warrior, erst beloved of the gentle Pishey Snaith, and Wild Moor,
true son of the leggy Wild Dayrell. Taking them in the order of
their coming

— in Dalesman we have lost the sire of Lowlander, and
one of the many young King Tom sires which have done the stud

some service, but we have plenty of the sort left among us, and the

strapping chestnut, his son, charms the eyes and hearts of the East

Riding not a hundred miles from the Holderness country. Now that

Gladiateur and King John have each of them lost the number of

his mess, we may reckon up the pretensions of both, and sooth to

say it is small matter of regret that they are unrepresented among
the ranks of British sires, albeit great things were expected from
each. Knight of the Crescent was one of those singularly beautiful

scions of old Besika, of Burleigh renown, which dwell in our memories

yet; but there is a vein of softness, we fear, running through all the

family, whose hopes were ever larger than their hearts, and few of

them cared to ' come ' more than once or twice in a lifetime, notwith-

standing all John Scott's power of persuasion, Knowsley was

perhaps one of the most racing-like of the Patagonian race propagated
by the late eccentric Earl, his owner, but *

class
'

told against him
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whenever he flew at high game, and his stock came rather coarse

and common, and slightly lacking in gameness. His contribution

of mares to the stud book is a fair one, and, crossed with stallions of

a light blood-like type, they may repay breeders well, and they have
an example of what can thus be affected in Dunmow, the son of

Cecrops. People seemed to forget that Ranger was own brother to

Skirmisher, and so the sire hailing from Rufford never had half a

chance ; while Warrior was in a similar predicament, until he took

up his quarters at Highfield Hall, so far at least as concerns the

thoroughbred element ; and Wild Moor found but few believers in

his excellence, and his brother, Wild Oats, reigns in his stead. It

is in Lord Clifden, however, that all our regrets must be centred,
and each year we shall find his loss more irreparable, and we know
not where to look for another son of Newminster to take his

place. The late pride of Dewhurst set an unmistakable mint-mark
on his stock, which were mostly whole-coloured dark bays and

chestnuts, with never a blaze nor a stocking, and all washy hues he
seemed to shun most sedulously. None of his sons possess the size

and power of their sire, and rather err on the side of shortness than

of undue length, as in his own case. Hawthornden has, we believe,
left the country, but Winslow is getting some remarkably good
stock, contrary to the predictions of those who objected to him as
'

light all over,' but more especially in the all-important point of girth.
There are others less notable of Lord Clifden's progeny scattered

abroad through the land, but none of much account as yet ;
and we

trust to the public spirit of breeders in England not to let Petrarch

and Hampton depart from among them, as will certainly be the

case if we look behind us for a moment when they come into the

market. Others, too, there may be among the rising generation,
and though there is something ominous in the name of Cyprus, we
have a shrewd idea that he may mend upon his two-year-old per-

formances, while Jannette is likely to keep her sire's memory green
in the land. Fortunately we are left with a strong, and happily a

constantly increasing contingent of Lord Clifden's mares, which we
shall do well to treasure and cherish as the apple of our eye ; size,

form, and quality, being rarely blended in the same animal as we
see it so frequently in the daughters of the ' late lamented.'

While on these ' Old Mortality
'

musings intent, we^may as well

bring up our record of departed worth
'

to the close of 1877, the

period which has elapsed since the publication of the stud book

having been not without its contribution to the death-rate of

stallions.
'

Letifer autmmms '

may be in good sooth truthfully

applied to that portion of the year which came in such deadly guise
to blight the fair promise of more than flower of the Mentmore
Stud ; for the destroying angel stayed not his hand until both

Favonius and Restitution had fallen victims to his visitation.
'

Qtiis
'' desiderio sit piidor aiit modus ?

'' we may indeed exclaim over the

mounded barrow which holds the ashes of the gallant chestnut which
*
after long years

'

brought realisation to the Derby dream of his

owner, and shone forth the star of stars in that eventful season, when
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from northern moor to southern down and heath rang out the never-

ending refrain of the ' Baron wins.' By his posthumous form must
Favonius be judged, for so far, it must be admitted, he has in some

degree disappointed the hopes of his admirers
; and it may be true

of him at the stud, as on the Turf, that he was but an indifferent

beginner. His stock seems unable to hit the happy mean between
extreme lightness and wiriness and somewhat coarse and rugged
power ; but next season may show us better things, and tell a

different tale of what this grandly bred and finely shaped combination
of Sweetmeat and Harkaway was capable. Of Restitution, his less

distinguished companion in the Vale, it may be said that his loss

could better be endured ; but as we looked him over in his box at

Crafton last June, he struck us as the truest made big 'un we had
set eyes on for years, and likely to blossom into no unworthy suc-
cessor to King Tom, who has lived to see many stalwart ' sons grow
*

by his side,' only to pass away one by one, though the parent
stem still retains many of its staunchest and fairest branches.

Parmesan, too, the fretful Sweetmeat pony, whose glories reflected

in 2i par nobile of Derby winners
fairly put out the lights of believers

only in big horses as successful sires, has ceased from vexing the
souls of attendants at Rufford, where his son Cremorne reigns in his

stead, holding out higher hopes of distinction than his predecessor
in Epsom honours, to whose untimely decease we have previously
alluded. It is profitable to reflect what the Turf owes to some of
such ' mere handicap horses, sir,' as Parmesan and others of his
' form

'

have been contemptuously designated, and doubtless through
the summary rejection of such we have for a long period been playing
into the hands of our neighbours across the Channel, wiser in their

generation than those who argue from the standpoint of distinguished

racing performances, without taking into account the blood that will

tell, even as murder '
will out.' At the present time, however, what

we have to apprehend is not so much an anxiety to part with our best

material to France and other countries, as a tendency in the opposite
direction to repurchase, at increased prices, what we were formerly
in such a hurry to part with for a ' mere old song.' This will right
itself shortly, but in the meantime breeders have done no harm to

themselves by pandering to the
]^\x\>\\z furore for foreign blood ; and

the lesson tauoht of not discardino- our so-called second-raters with-
out care or thought may not have been learned in vain. That all

virtue has not gone out of us is amply apparent from the long list of

eligible candidates seeking after full subscriptions in the pages of the

Calendar^ and we may hope that scares of the French and cuckoo
cries of '

deterioration
'

may have been laid at rest for some time to
come. Most of our old and well-tried sources of blood show no

signs of
failing, but contrariwise continue to flow down to us in

fuller volume
; so that it is still our proud boast to be able to

exclaim, when another famous name is added to files of '

departed
'

worth,'
' uno avulso^ nofi deficit alterJ

Amphion.
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PERFECTION.

BY G. J. WHYTE-MELVILLE.

The jewel and pride of the stable,

The brightest and best of her race,

Reliable, willing, and able.

Unequalled in fencing and pace ;

Light-footed, light-mouthed, and light-hearted,
Of lineage old as the Flood,

The worth of those flyers departed.

Condensed in each drop of her blood ;

As bold as a lion in daring,
But docile and meek as a dove,

With an eye like a woman's, declaring.
She asks to be governed by love.

So sure not to turn from a rasper !

So sure not to fail at a pinch !

At timber, you've only to clasp her.

She'll measure her stride to an inch.

At water go into her bridle,

But never get out of control.

For under a tree she will sidle.

Or creep like a mouse through a hole.

When rivals are floundering and blowing,
In a plight that is simply absurd,

So easy and smooth she is going,
You'd think she'd the wings of a bird.

And whether in scurry or scuffle.

And whether she can, or she cant,
With a temper that nothing can ruffle,

A courage that nothing can daunt.

So attend to my moral, and sequel :

Such treasures fall seldom to man j

You never will ride on her equal ;

Make use of her now while you can.
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IDLERS IN AUTUMN.

Now it fell upon a day that there came an invitation so kind and

tempting that the Idlers jumped at it, even as trout at greendrakes in

the merry June time
;
and a petition for fine vi^eather was forthwith

despatched to the framers of the morning paper barometer charts.
'

Idlers, forsooth !

'

said the tall gentleman, when his companion

suggested that by such title they should be known during their

wanderings.
'

Idlers, forsooth ! speak for yourself, Mr. Scribe. For
'

my part, I have known no hours of idleness save the bard's. Your
'

life, it is true, is made up of pleasant journeyings and pleasanter halts,
' of cheery days and evenings of revelry,' The Scribe laughed

hoarsely.
' Would that Pamphile's ointment were on sale at the

'

druggist's round the corner !' he muttered,
' how gladly would I

' become the baker's ass ; and not a roseleaf should pass my lips if I

' were turned loose in the garden of Cashmere. Why, pens have worn
* a groove in my forefinger, and I dictate copy in my sleep, making
' the night watches dreadful to the sharer of my sorrows. But no
' more of this ; Idlers we will call ourselves for forty-eight hours, and
* then be kicked out of the dream by the brutal foot of the giant
' Business.' The tall gentleman took from his desk an A B C
Guide and ran his eyes hastily down the

' Han.' column; then, in

fancy, seemed to measure his friend's stalwart frame as for a garment ;

and finally, with a faint sigh, said soothingly that it should be as

he wished. It was not easy to fix on a time for departure suited to

each of the Idlers, for although it really mattered not a great deal to

the tall gentleman at what season he took his pleasure, it was different

with his companion, much of whose time is devoted to travelling in

*. racing specials,' and to saddling paddocks and betting rings, and

the remainder to harrying and worrying brother members of a secret

society that brings its plots to maturity fifty-two times in the year.
All has, however, been satisfactorily arranged, and one still sunny
October morning the Idlers take train at Euston. There are no
fellow-travellers in the carriage selected by the wary Scribe, and, after

a slight scuffle for the most comfortable place, lengthy limbs and broad

backs are comfortably bestowed. It is just the day to rejoice the

hearts of folks who love quiet Nature ; one of those sweet autumn

mornings when there is nothing in the air to tell that summer has

departed, although fields and hedgerows can no longer keep the

secret. Soon the last traces of London are left behind, and the train

glides smoothly through a cheerful pasture-land, with little church

spires showing now and then above the trees, and the glassy canal

dotted here and there with motionless barges. The fields are

deserted, save where an occasional young farmer lounges along
a hedge side with slouching dogs at his heels, and once or twice

glimpses are caught of narrow lanes through which little troops of

best-clothed rustics slowly tramp at the melancholy rest-day pace
affected by all British rustics. Past Pinner, Boxmoor, and Berk-
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hampstead with its smooth sloping hills and plenteous woods, the

journey beguiled by philosophical discourse from the tall gentleman,
and less elevated talk from the Scribe, who is a monomaniac about

horse-racing, and much given to hold forth on weights and trials at

unbecoming seasons. Although for a time he converses with his

more solid companion of books and of men, it is not long before he

artfully leads the talk into another direction, and is voluble as to how
Hilarious won the Cesarewitch and will not win the Cambridgeshire.
With the prophetical afflatus once on him he looks so far into the

future as to suggest winners for Liverpool and good things for

Shrewsbury, and is vehement in his entreaties that his companion will

stand a little with him next week on '

something that cannot lose ';

an advance somewhat coolly met by that worthy gentleman, who
buttons up his pockets and says he will think of it.

At the end of an hour the train stops at a Hertfordshire station,

that to the Idlers brings back pleasant memories of hunting and

angling days. The neatest and most comfortable of vehicles awaits

them, and there is no occasion for more than a short halt in a deserted

thoroughfare, where the fallen leaves of autumn rustle in front of the

chemist's shop and market hall. Then away the travellers bowl,

past the neat ivy-covered houses of the High Street, past the quaint
Robin Hood Inn, and the clean old-fashioned town is left behind, the

Idlers settling down to the enjoyment of a delightful drive through
still country lanes. On and on they go, at the cheerful noontide,

past copses glorious in gold and russet ; through noble park precincts ;

rolling over the grand firm roads
; plashing through little watercourses ;

until at last they arrive at a charming abode where it is arranged
that they shall sojourn for a space. What delightful hours are

spent on that fascinating seat under the big walnut-tree, gazing

dreamily at the variegated geraniums trailing down from the balcony
overhead, and listening to the mysterious bird that talks in an unknown

tongue from his cage round the corner ! The Idlers look silently and

with full hearts at the noble view over the lovely vale to the long

irregular hills in the far distance, with intermediate breaks of thickets,

copses, scattered trees, and hedgerows innumerable ; just such a

landscape as Gaspar Poussin has painted in a famous picture. Still,

though prospect and sky are equally fair, it does not escape one of

the friends, who has spent much time in woods and fields, that the loud

cawing rooks are hanging and wheeling in eccentric flight betokening
some great weather change, and he indulges in doleful prophecy for

the morrow.
How the Idlers dined, and dosed, and smoked superb cigars, and

talked words of wisdom and of mirth, as they sat on opposite sides

with the blaze on the broad hearth for their cheery companion,
it boots not to tell. As the night grows on, the conversation

slackens, and presently ceases. The tall gentleman gazes on the

glowing logs with the benevolence born of toothsome viands and

ripe claret, and the Scribe's eyes close as he ponders over the doings
of the day. Thoughts of the broad vale, of the fertile pastures
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and calm woods, of the geranium-blushing balcony, and the seat by
the walnut-tree, arise and make his heart glad.

'

Oh, that it were
^
decreed,' he murmured,

' that in these enchanting scenes my wearied
* brain should at last find repose ! Then would the dream of my
*

life be fulfilled ;
the boon long coveted

' ' Take it !

'

whispers
a voice, melodious as a silver bell; 'take it!' and a smile of

ineffable happiness passes over the listener's face as the spirit

accents fall softly on his ears.
' Take it ; do !

'

repeats the tall

gentleman indignantly, 'and cease gasping and choking in that arm-
'
chair.' From his vision of bliss the bewildered Scribe wakes to

find an attendant proffering a bed-room candlestick, whilst the tall

gentleman winds up his watch in sleepy fashion.
' You are as ma-

'
licious as Bob Carver,' moans the Scribe querulously;

'

why raise the
'

cup of happiness to my lips and then upset it ? I was in the seventh
' heaven.'

* Do cease maundering and go away to bed,' breaks

in his companion;
' who in the world is Bob Carver ?'

' Bob Carver,' says the Scribe, blinking in the candlelight like an
owl at noon, 'was a racing man of my acquaintance, and

chiefly
' remarkable as being an excellent hater. The man he hated most
' was Dick Thompson, and for a long time things had gone as badly
' with Dick as his enemy could desire. Everything went wrong
' with him. He lent people money, and they never repaid it. He
' invested in mines that never produced a ton of ore. He was always
'

buying shares at a bad time or selling at a worse. The ill-luck that
'

pursued his horses became a byword. Whenever something was
'

coming off that seemed cut and dried for one of them, Dick was
' sure to receive a letter from his trainer to tell him that it was lame
* or coughing. Whenever his colours did come home first there
' was an objection, and the objection was sustained, or Dick had
'

only a pony on at the v/orst price, so his account at the bank.
' became very low indeed.'

Here the tall gentleman replaces his watch in his pocket and

yawns loudly, and the Scribe goes on in a louder key :

' But at last it seemed that Fate was tired of to^menting him, and
'

all the world agreed that he was safe to win a great spring handi-
'

cap with Foxhole. The horse was as fit as he could be made
; he

' skimmed round the awkward course like a water-ouzel along a
*

winding brook ; the crack light weight was engaged ; and Dick
' stood to win a fortune on the race. " Hans the begsrar," thought
' Bob Carver, as he looked down the card and noted that Foxhole's
* number was 27,

"
I do believe he'll pull through."

"
Hang the

*"
beggar!" he thought again, with his sour face looking

' sourer than usual, as he saw Foxhole pass the stand the second
*
time, pulling double ;

"
it will set him on his legs again after all."

* Bob had left the ring to see the race from the steps near the
'

reporters' gallery, but got there so late that he could not squeeze
'
his way up, and as he stood in the crowd below he found that

' Dick Thompson, who had also been disappointed of a place, was
' his left-hand neighbour. Bob, who was as tall as a lamp-post, and
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' as keen-eyed as a vulture, could see well what was going on, but as
'

Thompson, besides being a little man, was desperately short-
'

sighted, it was all he could do to make out that it was a rattling
' finish between Foxhole and something else, and stammering
' with excitement, he asked Bob Carver what had won. '' In a
' "

moment," said Bob coolly, gazing towards the judge's box, and
' as he looked his face brightened.

" Hallo !

"
he cried, affecting to

' consult his card,
" what's number 27 ?" "

Why, my horse !

"

' screamed Thompson in an ecstasy of delight,
"
Why, my horse !

* " Hurr
" " Then" interrupted Bob, with a nasty smile, and

*

speaking very distinctly, '•^Number 2y is second !"
^

The auguries drawn from rook-flight are borne out, for in

the middle of the night the Idlers are awakened from their innocent

slumbers by a mighty roaring tempest, and they rise next morning
to the sight of fast drifting clouds, of leaves whirling down in

showers, and to dismal rumours of branch-slain calves, and carts

upset by the fierce wind. Fortune is kind, however, and presently
the gale drops, the sun shines warmly, and the air becomes so

summerlike, that in making the round of the gardens, the com-

panions come across a fine Persian cat lying, luxuriously lazy, on a

flower-bed, like a poet's Eastern beauty in a rose-bower. But it is

with nobler animals that the next iew hours must be passed, and

after pausing a moment to fall in love with the neatest stable-yard
clock that ever was devised, the Idlers saunter into the wide yard

itself, and are introduced to a model establishment by the most

courteous of stud grooms. Such wonders of luxury and finish as are

contained in the newly completed range of buildings had not been

dreamt about in the philosophy of our Idlers, and they are loud alike

in their praise of accommodation for man and horse. Such broad,

airy dormitories for the helpers, with the sweet vale breeze rushing in

through wide opened windows ! Such snowy beds ! Such a handy
bath-room for the men's refreshment after a hard day ! Verily
clover is the portion of those who have taken service under so

thoughtful and kind a master. From the harness-room, with a desk

and inkstand en the table that would tempt any one but our Idlers

to sit down and begin an article, those loungers make their way into

the stables, and oh ! such weight-carriers ; oh ! such bone and sub-

stance, ay, and blood too, as they find there. Vandyke, by Young
Dutchman, and the powerful Malton, and Dart, by Lord Fauconberg,
and the Strathconan grey, and the ear-dropping

' weaver
'

Lecture,
with all their gallant comrades, are duly admired, William King
having shown himself quite a Joseph Hayhoe of the hunting stud

by the condition into which he has got his charges for the work now
close at hand. Then the Idlers' eyes meet, and recollections arise of

a memorable Cesarewitch day, as they renew acquaintance with an

old favourite, Carnelion, a new addition to the list of stud worthies,
and soon to be transferred to quarters at neighbouring Crafton. A
gigantic Favonius yearling, too big to be successfully trained, is his

neighbour, but there will be young thoroughbreds of greater mark to
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inspect presently, when the occupants of the capital new kennels

over which Fred. Cox presides have had their share of inspection.

The Scribe is much more at home in the Newmarket '

birdcage
'

than in the greenyard of the Ascot kennels, and he holds the whip

placed in his hands as if it were a cricket-bat, and sticks close by the

huntsman, striving to benefit by the words of wisdom that fall

on his willing ears. He is such a palpable novice, however, that the

stream of talk is anon directed to his companion, more learned in

hound lore. Still the green hand has instinct enough to admire the

Finder sisters five, and makes a lucky shot when he pitches on the

badger-pied Layman as a grand hound, for Layman, he is informed,
was only the week before the special fancy of a right good judge, the

special correspondent of a sporting paper. Despite this successful

venture, and although the sight in the greenyard is a stirring and

beautiful one, the racing enthusiast finds something nearer to his

heart an hour later, and a couple of miles away, when at Markham's
call of ' Poor old Tommy

'

a worn, shrunken-necked old horse slowly

approaches the door of his box, and half returns the fond caress be-

stowed upon him. It is a touching sight, and in the eyes of one looker-

on a little moisture collects, as he looks, probably for the last time, on
the horse so good on the course, so famous at the stud, the aged and
illustrious King Tom. Close at hand are promising scions of the

famous Mentmore brood mares, destined some of them, ere a couple
of years have passed, to carry worthily the brilliant colours that are as

familiar to the racing public, and as fully trusted by them, as have
been Eglinton tartan or Zetland spots. Of the glories of their pre-

decessors, that under ' dark blue and yellow cap
'

have won Derby
and Leger, Oaks, cups, and great handicaps, stories, racy indeed, are

told 'presently as the Idlers pass a pleasant half-hour with the good-
humoured sage under whose fostering care the great Mentmore
cracks got through their youthful days.
Anon the companions find themselves under the shadows of the

proud palace that is the glory of the district. Then comes a delight-
ful time of pondering over art treasures contained within those noble

walls, and strolling through shrubberies, and dawdling in aviaries.

When the evening mists are growing thick the tall gentleman and

the Scribe have journeyed back to the Hertfordshire station, and in

a snug room of the neighbouring hotel they are joined by three other

Idlers, wild birds from the great city, who with uproarious shouts

seize on their staid friends, and slap their backs, and shake hands
with them, vociferating that they too have come down for a day's

fishing, and proposing to make a night of it. With this suggestion,
it is needless to say, the elders indignantly refuse to comply, and
the roysterers are soon lefc to their wanton devices.

The gay bloods of the party slumber long and heavily ; but the

original Idlers are up and out, examining the apple-trees and privet

hedges in the hotel garden, and shouting angrily under their com-
rades' windows, as the sun shines coolly at a little past seven. The
air bites rather sharply, but is brisk and refreshing, and the morning
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is delightful with country sights and sounds. To London tired eyes
it is pleasant to look on the golden brown beehive-shaped stacks

hard hy ; to hear the clicking wheels of a cart as it lumbers over the

clods of a neighbouring field, and the cheery voice of the driver of a

grey harrow-dragging horse up on the hill. Trees, well-grown and

plentiful, stand out sharply against the grey sky ; there is a chirping
of sparrows in the stable yard, and a distant caw of rooks in the

woods ; whilst the keen bright day seems to put elasticity into the

steps of the men trudging to their work along the hard road, browned
here and there with leaves from the horse-chestnut boughs, already

sufficiently bare to show abundance of the big green, prickly globes
that are the delight of childhood.

The tall gentleman has insisted that any man unprepared to start

for the reservoir at half past seven shall be left behind, and dread of

that strict disciplinarian induces the party to be punctual. A short

and brisk drive adds to the already high spirits of the Idlers, and

when they alight by the side of the broad waters to find their hearty
old friend the keeper in waiting by this

' Yarrow Revisited,' with the

shy crested grebes swimming far out in stately fashion, whilst coots

and water-hens croak attention, if not welcome, the merry anglers
feel inclined to give vent to their feelings in a cheer. In the furious

gale of the previous morning one of the two punts has suffered sorely,

and lies a useless wreck ; but the other is happily whole. Some of

the party embark, whilst the Scribe and an angler of high reputation
as a slayer of salmon cast their lines from the bank.

Things are unpromising enough at first. Mist collects and hangs

heavily over the water, hiding the swarm of feathered life ; but

presently a gleam of sun breaks out, and the vapour disperses like

light smoke, showing the Ivinghoe hills, which look smooth as

velvet in the distance, and the deep dark woods of Tring Park.

A pair of terns have found their way thus far inland, and drop and

wheel like swallows overhead
;

a single kingfisher shoots across a

corner of the reservoir in a party-coloured flash ; the great grebes sail

and dive and fish, always apparently unconscious of men's presence,

yet always out of gunshot. There are sights besides that observant

anglers wot of to amuse the Idlers on the bank, although it must be

owned that their show of fish would make a poor display on the

trays of the angling clubs. He who has slain salmon can conve-

niently carry all his coarser victims to-day, and the Scribe hurriedly

changes the conversation, when at two o'clock the boat party land

and inquire after his success. Those hardy voyagers return jubilant,

bearing with them a nine-pound pike, and several more of respectable
dimensions. They have tales to tell how a monster was lost that

showed jaws like an alligator ;
how the tall gentleman, generally full

of sprightly talk, became, according to wont, silent and absorbed

when once his line was wetted
;
how the calm-minded Idler fished

serenely on, although perch and jack flouted his bait ; how the slim*

gentleman sustained his great and well-earned reputation for losing
hooks. There is luncheon waiting them that has come—succulent
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and hot—from hospitable halls
; but it is the sort of luncheon fatal to

much subsequent exertion. It is the kind that induces men to lie

on their backs and find unusual soothing in cigars and pipes ; to feel

at peace with their enemies, and able to look the world cheerfully in

the face
;
to drop into soft dozes, and dream that they have ten thou-

sand a year. The Idlers are not proof against its influence, and

reclining in the nooks of the fisherman's hut their musings are such

as these :
—

'

Lap on, sounding waves. Nod greeting to the rushes below, O
willow-boughs, fearless of axe or billhook. Our blessings be upon
you, croaking coots and diving grebes. May your eggs lie snug and

undisturbed at nesting time
; may your offspring swim away their

youthful days unscathed by pike or marauding bird. And you, fish,

that have to-day laughed at our beards from the depths of Startopp's
End or the weedy shores of Marsworth, may your days be prolonged
until Fortune makes us once more Idlers. If your lives are destined

to be taken by men, surely it were good to perish by the hooks of

those who can immortalize your symmetry, your size, your condi-

tion
;
can tell of the craft with which you sought freedom from the

steel, of the courage and strength that to the last made your
capture doubtful. Kre we again take stand by these pleasant waters

many others will seek to beguile you. Hither will come men whose
hair is not yet streaked with grey ; for whom damp and cold have

no terrors, unacquainted as they are with the torturing fiend

Rheumatism. In the pride of their youth and hot blood they will

remember only that pike are often hungry in frosty January, and

that to perch in February minnows are toothsome as whitebait to

men in June. They will be crafty withal, and learned in devices

for your entanglement. For you will they spin the brightest of

dace, and select the liveliest gudgeon. Be it your fortune, then,
to grow fat and make merry for a season. Know not the heave of

landing-net, flap not vour broad tails in punt-well, until v/e, the

sober, the thoughtful, the middle-aged
—who can catch you with

calm enjoyment, and ensure that you be rightly cooked—return

once more to the water side. What time the winter is softly gliding
into spring ;

when the coots are courting, and the young grebes
think of settling in life.'

MEMOIR OF THE REV. JOHN RUSSELL.

CHAPTER VIII.

' When the country is deepest, I give you my word
'Tis a pride and a pleasure to put liim along ;

O'er tallow and pasture he sweeps like a bird,

And there's nothing too wide, nor too high, nor too strong.'

Whyte-Melville.

The formation of Russell's new and 'independent dynasty,' and

the grand sport he was able to show with his little pack, gathered
VOL. xxxr.—NO. 216. /-
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though it was from all points of the compass, has been roughly
sketched in the foregoing chapters ; and now, it will be asked, by
what active and competent whip was he supported, or what other

efficient aid did he receive to enable him to bring about such satis-

factory results. The question is easily answered ; so strongly was
he animated by the spirit of '

self-help,' so well did he know the

country and the habits of the wild animal he hunted, that, with the

exception of casual and very uncertain assistance from his field, and

the occasional service of a raw lad—a Jack-of-all-work called Sam—
he literally did the work single-handed and depended on no one but

himself.

To ride a long distance to cover in the morning, to hunt a pack
of foxhounds all day, and at night to jog slowly home with

them to their perhaps far-distant kennel, is usually held to be work

enough and to spare for any ordinary man ; but if, in addition to

these duties, he has to depend mainly on himself to keep them to-

gether when they divide, to stop them on riot, and, in fact, to do

the work of a Whip, or even two Whips, besides that of his own,
he need, like Alcides, have a double share of strength, activity, and

endurance to do it all, and do it efficiently.

Nevertheless, this task, the ordinary work of at least two men,

imposed as it was upon Russell by that old complaint of his—tight-

ness of the chest—was, not only no toil to him, but a real labour of

love—one he would have ridden '

bare-ridge
'

to perform, nay, sacri-

ficed his last crust to enjoy.

Beckford, the Blackstone of hunting law and practice, informs us

that 'no pack of foxhounds is complete without two whippers-in,'

and, moreover, adds this testimony to the advantage gained by the

help of a good Whip :

'
I think I should have better sport and kill

' more foxes with a moderate huntsman and an excellent whipper-
' in than with the best of huntsmen without such an assistant.'

Again,
' No one knows better than you do how essential a good

'

adjutant is to a regiment ; believe me, a good whipper-in is not
'
less so to a pack of foxhounds.' Then, with reference to the duty

of a whipper-in, he continues,
* While the huntsman is riding to his

••

head-hounds, the whipper-in, if he has genius, may show it in

' various ways ; he may clap forward to any great earth that may by
' chance be open ; he may sink the wind to halloo, or mob a fox
' when the scent fails

;
he may keep him off his foil ;

he may stop
' the tail-hounds and get them forward, and has it frequently in his

'

power to assist the hounds without doing them any hurt, provided
' he has sense to distinguish where he is wanted most. Besides, the
' most essential part of fox-hunting, the making and keeping the pack
'

steady, depends entirely upon him, as a huntsman should seldom
*
rate, and never flog a hound.'

Notwithstanding the importance, then, attached by Beckford to the

business of a Whip, and the high qualifications v/hich should be found

in a man acting in that capacity, Russell managed for some time to do

well without one, depending, as we have seen, solely on himself and
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the rough boy already referred to. But, though rough in appearance,
Sam had his wits about him, and very soon profited by the lessons in

which his master spared no pains to instruct him. For instance, Sam,
with a view to his education, was occasionally permitted to join the

well-appointed pack of the Hon. Newton-Fellowes, and at such

times was especially charged to keep his eye on Stephen, first whipper-
in to the latter, and carefully to note his tactics.

Then, the pastime of the day over, Russell would summon the

lad to his dining-room, put him through his facings, and minutely
test the result of his day's schooling by asking him such questions as

the followino; ;

* Now, Sam, you saw the second Whip riding after and rating
'
those riotous puppies. Fleecer and Frantic, when he was a lanyard

' or more behind them ; was he right or wrong in doing so, and
' what would you have done ?'

' Got to their head, sir, and then rated them.'
' Quite right, Sam ; but, bear in mind, if you want to punish a

'

hound, you should hit him first and rate him afterwards.'
*

Supposing a change takes place in cover, and the hounds divide,
' which lot should you stop ?'

' That depends on the huntsman, sir
;

if he holds to one lot, I
' should stop the other, and get them forward as fast as I could.'

' That's right, Sam, and don't forget to do the same by the tail-

' hounds. Good boy ; you may go now.'
Thus schooled, theoretically as well as practically, Sam, blessed

with some genius and strong common-sense, became in the course

of a few years as useful and clever a whip as ever followed a hound ;

so that, with his help and the use of his own significant horn,

Russell, not caring a button for show, but only for the sport, could

well afford to dispense with the needless encumbrance of a more

costly staff.

Some years afterwards John Beale, huntsman to Sir Walter

Carew, and subsequently to the Tiverton Hounds, did wonders

single-handed with the latter pack. He had the rare knack when
a fox was up of getting to their head and keeping his horn going

merrily alongside the leading hounds, a signal so well understood by
the rest of the pack, that he rarely left a hound behind him in break-

ing away from the deepest covers. Many condemned him as being
a tinker in his trade, making more noise than was either necessary
or agreeable; nevertheless, the system worked admirably

—that lively
blast and sharp wild cheer of his gathered up the deep-drawing
hounds as no Whip in the world could have done it, and brought

them, out and together, on the very back of their fox ; for nobody
knew better than he did that ' a fox well found is a fox half killed.'

Thus, without the help of a regular whip, 'old John Beale'

killed his foxes, and did it handsomely, showing such sport as, so long
as that generation lasts, will not readily be forgotten in the Tiverton

country.
Russell's plan was very much the same—his horn was half the

z 2
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battle to him ; but, educated as he had been in the high-class school

of Mr. George Templer and Mr. John Codrington^ his style, as

might be expected, was that of a gentleman ; for although quite
as energetic as John Beale, and with an eye like a hawk to his

head-hounds, no one was ever heard to object either to the lively

shake of his horn or to the soul-stirring echoes of his musical cheer.

On the contrary, as a farmer was once heard to say,
'

It fairly
' mak'th a man's heart jump in his waistcoat to hear Passon Rissell

' find his fox ; 'twixt he and the hounds 'tis like a band of music
*

striking up for a dance.'

The history and character of the pack hunted by Russell during
his residence at Iddesleigh, as well as some of his own doings in

connection with them, having been thus far briefly recorded, the

reader will probably now expect to learn something of his stud,

what his powers as a horseman were, and how he acquitted himself

as a rider to hounds.

To describe him as having been a brilliant performer across

country, or to compare him, for instance, with such men as Mr.
Assheton Smith, Mr. Lindo, or Lord Alvanley, would be wholly
beside the mark ; for, in the first place, Devonshire, with its

picturesque scenery, deep woodlands, hollow combes, and banks

averaging 10 or 12 feet in height, is a very different country to ride

over from the undulating pastures and flyable fences of the Midland

counties. In the next place, his financial means, to which allusion

has already been made, always acting as a drag on his wheel, not

only limited his choice, but constrained him to the disadvantage of

a short stud, and to the absolute necessity of husbanding its resources,

whenever an opportunity enabled him to do so.

Thus it may with truth be said that in moments of the purest

enjoyment, when scent served and hounds were running breast-high,
the thought of casino- his horse and saving his legs was never absent

_
to to to o

_ _

from his mind
;

that was the one care that sat behind his saddle—
the spectre that haunted him when the game was at his height

—the

one unpalatable drop in the bumper of enjoyment he was drinking to

the dregs ; for the thought of to-morrow would obtrude itself, would

make him constantly dismount and lead his horse over higii banks ;

when, if his stud had been less limited, he certainly would have

taken the quicker, and, to himself, the far easier mode of getting at

his hounds.

Russell, therefore, could neither be called a bruiser, nor even a

hard man, in the common acceptation of that term ; but his judg-
ment as a horseman could never be impugned ; he had fair hands, a

quick eye, a heart in the right place, and so firm and yet easy a seat

in the saddle, that no one looking at him when mounted but would

say,
* That's a workman, every inch of him.'

Nevertheless, despite the drawback mentioned, and all other diffi-

culties, Russell very rarely failed to be close to his hounds ; nor,

though he lamented his 'cumbrous weight'
—some 12 stone odd—

did the three brave horses that carried him so safely and well for
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many a hard season appear to be overtaxed by the w^ork, or show any
signs of unnatural decay. They were called Billy, Cottager, and

Monkey.
The last, a chestnut horse, although somewhat uncertain in his

temper, became a hunter of great renown in the county, doing his

work admirably, and coming home gay as a lark after the longest

day. The second was an entire horse, very clever at his fences, but

very vicious ; he would turn round and bite like a bull-dog, if the

rider gave him the ghost of a chance. Even in his gallop he would

occasionally take a grab at the point of Russell's foot ; and, had he

caught it, would have torn the boot ruthlessly from his leg. Twice
he seized him by the coat, but fortunately without doing more

damage than merely rending the garment. Once indeed he very

nearly brought an old friend of Russell's, Dr. George Owen, to

serious grief. They were riding in chase side by side—the hounds

running hard—when Cottager in a sudden paroxysm of temper made
a fierce grab at Owen's horse ; but, luckily, instead of catching him
with his teeth, he only caught the saddle-cloth and one skirt of the

rider's coat. These he tore from the back of both, leaving the

v/orthy doctor—the 'Owen swift and Owen strong' of that country—in the ludicrous predicament of Bailie Nicol Jarvie, when cut

down by the dirk of the Highland gillie.

On another occasion Russell, when ridmg Cottager and hunting
with a new draft from the Hambledon Hounds, found a fox near
Beaford Moor, and pressed him in cover so sharply that he turned

short and broke away, unknown to him, down wind. Losing sight
of the pack and fancying he viewed a tail-hound at the extreme end
of the moor, he rode up and there found an Irish packman, Peter

Dougan by name, standmg on a bank, and blown by the chase j but
still staring after it with bated breath and longing eyes.

' Have you seen the hounds, my man ?' inquired Russell eagerly.
'
Iss, your honour ; they're jist ahead, running like a peal of

'
bells.'

' Then jump up behind me, pack and all ;' said Russell, charmed
with the man's enthusiasm and evident love of hunting; 'jump up,
' and you shall see a bit more of the sport.'

' Bedad then,' said Peter, 'that I'll do;' and as Russell adjusted

Cottager to the bank, Peter and his pack took their place behind
the cantle, notwithstanding the broad meanings displayed by the

horse on being thus loaded. He then turned to, kicked furiously,
and never stopped kicking till he had fairly floored Peter and his

pack.
Not long after this adventure, when Russell was riding the chestnut

horse Monkey, Peter again met him, and said he had a great favour

to ask him, and that was, that he would allow him to ride that horse

over a five-barred gate, with his hands tied behind his back, his face

to the horse's tail, and without saddle or bridle. 'And,' said Peter

entreatingly,
'
I'll give ye me pack, sir, af ye'll let me do it ; and, by

' me sowl, 'tis- worth five pounds.'
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Russell, in a state of wonderment, inquired why he was anxious

to perform such a feat, pointing out the danger of attempting it in

such a fashion.
*
Faix, your honour,' replied Peter, 'I should like to tell 'em what

' I've done in England when I get back to the ould country.'

Monkey with hounds, and in a good temper, would jump any
ordinary five-barred gate ;

but otherwise wouldn't rise at a fender.
' Had I granted his request,' said Russell,

* the horse would have
' broken Peter's neck to a dead certainty.'

For years afterwards the Irishman, on his annual journeys to

England, never failed to include in his pack a few silk pocket-
handkerchiefs of the blue bird's-eye pattern, which he brought

especially for Russell's use ; and it was with no little difficulty that

he could be persuaded to take payment for those articles, so devoted

an admirer was he of Russell and his hounds. And so well known
to the hawking fraternity in Ireland was Russell's name, that not

five years ago
—

forty years after Peter Dougan's date— the former

overtook two Irishmen near South Molton, and, having packs on

their backs, he inquired whence they came :

' From Ireland, your
'

honour,' was the reply ;
* we landed at Ilfracombe last night.'

' Have you any handkerchiefs of this pattern ?' asked Russell,

showing them a bird's-eye blue one.
'

No, your honour ; they are very scarce now.'
'

Well,' he replied ;

'
I bought them from a countryman of yours,

' Pat Dougan by name.'
' 'Tis Peter Dougan, you mane ; and you are Mr. Russell, ef you

* had them from him. Ah I poor Peter
;
he dearly loved hunting,

' and was always talking about your riverence
;
he's been dead many,

'

many years.'

On parting company the packmen volunteered to bring him the

handkerchiefs he required ;
a promise which, after due time, they

did not fail to fulfil.

Now for Billy, the stand-by of Russell's stable, and, as he declares

to the present day, the best horse he ever crossed in his h'fe. Billy
was a bay pony, 14 hands high

—'

big as a mountain and long as
'

to-day and to-morrow'—he was by a two-year-old grass colt by
Twilight, a grandson of Eclipse, out of an Exmoor pony ;

and was
bred by A'Ir. Wreford of Clannaborough, so well known to Devon-
shire men as one of the most successful breeders of blood stock in

the West of England.
Of the stout and enduring qualities of Billy it is enough to say

that Russell never knew him beaten ; nor, as a proof of
it, did he

ever fail to come home merrily, however long the day, and pick up
his corn, to the last grain in the manger. His staying powers in

chase, his bank-fencing, and mode of getting through heavy ground,
under the weight he carried and the pace he maintained, were truly
marvellous. '

Russell,' writes Mr. Harris,
' mounted me once on

'

Billy, and little did I anticipate the great treat in store for me.
' The meet was at Broadbury Castle ; and thinking him a pony I at
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*
first rode him quietly ; but when hounds began to run, Billy pulled

i at his snaffle, and letting him go he went with a will right up to

* the head, as if he had said to himself,
" That's my place, and I

' "mean to keep it." And so he did ; no bank could stop him
;
no

'

pace choke him off; he could stay all day, and go a cracker through
'
dirt' up to the very last. In fact he was in every respect a steed

*

worthy of his renowned ancestor ;
and I much doubt if Wreford

' ever bred a gamer or a better animal.'

Russell, it is almost superfluous to say, valued him as the apple

of his eye ; nay, if he had suffered himself to be tempted by gold, he

might at any time have filled his pockets with the price of Billy.

But to all offers Russell cried, Avaunt ! and death alone divided the

twain.

Nor was that altogether strictly the case ;
for when the event

took place after a faithful servitude of more than ten years, Billy's

glossy hide, being removed by skilful hands, was sent to a tanner's,

and afterwards formed the covering of a most comfortable arm-chair.

The legs and hoofs, the latter beautifully polished and fitted with

invisible castors, were all Billy's ; and well might Russell, reclining

in the once familiar seat, and perhaps dozing after a long day's

work, be led by fancy's dream to believe that Billy was again under

him, sharing the sport together as of yore, and bearing him on

eagle-wings to the front of the chase.

Such a dream would surely be far less unnatural and far happier

than the endless inconsequential visions in which men, dipped in

Lethe's stream, are so apt to indulge.

But, though Russell would ofttimes allude with tearful regret to

the memory of Billy, quoting if not the words the very sentiments

of Prince Llewelyn
—

' Best of thy kind, adieu !'

he conferred the same honour on Cottager and Monkey ; and there

they all stood in the dining-room at Tordown, as if the gods in a

moment of compassion had transformed the trio into easy arm-

chairs, determined that Russell and his friends, like Baucis and

Philemon, should not be parted even by death.

Such was his mode of cherishing the remembrance of the faithful

brute companions that had served him so well in life ; and on their

part they were still, as it were, doing him grateful service by

administering to the comfort of himself and guests, and reminding
them of many a bygone day of thrilling sport and innocent re-

creation.

Frederick the Great, we are told, expressed a wish even in his

will to be buried with his favourite dogs, and especially near the

horse that had carried him so often to victory ; but Russell's fancy
for conserving the relics of his mute friends and enjoying their

company, still present in the form of arm-chairs, conveys .a far

pleasanter notion than that of the old warrior, whose last words

were,
'
'^e serai bientot plus pres de lid' Notwithstanding his
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will, however, his faithful pets did not ' bear him company,' for his

body received the burial of a Christian, and lies under the pulpit in

Potsdam Church.

Many a pleasantry would Russell pass when inviting a guest to

take a seat on one of his old friend's backs. '

There,' he would say,
'

give old Cottager a turn ;
he'll carry you as easily as a feather-bed

;

•• and he never bites now.' Or,
*

Try Billy ; if he can't go through
' dirt as he once could ; he's up to any weight and won't give you a

These, however, are later reminiscences of Tordown, the Alpine
home to which he removed on quitting Iddesleigh in 1832, and to

which he has once more recently returned ; hoping, as he says, now
to remain there till

' the golden bowl be broken, and the spirit shall

* return unto God who gave it.' But the sketch given of the

horses has carried both writer and reader over the scent, and a

backward cast—never a favourite one of Russell's—is now necessary
to recover the line.

Russell had now entered on the third season of his Mastership,
and so far had literally basked in the sunshine of success j but in the

autumn of 1829, without being an augur, he was not slow to

observe that over the Tetcott and Broadbury districts loomed
ominous clouds, which portended a break up of the present arrange-

ments, as well as probably an extensive change in the landmarks of

his country. Nor was he kept long in suspense ;
for on Friday the

13th of November his pack met at Five Oaks for the last time

under the old regime. A glorious finale, however, crowned the

event ;
he killed a brace of foxes, the first in

fifcy minutes, and the

next at the end of a long dodging run, in which by the manner he

handled his hounds Russell's woodcraft was eminently displayed.
The circumstances that led to the change may aptly be termed a

complicated tissue of events. In the first place the country was
much too large for the means at command; for, owing to the ardent

support of the Yeomen-farmers, far and wide, foxes had largely
increased throughout the land

\ consequently the damage fund and
the expense of feeing the keepers, Sic, rising proportionately, the

sum total amounted soon to a serious charge on an exchequer too

often inconveniently straightened and never overflowing. This

perhaps may be considered the root, the '

fons et origo mail' of the

whole matter. But there was also a general suspicion among
Russell's friends that jealousv had a finger in the pie ;

and that that

feeling, intensified by the impression that the country was insuffi-

ciently hunted, prompted a small party, including the Molesworth

Trustees, to come forward and suggest the need of another pack of

hounds, and therefore the curtailment of Russell's country.
So the Landue pack, under the command of as gallant a rider as

ever crossed a country, Mr, Phillipps, late of the 7th Hussars, better

knov/n as Tom Phillipps, was forthwith started, and the Tetcott,

Hayne, and Broadbury covers wrested from Russell and handed over
to him. He then took formal possession of the country,

' the limits
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* of which,' writes Russell,
'

appeared to me to be illimitable ; for

'

they claimed all the covers from Hatherleigh
—three miles from

'

my kennel at Iddesleigh
—to Wade Bridge, ten miles below

^ Bodmin.'

Phillipps, however, met one morning at Gribbleford Bridge, only
two miles from Hatherleigh, found four brace of foxes in the cover

—
a, dog, vixen, and three brace of cubs—but made a mull of it,

called off his hounds in disgust and went home, a distance of thirty

miles at least to his kennel. After some time it was communicated

to Russell that Phillipps would never draw those covers again ; so as

the country was a choice one, comprising the fine moorland district

of Broadbury, the wildest in the West of England, Russell bethought
him how he could best recover his footing and bring about the

desirable end of securing it for his own.

A turn in his favour by the wheel of fortune soon gave him a

suitable opportunity ; Mr. J. Morth Woolcombe happening to join

him one morning,
'

they found,' in Russell's words,
' a right real

' Dartmoor Hector, and away he went for his native moorland,
'

straight as a bee-line
;
but he never set foot on it, for we ran into

' him about a mile short of his haunts. Just before we killed him,
' he crossed some enclosures, and the hounds coming back to us, I

' held up my hand and said,
" Stand still, gentlemen, pray ! the fox

' "
is in this field." It was not two acres and it was plough.

* " Nonsense !

"
cried Woolcombe j ''we should see him if he

* " were.
' " He is here, I tell you, if I know my hounds." And in a

' moment they seized him within a few yards of his horse's feet.

' His delight was unbounded ; he begged me as a particular favour
' to go home by way of Ashbury, invited the whole field into the
'

hall, drew cork after cork of Champagne, toasted the little Idde-
'

sleigh pack and their Master, and promised similar hospitality
' whenever they killed a fox within reach of his domain.

' He kept his word too up to a certain time, when, prompted as
'

it was then believed by the demon of jealousy, he contemplated
*

my downfall, and thus he tried to accomplish it. He sent his

' brother Robert over to Iddesleigh to negotiate for the purchase of
'

my whole pack. I was not at home ;
but when I returned to dinner,

' Mrs. Russell said,
'' Robert Woolcombe has been here all the

* "
morning, waiting to see you."

' " And did he say what he wanted ?
"

I inquired.
' " His brother is anxious to buy your hounds, and sent him over

' " to treat for them
; they think that, as a clergyman, you ought

' " not to keep them."
' ''

They are very kind neighbours," I said, "and I fully appre-
' " ciate their good feeling ;

dul at the same time I hope I do them
" no wrong if I altogether mistrust their motives,"

' " Robert is coming again to-morrow," continued Mrs. Russell,
'• and is bent on seeing you."

' Before the morrow arrived, however, the "
tinico Danaos'^ feeling

( I
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' had taken full possession of me, and, being forewarned as to the
*

object of his visit, I was fully prepared with my answer.
* The next day he accordingly came ; and, as he took me by the

'
hand, I said,

"
Well, Robert, and pray what's your pleasure ?

"

* " I came to buy your hounds," he responded bluntly ;

" what's
' "

your price ?
"

* " Three hundred guineas," I replied,
"

for all but five couple,
' ^' which I shall keep."

' " A bargain," he said
;

"
I'll take them. But what are you going

' "
to do with the five couple ?

"

' "
Keep them as a nucleus for another pack."

' "
Oh, that will never do,"

' he said ;

'^ we want the country ;

' the hounds are no use to us without it,"

' " Then you shall have neither, Bob," was my decisive reply.
' And so ended the negotiation. We then parted, and I went on

'

hunting the country and killing the wild animal as heretofore.'

It was a real grief to Russell for many a day aftervi^ards to dis-

cover, as he very soon did, that foxes in the Broadbury country be-

came scarcer and scarcer yearly, and that at length Mr. Woolcombe
went so far as to wage open war against the whole race by ordering
his keepers and tenants to trap, shoot, and destroy every fox 'they
found bred or travelling over his estate. And so rigorously was this

mandate executed, that a paragraph appeared in the papers announc-

ing the number of vixens and cubs he had destroyed, and calculating
that he had rid the country of no less than two hundred and

fifty

foxes, great, small, and forthcoming. Nay, large placards were

printed at Okehampton and posted in the neighbourhood, setting
forth the above gross statement, and justifying the slaughter as one

of meritorious service to the whole community.
But although at the time it was denounced as a most unneigh-

bourly proceeding on the part of Mr. Woolcombe, there are good

grounds now for believing that he was, in truth, influenced by con-

scientious scruples only, rather than by any ill-will to Russell; for in

speaking of him apart from his profession, he was wont to express
his unbounded admiration of his manly power and pre-eminent

ability in all that pertained to the science of woodcraft.

Great indeed was the indignation, especially of the hunting com-

munity, at this wholesale massacre of the foxes. One, Jack White,
is said to have upbraided Mr. Woolcombe, who was a very tall man,
to his very face.

* Let me tell you, sir,' said Jack,
* that you're six feet four of the

'

very worst stuff as I ever seed wrapped up in one bundle. Gude
'

morning, sir.'

It was not without good reason, therefore, that Mr. Phillipps,

either from a mistrust in the friendship of the cover-owners, or from

a manly feeling that he would be doing Russell an ill-service by con-

tinuing to hunt that country, declined, after the day at Gribbleford

Bridge, to bring his hounds again to that locality, and thenceforth

devoted himself exclusively to the region round about Tetcott and
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Pencarrow. One thing is certain, that in every transaction with

respect to Russell and the Broadbury country, Mr. Phillipps's conduct

was always straightforward and altogether unimpeachable.

Early in the spring of 183 1 the young baronet, Sir William

Molesworth, then in his twenty-first year, having invited a large

party of gentlemen to meet Phillipps and the Landue Hounds at

Pencarrow for a fortnight's hunting, the house was filled to the

rafters. Two stalls were allotted to each guest, and hacks ad libitum

found room in the stables of the neighbourino; tenants. The {q.'n sur-

vivors of that meeting
—and now, alas, they are ' rari nantes in

'

giirgitc vasto'—will never forget the i6th of P'ebruary in that fort-

night, when a fox was found at Polbrock, near the river-side, every
hound breaking away almost on his back, bringing him over the paling
into Pencarrow Park, and by the Roman mounds away to Helland

Wood ; thence tearing on with a burning scent over the virgin soil

of the vast rough inclosures, they carried a grand head, and dashing
five or six couple abreast over the big boundary fence, broke out on
the moor and on to the Launceston and Bodmin road, where they

dropped into slow hunting and then threw up.
The road was of granite, hard as iron and dry as brickdust; but

a hound called Memory, with nose well down, held on, faintly

feathering here and there, yet still on—the rest of the hounds, with

heads up, being hopelessly at fault. Phillipps, growing impatient
and grasping his horn, was turning to cast them towards the Torrs

northwards, when Russell, keeping his eye on Memory, held up
his hand and exclaimed,

'

Do, pray, give her time. There !
—she has

'

it, I tell you, and will fling her tongue in half a minute, if you'll let
' her alone.'

But Phillipps zuojild make his cast, while Russell and Mr. Pomeroy
Gilbert remained stationary, intent only upon Memory, as she still

persevered steadily on the road. At length a patch of wet soil

giving her a chance she dropped her stern, and at the same time

throwing her tongue, dashed over the heather bank on to Temple
Moor and away. Russell's scream was too thrilling, too rapturous to

describe. Away, away, over that grand waste of heather—a thorough
wilderness ; not a vestige of man ; not a solitary patch of gorse ; not

even a twig to shelter a wild animal for leagues.

Racing him to the boundary fence of the moor above Trebartha

the hounds caught a view, and instantly, as if by a stroke of magic,

they and the fox vanished from the scene. It seemed to the fore-

most riders—Mr. Charles Trelawny on Oswestry, Mr. Phillipps on

Foster, Mr. Harris, Mr. Coryton, and Mr. Tom Hext, who was
the first to view him—that the earth had opened her jaws and swal-

lowed them alive.

* Non secus ac si qua penitus vi terra dehiscens

Infernas reseret sedes.'

And such was the case, the shaft of an old mine lay open, and

they had fallen
* Into utter darkness, deep cngulphed.'
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The fox, indeed, with the activity of a wild beast, had clambered

on to a broken beam ; but three of the leading hounds were swim-

ming about in the dark water at the bottom of the mine, some seven

fathoms deep ; while the rest of the pack had stopped short of the

abyss and scrambled out.
' Gone to ground with a vengeance,' exclaimed Phillipps with

bitter emphasis, dreading the loss of his hounds.

In a few minutes some miners appeared on the ground ;
but not a

man of them would go down, not daring to face the dangers of the

decayed framework in the precipitous shaft. Not so, however,
'

Jack Russell,' who, with a knotted rope in one hand and his

hunting-whip in the other, lowered himself, amid a shower of loose

stones and earth, to the beam on which the fox was crouching.
Then running the thong through the keeper of his whip, and fixing
the noose round the animal's neck, he shouted aloud,

' Haul away,
' I've got him !' and in half a minute he and the fox were landed

again on terra firma.
' Save him, Phillipps ; he is a gallant fellow and deserves his life,'

said Russell, begging hard for a reprieve.
But Phillipps sternly said

' No ;' and tossed him to the hounds.

Then, to save the three brave brutes now struggling in the pit
from a longer immersion, Russell was again prepared to go to the

rescue, again ready
' Bis Stygios innare lacus, bis nigra videre

Tartara,'

had not Colonel (afterwards Sir Walter Raleigh) Gilbert persuaded a

miner, by the bribe of a capful of silver, to go down j and, secured

by a rope round his waist, to bring up the hounds, one by one, safely
* to bank.'

It was a grand run throughout : sixteen miles as the crow flies—
measured on the map—and the last seven over the wild open moor
without the shadow of a fence or check from first to last.

Russell to this day speaks of it as one of the finest things he ever

witnessed
;
but the cream of the run, the finishing touch—that brilliant

passage over the Bodmin Moor—v/as due to him and to him alone.

Of the many queer incidents that befel him in those early days,
the one he met with at Porlock is by no means the least amusing ;

and, as it illustrates the feeling of a strong partisan in favour of him
and his hounds, it shall be told as nearly as possible in his own words :

' In the spring of 1830 I took my little pack down to Porlock to
'

enjoy a week's hunting in the open and extensive commons in that
*

locality ; and rare sport we had day after day both with fox and
'
hare. I was accompanied by the Rev. J. Pomeroy Gilbert, there

'
to be joined by the Rev. H. Farr Yeatman, two of the best and

' most accomplished sportsmen I ever met, to whose names let me
' add that of George Templer of Stover, such a trio they were as the
' world has rarely seen together in the hunting-field.

' On our return from the hills one evening Mrs. Smith, our hostess
'
at the Ship Hotel, where we were staying, thus accosted me :
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* " If you plaise, Mr. Risscll, that old scamp, Squire Tamlyn, as

' "
they call 'en, hath a been down here to forbid you from hunting

* "over his property. Now hearken to me, sir, and us'll tackle 'en,
' "as all sich varmint ouft to be tackled. Ask 'en to come here
' " and dine with ee to-morrow, and when he'th a sot down comfort-
' "able afore the fire, give the t'other gentlemen a wink to leave the
' "

room, and I'll come in quietly behind 'en, seize his both arms,
' " and then do you wallop 'en over the face and eyes till he sings
' "out for mercy. I'll never let 'en go, mind, till you've a finished

' " with 'en ;
and that I'll promise ye."

' At this point I ventured to remonstrate with her ; urging, first,

' that it would be a gross breach of hospitality, and then that a

' summons for the assault would be sure to follow.
' "

But," exclaimed the woman,
" the magistrates shan't get a

' "word out of me to convict you, sir, if he doth get a summons;
' " and what's more, I'll tell 'em two or three such pretty stories

' " about 'en, as he won't like to hear ;
and there the matter'll end."

' The next day,' says Russell,
' with the view of propitiating Mr.

'

Tamlyn, I wrote him a very polite note inviting him to dine with
' us

;
but he declined the honour, much to the disgust of Mrs. Smith,

' who consoled herself with these words :

'•

Well, never mind, I'll

'

"give it to 'en myself the first time I set eyes on the mean old
' ''

scamp.
'

And,' continued Russell,
'
I have reason to believe that she

'

absolutely kept her word
;

for she was a veritable termagant
—a

'
tigress in petticoats

—a " Poithesilea fiirensr'
One result of the week's sport being somewhat remarkable, it may

interest the reader to have it also in Russell's own words :

' The very
'

day Tamlyn went to Porlock to forbid m,y hunting, I found a fox
'
in the heath on Lucat Common, his property. Thinking it was a

'

vixen, I rode up to the bush, out of which she jumped, and,
' behold ! curled up in a warm nest were four live cubs. I tied

'

my handkerchief to a bush hard by, and rode after the pack as fast

* as my horse could carry me. But it was a blaze of scent all the
'

way ;
and in thirty minutes, to my great annoyance, they ran into

' and killed poor little Vicky. I then returned to her kennel, took
'

up the cubs— all four vixens—and sent them by Bat Anstey to

'

Iddesleigh, fifty
miles away. An earth was made for them

' under Halsdon, Mr. Furse's residence ; and in and around that
' earth they remained, being ear-marked, and thriving well, till the
'

following October, when, suddenly, they disappeared, and I never
' had the good luck to find one of them again with hounds.

* Six years afterivards I met the late Mr. Newton of Bride-
'
stowc, in Barnstaple, and he asked me if I had ever ear-marked—

*

describing the mark—any foxes, and lost sight of them.
' Yes i' I said,

* four cubs, all vixens. " Then," he replied,
"

I

' " found them last March in some brakes near Broadwood-Widger,
' "

twenty-five miles below Halsdon ; had good runs with each, and
* " killed all four."

'
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MEADOW AND PASTURE LANDS:
THEIR RENOVATION AND REPAIR.

BY J. H. SHORTHOUSE, M.D., LL.D.

{C07lcl?isi07L')

It is within the experience of most of my hearers that if a well
be sunk or a pit dug to a great depth and earth come to which
has probably not been moved for millions of yea^s that the soil

or sand from the lowest depth will contain seeds in which latent

vitality still exists, and which will, when the accessories of vegetable
life—light, moisture, and warmth—are added, sprout forth into cog-
nisant existence. I know it is sometimes alleged that the seeds must
have been brought to the banks of the pits by the birds or wafted
there by the winds ; but I tried an experiment a ftw years ago. A
friend of mine had a very deep pit sunk at Sutton for the purpose of

using it as a tank for water. I asked him to place some of the soil

taken from the lowest depths into boxes and then put the boxes in

one of his small hothouses. He did so and the boxes were daily
watered. The houses were locked up and the windows fastened
down so as to be impervious to wind which would bring seeds upon
its wings and no bird that lives could, I am sure, have found access
to the place if it were so disposed. We did not see any seeds, but
that they must have been in the sand and earth was proved by the

result, for the surface of the soil in the boxes was, in the course of
a few weeks, covered with vegetation. Some of the plants were
entire strangers to me, but of those which I could recognise, the corn

poppy [Papavcr rhceas) was most abundant, which is rather surpris-

ing when we consider that poppy seeds are somewhat soft and, as I

should have supposed, more perishable than harder seeds such as

clover and charlocks, nor indeed were the last-named of our old
friends wanting, for there were many of them, so that our fore-
fathers for many generations back were not without '

pests
'

on
their farms. There were several sorts of dwarf clovers, one plant of

vetch, and one of lucerne, and, as I have mentioned, some unknown
plants. It is fair to presume that the seeds from which these plants

sprang were much older than any recorded in history. The vetch,
lentils, lucerne, and other fabaceous plants are not novelties, for one
or other of them are mentioned by Virgil, Pliny, Palladius, Cato,
Varro, and other ancient writers. Pliny is very warm in his com-
mendation of lucerne ; he makes some statements which most of

you will endorse, viz., that it can be mown four to six times a year .

and that it fattens lean and cures sick cattle ; he also puts forth two
statements v/hich, I dare say, you wish you could endorse, viz., that
lucerne *

enriches land,' and another more enviable still, viz.,
' land

' of such kindly fertility that the crop smothered everythino- and

'required no weeding.' Who amongst you does not envy the stern,

energetic, yet sometimes obscure, Roman philosopher of such land
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as that ? Old seeds then ivill germinate if they have not been

artificially killed despite what the seedsmen may say.
If any of you are induced, in consequence of what has transpired

to-night, to put your grass lands in order, and renovate them by
ploughing up the old meadows and pastures and sowing them afresh;
or repairing them by means of the scarifier, harrow, and a sprinkling
of new seeds, you will find abundant information as to the choice of

seeds in the catalogues of the vendors, and which they send out

with such lavish profusion to their customers or expectant customers.

It is beside my plan and purpose on the present occasion to make a

selection of seeds, nor indeed would it be possible to make one
which would be applicable to every soil. Different soils nourish

different seeds, and the catalogues will guide you in their selection

better than I am able to do. But there is one point which I wish

most strenuously to enforce, and it is, whether in laying down or

repairing upland pastures and meadows, especially those on a chalky

subsoil, never omit to sow with your seeds a small quantity of

sainfoin (^OnobrycJiis sativa)^ which is so valuable that I am sur-

prised it is not oftener sown in a mixed crop. I hold this plant in the

highest esteem;ithas,so to speak, somuch backbone in it, such stamina-

giving power ; it is drier and more nutritious than clover, does not

exhaust the soil like lucerne, nor does it attract that pest of the clover

plant, the beautiful but mischievous parasite, Dodder. I am aware
it is sometimes sown alone, but then how seldom is it that we see a

clean crop of it ? There are generally fifty w^eeds to one plant of

sainfoin. If it were mixed with the grasses, clovers, and trefoils it

would give stability to them whilst they would assist in keeping it

from being encumbered by weeds. Therefore, whether the uplands
be required for grazing or mowing I would especially enjoin a trial

of this valuable lesiume.

Lastly, let me remark that although it is not desirable to bury the

seeds too deep, yet the deeper the soil is disturbed, whether by the

plough or the scarifier, the better. The deeper the plants can take

root below the surface, the more abundant will be the crop above it.

It is not, perhaps, either wished or desired to rival the Jersey carrots

of 14 feet length, nor Mechi's of 12 feet, or even the more mar-

vellous one of Kentucky, which penetrated so deep that it was
drawn out by its roots at the Antipodes ; but still I question whether

shallow ploughing or scarifying for crops of some permanency is

worth the cost
; indeed, I do not think I should thank any man who

would offer to do such work for me gratis.

One of the best manures for grass land is unquestionably fish,

which on the eastern coast can be obtained in any reasonable quan-

tity,
and at a cost so trifling that it ought to supersede guano, bone

dust, and other expensive manures ; yet I am informed so little

is it valued in this neighbourhood, that when the farmers can have

it for fetching away, they do not avail themselves of the privilege.
I am assured that in this town there is a very large amount of refuse

fish sent away to brimstone barn in order to get rid of
it, the farmers
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not carino- to fetch it away from the fishmongers. It has two draw-

backs one of which, however, I will show you how you can

surmount. It stinks so abominably that it cannot be used near to

towns or villages, and also the rooks and other birds are very fond of

it so that unless it be covered very deeply, it will all be carried away

by the birds. Some of my readers may perhaps remember a most

intolerable nuisance which was created at Sutton and Banstead some

seventeen or eighteen years ago. Mr. Grossmith, who occupied the

hundred-acre farm on Banstead Downs, bought six truck-loads of fish,

sprats and other common fish, at a very cheap rate. I forget the

price, but think it was some ten or twelve shillings per ton. All

the trucks were sent down one night to Sutton Station, but as Mr.

Grossmith had only three horses—and as it was summer time, he

could not hire more from his neighbours
—the fish stank in the trucks

so abominably before he could fetch it away, that the travellers could

not use the station, and kicked up a tremendous row. Poor Gros-

smith was in a desperate stew, and was driven into a state of frenzy,

beino- threatened with actions at law right and left. When the fish

was carted up on the Downs, and spread over the land, as he had no

horses available for ploughing it in, the rooks assembled in tens of

thousands, and ate up all the fish. The land was quite black with

them, and so attractive did the fish appear to be to their palate, that

even firing ofi' a gun disturbed them very little } it certainly did not

drive them away.
I shall bring under your notice a very inexpensive method of

medicating, or *

anointing' fish, seeds, potatoes, peas, &c., which will

enable you to be indifi-crent to the ravages of birds of prey, small

birds, and rats. I can very confidently recommend the plan for

adoption, as I have put it to the test several times, and invariably

with satisfactory results.

Some three or four years ago I read an extract from the

' Gardeners' Chronicle,' in which the use of petroleum was recom-

mended to prevent birds destroying freshly-sown seeds. The writer

said that a pint of petroleum would be quite sufficient for a bushel of

turnip or clover seed, and that the birds disliked the taste of petroleum

so much they lefc the seeds alone which were scented with it. He

said it was not necessary the seeds should be saturated with it ; if they

obtained the merest flavouring of it,
that would suffice. He advised

that about a pint of petroleum and a bushel of seed be put in a sack,

then shook about well, so that each seed might have a taste of the

oil j this would be amply sufficient to deter the birds from preying

upon the seeds. I have tried the plan on a small scale in my

garden with mustard, turnip, charlock, and other seeds, and also with

peas, potatoes, apples, and sprats, and I can fully indorse the

gardener's views, that the plan he recommended is both efl^ective and

inexpensive.
It has been said proverbially that there is 'nothingnewunder the sun.'

Although I have not been able, in a somewhat extensive reading, to

meet wtth an application of petroleum of an earlier date than the one I
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have mentioned of three or four years ago, for the purpose of preventing
the attacks of birds upon seeds, still 1 have discovered many records

of an analogous application of it to prevent the ravages of insects and
other desperadoes. In a book entitled

' Useful Knowledge,' by
the Rev. Wm. Bingley, M.A., F.L.S., published very early in the

present century, I find mention made of this mineral product being
used from a very remote antiquity in various ways, e.g.^ by painting
with it the timber of houses and the timber used for the bottoms of
boats and other vessels, to preserve the timber from the attacks of
marine worms. For this purpose it has probably been superseded by
Stockholm tar and pitch ;

but these materials could not be used for

the purpose of medicating seeds ; their adhesiveness would cause the

seeds to lump together in large masses. Something much more
liquid is required, and petroleum answers every purpose. It is

effective, and moreover it is very cheap. The impure, crude, or

stronger sort can be purchased at about threepence or fourpence
per gallon, and that amount would suffice for a sufficient quantity of
seed to sow a field of many acres. Solid petroleum (or bitumen)
was used for cementing or protecting the walls of Babylon and of the

Temple of Solomon. The mother of Moses used it as a coating for

the little vessel in which he was exposed, and, according to Herodotus,
a composition of it made warm was used with the tops of reeds as a

cement by the ancients.

It may be asked whether this oil has any detrimental effect upon
the germinating property of the seed, and I can confidently answer
that it has none whatever. They grow just as quickly as they
would have done without it ; the young plants have the odour and
taste of it for a few days only, until they are an inch or so high, and
then it gradually evaporates. So that if it will prevent birds from

taking seeds as soon as they are sown, and also secures the young
buds and stems until they are old enough to be no longer inviting to

birds, it will be found a valuable adjunct to agriculturists and seeds-

men, for we must not lose sight of the fact that the mere cost of the

seed is not the only loss, a more serious one is the cost of the

preparation of the land, and which, if the seeds be picked up as soon
as sown, will have been so much labour in vain.

It may also be asked whether, if a heavy shower of rain were to

fall soon after the seeds were sown, the petroleum would be washed

off, and the seeds then left at the mercy of the birds. I answer—
'

It may rain, it may hail, it may snow as it will.

But the scent of petroleum will hang round 'em still.'

I may perhaps be permitted, even by the seedsmen, to encroach
a little upon their territory, and to give them a word of advice or
make a suggestion which I think is of some importance. But
whether I receive permission or not I shall take French leave.

You know how difficult it is to keep up successive crops of flowering
plants and fruit-trees in their pristine purity. The pips from a

bushel cf Ribstone pippins or any other apples will not, if planted
VOL. XXXI.—NO. 216. 2 A
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and permitted to grow up into trees, probably produce a single tree

of the same kind, and possibly not two exactly alike. The same
with heartsease and other choice flowers. The reason is this : bees

and butterflies are ' sad go-betweens,' the pollen of one plant gets
intermixed with the pollen of others, and so hybrids are produced.
In some instances the hybrids may possibly be superior to the

original stock, but such a result cannot be calculated upon with

anything like certainty. In the neighbourhood of Carshalton,
where large fields of lavender are cultivated, the fruits and flowers

of some other plants, which are in season about the same time,
smell strongly of lavender—this must be caused by the bees. The
honey, too, is in those hives which are in propinquity to the lavender

fields, so strongly impregnated with the flavour and odour of lavender

as to be absolutely nauseous. Now my suggestion to the growers
of large areas of flowering plants, if they want to keep those plants,

flowers, and seeds in their pristine purity, is that they have a number
of beehives in the fields, in which the bees might deposit the honey
and avert the necessity of their returning home or going wider afield,

tempted by some more dainty flower. Give them the chance of

following the advice which Robert Burns gave to his '

Yowie,
'

silly thing
'—

' To keep their minds to moop and mel
Wi' flowers o' credit like themsel'.

The * hives
'

would tend to keep the bees at home, and the clovers

and other plants would run less risk of foreign impregnation. But
how about the butterflies ? Set a lot of nice

girls
to catch 'em. They

will thread their way among the clovers as dexterously as they do

along the dalliance paths surrounded by violets and daffbdowndillies.

They would rival and perhaps excel the dreams even of that ardent

young gentleman who wished he'd 'been a Butterfly born in a
'

bower,' in order that he might spend his time in

'

Roving for ever fi-om flower to flower,

Kissing all girls that are pretty and sweet;'

or to give his wish classic immortality
—

' Floribus advolans, avolans, osculo

Puellas tangtns, quae suave olent !'

The point is really worth considering.
Sir Thomas Browne, in that remarkably curious book '

Religio
'
Medici,' observes,

* There are two Books from whence I collect
*

my Divinity; besides that written One of God, another of his

* Servant Nature, that universal and publick Manuscript that lies

'

expans'd unto the Eyes of all.' May I
' rush in,' and, in an

addendum, say that you and those like unto you whose avocations

consist in the breeding and rearing of animals, and in the raising of

crops which subserve the needs of man, of that Book of Nature you
open, or ought to open, some of those pages most full of meaning?
And, furthermore, I will say that it has always been to me a matter of
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surprise that agriculturists or farmers—for I like the old term best—
have disregarded as if things beneath their notice some knowledge of

the nature of plants, of botany, and of natural history. They would
think it a reproach if told they did not know as much, or nearly as

much, about wheat as any miller; of barley as any maltster ; of oats

as any stableman
;

of beeves and sheep as any butcher—yet in

matters hardly inferior to these in importance they place themselves

to a great extent at the mercy of any dishonest knave who may be

disposed to palm off" upon them fictitious or killed seeds, or worthless

manures ; and unless they go to the expense of calling to their aid the
*

opinion
'

or '

analysis
'

of some self-styled
'

Professor,' they render

themselves liable to imposition. Now, the acquisition of a sufficient

knowledge of botany, of the nature, habitat, nutrient or poisonous

properties of the various plants and vegetables with which they have

to deal, might be acquired in a very {ew hours. I know no science of

which the fundamental elements can be learned so quickly, or

retained so long in the memory, as botany ; nor is any research more

fascinating and attractive in its nature, for the knowledge when once

acquired is a perpetual source of enjoyment not seldom of solace and

occasionally of profit. It was necessary for me between thirty and

forty years ago to acquire some sort of proficiency in this branch of

knowledge, as well as of several other cognate sciences, which are

supposed to embellish or render assistance to the science of medicine,
and of them all this is the only one in regard to which the memory
has not faded, and that even without having been kept in repair

except such renewal as it might obtain from my rambles through the

fields, and in my wanderings in the lanes, where—
' Not the lightest leaf but trembling teems
With golden visions and romantic dreams.'

TEMPORA MUTANTUR.

Jane Grey, on reading Greek intent,

The morning hours in study spent ;

Old Ascham tells us that no sight
Ere filled his heart with such delight,
As when, the others all afield,

With hound and hawk, he found conceal'd

Within her bower that maiden fair.

Companion none save Plato there.

What now-a-day would Ascham say,

Could he again pass by this way,
If all the other inmates gone

A-hunting, he should find the one

Lone lady left within the hall

Preparing for a fancy ball,

Not reading Greek, but in her room,
Intent upon a Greek costume ?

2 A 2
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CLUBS.

There never was a time when there were more clubs in London
than at present. They are of all kinds—political, literary, artistic,

social, professional, sporting, and otherwise. Luxuries abound, but it

is a question whether more comfort could not be obtained if there

was a little less show and ambition and greater simplicity. A fine

dining-room, ill-ventilated and pervaded by a strong smell of dinner, is

not an appetising place, no matter how many servants there are to

wait on you, plus a good cook.

Some few years since a friend put my name down at the principal
club as member, during a short visit at Brussels. It was not an

eating and drinking club according to our notions, but simply a

place of resort for amusement. The saloon was a very fine room,
well-ventilated and little crowded with furniture. There were

several billiard and card-tables, and settees and rout seats were placed
round the room. According to continental custom any one smoked
who pleased, but the ceiling was lofty and there was little smell

of smoke. Opening out of the first was another large room,
which was used for exhibition of pictures, concerts, balls, meetings,
&c. It seemed that the club carried out its intention admirably,
which was to give facilities for friends to meet and enjoy themselves

as they pleased ; they could play for any stakes they chose, however

low, and they were quite untrammelled by the conventionalities of

life as we are.

It has often struck me that a general club on a large scale would

pay very well in London if the attractions were confined to a large
room for general amusement such as that which I described at

Brussels, a large reading-room with a good library, periodicals, and

things of that kind, a good room for eating and drinking supplied by
a contractor who would furnish the best of everything that could be

grilled
—

just as they used to at Evans's when Paddy Green was king—cold meat, salads, and other simple refreshments, the object being
that those who wanted to dine or lunch could do so without any form

or ceremony. Besides the above requisites there should be a good
business room which would accommodate a small meeting, in which

secretaries might keep their despatch boxes ; and the club might be

made the head centre for cricket, rovvino;, athletics, bicycle, football,

fishing, and many other ciubs. The club must necessarily be purely

cosmopolitan, and the tariff^ should be reasonable, and the position of

it should be central—Covent Gardenwards, for instance.

There is a certain amount of cliquism in many clubs now, and

someting like bullying in the card- and billiard-rooms. A., B., C, and

D. play pool perhaps five days a week ; they know the table by heart

and are pretty good players ; but if E., D., F., G. want to play occa-

sionally for the amusement of the game, and suggest a lower stake, the

habitues either won't play, or protest in such a disagreeable manner,
that any attempt to participate in the game would be a nuisance
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instead of a pleasure. Just so in the card-room. If four players sit

down by consent to play for a small stake for their own amusement,
after two rubbers, two members who are regular players claim their

right to ' cut in '; and should your stakes be lower than those usually

played, you are pretty sure to hear of it in the shape of a protest or a

refusal to play. Clubs ought to be more like a private hotel where

people can do as they please. I belonged for some years, when in

London, to an excellent club composed of members whose incomes
varied from many thousands a year down to a hand-to-mouth income
earned by some young artist or author who was living by what he

could make by his pen or pencil from month to month. But the

qualification for that club was neither rank nor money nor birth

(though there were plenty in that club representing all these) ; the

qualification was having worked in art or letters. The principle on
which the club was founded was social enjoyment for all at a mode-
rate tariff, and the pool play was limited to threepenny counters,
which the players bought of the markers ; and I have seen in that

room as much good play, and as much fun, and as much good com-

pany as any one could desire, which company included some of the

very first authors and artists in the world. It was a maxim of the

club that there should be no gambling, so every one played pool or

whist openly without reproach ; whereas, in some clubs now a

regular frequenter of the billiard- or card-room is looked on by the

steady old members as a gambler, and possibly with some reason—because, when members play for stakes of importance, betting
sometimes will range high.

By all means let individuals do as they please to amuse themselves,
but let other individuals do as they please too, and let them enjoy
the excitement of a game without gambling. Cards and billiards, in

moderation, are noble amusements, and betting is wonderfully good
fun ; but to make them noble amusements and good fun people must
work within their means. I know of no better fun at a cricket match
than making a sixpenny or even a penny book on every point of the

game as it progresses, and giving or taking the odds upon all kinds of

improbable events. When any one is tired mentally, nothing will do

him more good than to play a game of billiards or cards for stakes

well within his means. ' Well within his means' may mean sove-

reigns to one man, penny counters to another; but there is no earthly
reason why four well-bred gentlemen should not, if they please, play
cards for penny counters, or silver threepenny whist, and play a

good game too
;

or why they should not play shilling or threepenny

pool with counters, and play well. Any theory to the contrary can

only be based on the principle that 'the money makes the gentleman ';

and Heaven knows how hard we ought to fight, in these days,
without intermission against that error. If any one wants proof

thereof, let him, in senate, public meeting, or elsewhere, listen to

many prominent speakers ; and—should he have had thirty years'

experience in London—let him compare the Oueen's English as he
remembers it of thirty years ago and a'so the manners of that time
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with the Queen's English of to-day and the manners of some of
' the rough riders

' who have plenty of money, who wish to put all

England straight in their own way.
These remarks carry one back to other things as well, except

and always excepted
' The Marylebone Cricket Club,' which com-

bination of four words means to express the law-makers of

cricket and the representative club of the cream of English cricket,
and which on non-match days is purely a practice club, why,
when a ground is subscribed for and paid for by members should

it not be their own ? Of course, gate money affords a great

help, but the gate money is as much the property of the Club as

the money paid at the doors is the property of the lessee or manager.
Granted instantly that important matches made for the '

County
' club and ground' must be arranged and be public marches, I want
to know, when the ground and its belongings are the property of

the members, why any eleven members should not make a match

against any other club styling themselves 'an Eleven of the Blank
*

County Club.' It strikes me very forcibly that names of counties

are ' seized
'

and attached to clubs the active members of which are

many of them unknown and uncared for to a great extent ; and
much private jobbery goes on, to the exclusion of the best-mannered

and most efficient cricketers who would support a county eleven

with money to the best of their power, and also by their good
example of punctuality, strict obedience, and good breeding. Nothing
is more absurd than seeing a fine cricket ground lying idle day
after day in fine summer weather, simply because matches cannot be

made and played without the sanction of a small committee ; but

this is so in very many large clubs.

Reverting again to the '

bye
'

matches, why should not eleven

lawyers, or commercial men, or civil service men, as the case may
be, challenge each other and give the secretary notice that they want

aground on such a day, paying a reasonable sum, just as one would
at a club for a billiard-room or card- table ? The sic vos iioji vobis

seems to be the ruling principle of too many, and many clubs

are much over-governed. Clubs, and the first members to form
a club being caught, and the club being formed, the ruling party

get too strong, and as it were (according to the old adage) they
start *• booted and spurred

'

to ride the members, who on joining
find themselves ' saddled and bridled.' Without the remotest

wish to ' crack up
'

(to use a common slang expression) any
particular club, let any one see what the success of Prince's

Racquet Club has been. It so happens that I was at the place
when it was a wilderness, and one court only was erected, so I

know it from the beginning of its career. Now, A4r. Baily, the

real secret of the success was founded on one basis, and that is the

best basis in the world, namely, 'good breeding.' As all the world

knows, the members consist of all classes, from the Prince of

Wales downwards. The qualification for membership was supposed
to be, belonging to either House of Parliament, the bar, army, navy,
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civil service, or being an old university or public school man.

The result is that vulgar ill-bred fellows could not get in. I can

only say, in six years' experience, that I never heard so much as a

contradiction to one another between any two members ; and it

mattered not whether you were a duke or any one else, you had

the full enjoyment of the club, and your court, which you bespoke,
was your private property against all the world.

Some years since I was staying at a house in Yorkshire during
the Leger week, and after dinner a rubber was proposed late in

the evening. Including myself, there were four of us. The three

other gentlemen preferred to play four instead of playing 'dummy'
(which word, I believe, ought to be 'dumb-y'), and urged me to

join, and they said they played only 'low' stakes—guinea points,
and five guineas on the rubber. The other three had a perfect

right to play those stakes, as they were the regular stakes which

were played in houses in that part of the country amongst the class

of men with whom I was staying. Outspoken, I told them at once

that I never would play higher than silver three-pennies ; and the

host, like a well-bred gentleman, said,
' As we want my friend to

'

play in preference to playing dummy, and he is obliging us, one of
* us must play his stakes, and whoever is in his corner has the option
' of betting ten guineas on the rubber instead of five.' It so hap-

pened that I had wonderful cards and luck, and as we played six

rubbers—changing every two rubbers—one unfortunate gentleman
who cut in on the wrong side lost sixty guineas in bets ; but the

whole thing was a joke ; guineas were the ordinary counters of the

party, and at the end of the year little probably was won or lost.

Now I call this a specimen of amusement and good breeding com-
bined. These men enjoyed themselves in their own way, and the

loser was perfectly happy.
This story is bringing me round to my old point. The object of

a club is that a number of persons should combine to promote and

support some places of meeting where the luxury of a good private
house should be given, with many amusements for all which few

private houses can afford—and I for one say that the end has never

been attained yet.
What in PVance are the most harmless amusements—such as

cards and billiards—are ' tabooed' to the majority of the subscribers,
because (quoting Thackeray from memory) Colonel Spot and

Major Cannon monopolise the billiard-room
; also because Mr.

Grumpy and Mr. Hardup, their friends, monopolise the card-room,
and, being a sort of licensed bores, growl at you because you did

not lead a trump or put on your deuce instead of your knave, and,
in fact, make themselves disagreeable when they can't win.

Now comes the moral of this. I am a clubbable man, and hardly
ever touch a cue, and never a card, in a club, on account of the

whims of the ruling party, and I venture to say that my theory

represents the wishes of hundreds and thousands of those who are

more than anxious to pay a reasonable sum for the harmless pleasures
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of life in a club, from which they are shut out, owing to the

wilfulness of some who make those things, which are really the

pleasures of life, their business, and who by dictation as to what
should be done and what should not be done (just as it suits them),
create for themselves a false position, and deprive all who wish for

a little harmless pleasure and enjoyment of what they want.
I was once a party to a serious practical joke at an inn in Kent

which all turned out right in the end. There was a large room in

the house where the principal tradesmen in the town met every
evening at nine o'clock in their club-room, and the perpetual chair-

man was a dear old gentleman of about eighty years of age, dressed
in black shorts, black stockings, and Pickwickian black gaiters,
who was senior alderman, and probably the last man in England
who wore powder and a small pig-tail, almost imperceptible. There
was a round table in front of a comfortable fire, and about
fifteen Windsor arm-chairs were arranged ready for the members.
I was staying with an old schoolfellow at the barracks, and after

mess we went down into the town, a party of six or eight (and this

was in the days when a good deal of wine was consumed at dinner),
and took possession of the old fogeys' chairs. As the clock struck
nine the old alderman arrived and hung up his hat and took off his

spencer
— a kind of a jacket over his coat—and hung it up, and turn-

ing round caught sight of our party in the fogeys' sanctuary. The
poor old boy gave a look which I shall never forget, and went back
and took down his hat and spencer and fairly groaned. One of the

officers, who was a very good fellow, went up to him and made a

very ample apology, and said that we had carried out the joke too

far, but the old boy would not be pacified for some time, and in the
meanwhile other members had arrived. At last he said

' You are
* a lot of impudent boys, and now you are here you had better stop.'
And stop wc did, and a very pleasant evening we had too, and the
old alderman, who had been a volunteer during the Peninsular war,
came out like a man, and for the first time in his life almost stayed
an hour beyond his usual allowance.

Mitcham. F. G.

THE LAST LEAP.

It was five-and-twenty years ago that they bought him, the grand old
horse who had just astonished the field by his last leap. A generation
had passed away since Tom Cooper pulled him out as the best of
his drove at a great South-country fair, and with shouting voice, flying
handkerchief, and rattling hat, sent him forth with head and tail erect
on his mission of captivating the gaping crowd and findino- a pur-
chaser. Poor Tom! what a salesman he was, and what rare horses
he used to bring over in those days, ay, and sell them at prices that
did not preclude a man of even moderate means, who had eyes to see,

securing a good hunter. He is gone (for he sleeps at the bottom of
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the Irish Channel, with four hundred pounds' worth of horses around

him, wrecked one stormy night as he was coming over with his string),

and so are the horses, for as much is asked, ay, and given too, for

a little scrubby pony now, as would have bought the best of his

drove then. He recked little of the deterioration and scarcity of

horses, and never lived to see it, though he had not been many years
beneath the tossing waves ere the dearth began. Never a better did he

land on English soil than the slashing sixteen-hand bay who is now the

subject of my tale. A rattling price, as he considered, poor fellow, did

he ask for him, as at halter's length, snorting defiance to his tormentors,
he trotted with bounds like a deer till a jerk of the halter brought
him short up on his haunches, and he stood scared and trembling at

the strangle sights and sounds that surrounded him. There was one

amongst that crowd, however, that price would not stop, or fences

either, though three score and ten had come and gone since he first

saw daylight. He came for the pick of the drove, and the pick he

meant to have, so that few words were wasted ere the bay was
started on his long journey to the place that was to be his home for

years. He soon gave them a taste of his quality and established a

right of free warren over the whole neighbourhood, from the simple
reason that they could not make fences big enough to keep him in.

How we used to like to watch the two-year-old walk up to gate
after gate and tip over them with all the ease of a deer, and count

on the way we should take the shine out of them when he was
broken and in condition. His time soon came, for on that place
neither man nor beast ate the food of idleness ; and what a wild one
he was ! It was no child's play, on a cold, bad scenting day, to

spend hour after hour in the dreary woodlands where his lot was

cast, but there were some of us right glad to put up with it for the

sake of pounding our dearest friends over a big bit of timber when
hounds did run. Little we thought or remembered then of the

rampant, half-frantic beast that would have pulled our arms out of

their sockets all the morning had we not ridden on the give-and-take

plan, and by aid of Chifney's silken rein system, and patience at

which we sorely wonder now, kept him a little within bounds.

Time calmed him down, and then, even ere his first purchaser
was succeeded by his son, what a hunter was there for those

who had the luck to ride him, for he could gallop like a race-

horse in addition to his wonderful powers of jumping. Never was
horse before, I believe, ridden and larked as was; how many gates he

jumped in a day, and how many park palings in a season, would be

treated simply as fables did I relate them. No matter then whether
hounds ran or not, there was always some fun, and he must have
run as many steeplechases home in private as old Vivian did in

public.
'

Ginger was hot i' the mouth '

in those days, and we made
the most of our cakes and ale while it lasted. Staid middle-aged

men, fathers of families, whose polls are got grey and waistcoats

portentous, and whom an earldom would scarcely get to face a

sheep-hurdle now—fellows who fear gout and dread indigestion
—then
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took their timber and their port with equal disregard of conse-

quences. What a Httle time ago it seems that the writer of this

was chucked jocKey fashion on to the bay's back because he would
stand for no one to mount him, and yet the old horse (he was ' the
' old horse

'

for years) is gone, and I am, to put it mildly, certainly not

improved either in figure or nerve. No doubt I am a fogey and a

potterer, but then A., B., and C. potter also, their game is played out
as well as mine, and the memory of past fun is about all that is left

to us. We must soon follow the old horse, that is certain, and as a

noted driving man once said when asked where his well-known

pair of greys were,
'
I hope in heaven'; may we meet our old friend

there also.

Time went on, and the bay altered as much as we did
; he dropped

from the covert-side to the shafts, and a fresh generation of riders arose

who knew little of him or his exploits, which lived on in tradition

alone. If he did occasionally appear at the meet under his master, per-
chance some old friend would point to them and say, 'Look at that man
* and horse

; you'd little think, to see them now, that a few years ago
* no one in the hunt could pound them.' The change was not

brought about without some sort of protest against the degradation
of leather on the old hunter's part. He would stand on his hind

legs when he ought to have gone quietly into his collar, and more than
once people on the back scat of a dogcart have found their position
as untenable as that of the Russians across the Balkans. But he
never kicked, and soon settled down into as rare a trapper as he had
been hunter. In fact he wanted no driving, and his owner has said of

him, that on a dark night when you could not see your hand before

you, it was only to give him his head and he'd to take you home.
At length, however, the efficiency even in harness seemed to be

somewhat impaired, the ten mile an hour pace dropped to seven, the

gaily arched crest began to wane and lose its muscle, grey hairs came
on head and mane, and the hollows above the eyes showed as plainly
as did the lengthened teeth that old age was overtaking with giant
strides one of the boldest and best that ever bore pigskm or looked

through leather. * The old horse is about done,' or, 'I must soon
* look out for something to put in the old boy's place,' were phrases
ever on the lips of his master. Yet he still hung on, and did his

work cheerfully if slowly.
It was in mid-winter, just about this time, that a young friend

came to pass a few days with the said master, and have a little

hunting. Soon after his arrival the crack pack of the country were
at their crack fixture, for which the best in the stud were reserved.

The mornuig was just what all hunting mornings should be, but,
alas ! are not ; one of those which make it a pleasure even to

ride to covert : an exhilarating day, in which it requires great
moral courage and resolution to keep from *

larking,' taking short

cuts, or doing any of the hundred and one foolish things which
the unwise are continually perpetrating, and men of understanding
studiously avoid. The friends started in the frame of mind vouch-
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safed to those who have the immediate prospect of pleasure before

them ; but, alas ! that black care which, according to Horace, sits

behind the horseman, was not so far from the cantles of their

saddles as they imagined. Scarcely a mile had been covered ere the

visitor's horse fell so lame that to proceed was impossible, and to get
him home a work of no little difficulty

—one of those provoking
lamenesses that come on without rhyme or reason, and the cause

for which it is so hard to discover. There, however, it was, that

was a fact there was no disputing ;
and another equally disagreeable

fact was, that there was nothing in the stable to fall back upon, for

neither one nor the other were owners of large studs. What hunters

they owned had recently undergone hard days, and were by no means

fit to come a2:ain so soon ; so that it was with rueful countenances

that they sat consulting what was to be done.
'

Rasper might come again,' suggested the guest, but the host shook

his head, and reminded him oi the filled foreleg, and how very

gingerly he had run out that morning. No, it would not do ; it was

very certain that to ride him would be to reduce him to the state

of his stable companion. Then the grey's back was so tender that

to put a saddle on him yet would be to risk throwing him up for

a month or more. The host was in no better situation ; he had

no horse but the one he was on, and which he offered to give up
to his friend, a thing which the latter would by no means hear of.

'Well,' said he at length, running his eye over his friend, 'you
' aren't very heavy, and the old horse might carry you to the meet
* and back without falling down. It is a pity you should not see
' our crack pack, and the pick of the country, if you cannot see the
'
run.'

No sooner said than done ; they returned as quickly as they could,

and the old horse once more felt the pigskin and big plain snaffle

that had been strangers to him for years.
The delay caused them to

be late at the meet, so that when they arrived the hounds were

already in covert, and people were more intent on getting a good
start for themselves than criticising their neighbours' horses

;
hence

the appearance of the ancient bay in the field again escaped all notice

for the time, even amongst those who were old enough to remember

his former prowess. The Master, who hunted his own hounds, was

one of the quiet sort, and the covert a largish woodland, so that every
one had enough to do to know what was going on, and keep within

a respectable distance of the hounds as they drew.

A very good guide, however, was the old horse's owner, who had

hunted there from boyhood, and he said to his friend,
' If we find

'

here, the fox is pretty well sure to break at yonder corner where
' the first whip is, with such a wind as this, and wc had better get
' on there quietly; but we must keep out of sight, or the Master will
' be down on us with one of his cutting remarks, that are ten times
' worse to bear than a blowing up, if he finds of it.' Accordingly

they took up a position well within the covert, and out of sight, but

which gave them a commanding view over that side of the country,
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about forty yards from Jack, the whip. In a quarter of an hour or

so a hound spoke, then another, and almost before they had caught
the sound Jack, with a sort of involuntary motion, raised his cap
from his head and held it aloft, though as far as he knew there was

no one to see it.
' He has got a view,' said the host. '

Keep quiet,
* and we shall see him in a minute.' True enough they did ; for as

he spoke a beautiful dog-fox came into sight, striding across the large

field of young clover that bounded the covert. As soon as he was well

over the fence Jack replaced his cap, and gave a * view halloa
'

that

made the old horse prick his ears and snatch at his bridle.
'

Now,'
said the host,

'^ there is a green lane runs from here to nearly
*
straight ;

if you get into it and trot along you can see most of the
* fun so far, and we will then determine what can be done after-

' wards.* Almost as he spoke the hounds broke covert with a crash

of music like a brass band, and then, dropping their sterns, raced

away mute as mice, for the day had not belied its character, and

there was a burning breast-high scent. Our friend made the best of

his way to the green lane, and was about to open a gate into it,

when to his astonishment he found himself safe and sound on the

other side ;
the old horse had jumped it.

'

By Jove,' thought he,
* I must have a cut in presently, if you jump like that ;' and who
could wonder, for away on his right they were running best pace
over the open. In fact, to use the words of Parson Louth—

'

They found in such style, and went off at such score,

That he couldn't resist the desire to see more,'

and scuttled away up the lane at a rattling pace in his anxiety to

keep them in view. Alas ! for a time it was all in vain, for, bearing

more and more to the right, an intervening hill at length hid them

from view, and he was fain to pull up and trot along steadily,

thinking the fun was over for the day, and cursing the luck which

kept him out of it and put him on an old broken-down screw, just

when he had thought his best horse so well and fit to go. He was

nearing the covert his friend had spoken of as a likely point for them

to make to, where he determined to pull up and wait, knowing he

was well down wind, when his nag pricked his ears and again

quickened his pace ;
then the light notes of hounds running in the

distance were borne on his ear, and very quickly the figures of three

or four horsemen rose up against the sky-line. Quietly he pulled up
in the shelter of a high hedge, and scanned the country to try and

catch a view, but in vain, for the old dog-fox so took advantage of

hollows and hedgerows that, although he must have gone within a

hundred yards, not a glimpse did he catch of him.

The hounds were quickly there also, and with them the Master,
and just a few of those who had been able to live in the first flight.

The first to arrive,of course, was the whip—in fact, it was his intention

to have preceded the fox, and cut him off from the covert, which he

knew was full of pug's relations and friends, had his nag's pace been

equal to the task, but hard and quick as he came to his point, the
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turn away behind the hill, when he unadvisedly left the straight

course to take his place once more with the pack, beat him, and

though he strained every nerve to rectify his mistake, and recover lost

ground, when he arrived '

bloody with spurring, fiery hot with speed,'

it was all too late, and the fox was already in the depths of one of

the thickest coverts in the hunt, though, fortunately, it was not a

very large one. As the earths were all stopped. Jack of course

made his way to the far side, and there waited, well out of sight, to

see that the hounds did not go away with a fresh fox, and leave

their hunted one behind them. Thither the rider of the old horse

also followed him. Round the wood like a hurricane the pack
drove three or four times, making the trees ring again, and bringing
down the few withered leaves that the November frosts and rains

had spared. Presently a fox reaches the edge of the covert,

looks cautiously round, and, seeing the coast clear, breaks over the

open. Our friend has hunted enough to know that a halloa given
too soon will head him, but not long enough to know a fresh fox

from a hunted one, so as soon as he is out of sight he pulls himself

together to give a rattling
' Gone away,' but Jack has his eye on

him, makes a gesture for silence ere it can come cut, and then

says,
' That ain't our fox, sir ; you sit quiet, and leave the holleren

*
to me, and you will see the hunted one in a minute.' A few more

anxious moments, and away goes a second, but Jack still sits like a

statue, with a quiet smile on his countenance, as much as to say,
' I have got your photograph for another day when we want you,
*

my friend, but you may go now.' Round come the pack again,

and as they near the outside the hunted fox, tired and stiff, with

arched back, lolling tongue, and drooping brush, makes his appear-

ance, and sets his head for the open to seek another shelter. Ere he

is ten yards from the boundary ditch. Jack goes at him, cracking his

whip, and shouting
'

Tally-ho !

'

as if he meant to catch him and eat

him, and the poor brute faces short back to the covert again. It

appears nothing can save him now, the pack are nearly at the edge
of the covert as he slips in, and with them before him, and Jack
behind, die he must, as no doubt the latter intended he should.

But no I instead of the smothered worry he expected, the leading
hounds flash out on the line, and he meets them with a 'Tally-ho
'back! get away back !

'

and a rate or two. A young one is opening
on another line in the covert, and to him they all go with a rush

;

while the whip, uttering curses, not loud but deep, goes also to try
and get to their heads again. What had become of the hunted fox ?

Why, finding himself in the midst of his foes, he dropped into a deep

drain, just inside the covert, crawled under the brambles, and there

waited until they had been twice over him, then made his point

good, and was away for another stronghold, three miles ofF, where

there was a head of earths. The stranger, however, who was so

thunderstruck at what he thought was the insane proceeding of Jack

(being under the impression that hunting foxes, and not murdering
them, was what people went out for : he did not know, as Jack
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did, that the country beyond was very heavy and stiff, and the

latter's horse a bit of a musician), that he had not moved, now-
made amends to himself for his enforced silence. In fact, he
made such a row that he soon had huntsman, whips, and hounds all

round him, and an old bitch hitting the line, they were away, almost
before he could answer the queries as to what he had seen. Then
came another rattling ten minutes, for those who were quick enough
to get a start, and finally half a dozen of them reached one of
those nasty deep lanes which are the curse of the country ; they are

bad to get into, unless you find a gate handy, or fall, which is

certainly the quickest method of reaching them, but still worse to get
out of; a deep ditch, an upright bank as high as village church, and
a stiff fence on the top want doing, you must allow, even with a

swing at them, but try it out of a crowded narrow lane, and see

what exertion it takes to get over. Into one of these places the

hounds ran with their fox almost in view, and out again on the

opposite side, and into it the few still holding a place followed

them, by means of a convenient gate.
'

Now, who gives us
* a lead out ?

'

said the Master, on his second horse, a question
the stranger answered by landing the old bay quietly on the bank,
and then over the stiff live beech hedge on the top, scarcely

touching a twig.
'

Well, we must go if that old trapper can jump
*

it,' said the Master again, talcing hold of his brown, and giving
him a very strong hint with the Latchfords. A big jump at the

bank, a heavy crash through the fence follow, the M.F.H.'s
boots are seen describing a kind of catherine-wheel by those in the

road, and they have a capital view of the brown's hind shoes and
tail while he is disentangling himself from the strong growers. Half
a mile on the game good fox succumbs to his fate, after as smart a

gallop as has been seen in the country for years, and once more, and
for the last time, the old bay has landed his rider first at the finish.

The Master came next, declaring he was never more deceived in his

life at being so got down, and the rest, having found a gate out of

the lane as well a*s into it, crept up longe intervallo^ with open
nostrils and shaking tails. The Master had to conduct the obsequies

himself, for Jack was busy, a mile or two back, supporting his horse's

head until he could be dug out of a deep boggy drain, and the

owner of the bay had never been in the second burst at all. The
fence out of the lane was the old horse's last leap. He never felt

pigskin again, and ere another hunting season came round, had

become so feeble, that he died as all hunters should do, and passed
the ordeal of the kennel boiler, thus giving no one the opportunity,
had they been so minded, to place R. I. f. over his remains. The
Master of the hounds has, however, not yet forgotten the fence out

of the lane, and occasionally has to endure a little good-humoured
chaff at having been got down by the old trapper.
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ALL ABOUT THE CRACK OF A WHIP.

There is in one of the beautiful down country districts in England
a church, and to that church there is a parson ; also two church-

wardens, and under their special guardianship there are five litters of

fox cubs within a mile of the church. The poultry bills being care-

fully attended to, the life of a fox is held sacred by all, except the

huntsman and the hounds, who at the proper times and seasons carry

out the sentence of sporting law, and return triumphant with the

brush, the pads, and sometimes the head of Mr. Reynard deceased,

if he has died very game and deserves immortality. Being myself tied

to London from October till August, it is thirty-one years ago
—when

on a short visit in the late Mr. Assheton's country, at Easter—since I

set eyes on a pack of hounds until the early part of last September,
when I heard the crack of a whip about 7 o'clock, a.m., and on

looking out of the window I beheld a noble pack of hounds coming
down a lane, and the red coats of the huntsmen and whips (who
were coming along at that peculiar ambling trot known only to

huntsmen and whips) appearing and disappearing bet^yeen the trees.

How many years did that crack of the whip and the sight of the

huntsmen and the hounds throw me back, to days when I was a

child, about the height of the hounds, and saw the same sight, and

remarked to my nurse,
' What a many dogs.'

The huntsmen drew up in front of the vicarage garden, to inquire

after the health of the cubs, and to show his hounds to the parson's

children, and to arrange about the parson taking a puppy on walk

for the winter ; and then, on as fine a September morning as ever

came out of the heavens, we went on foot for a mile to some rising

ground above the coverts where some of the wards of the church

were supposed to be, and were joined by the two churchwardens,
who never neglect their secular duties. The farmers, one and all,

agreed that times were never so bad ; but somehow they were most

of them pretty well mounted, and one of the churchwardens,
whose hospitality is only exceeded by the heartiness of his welcome,
has a stackyard and a supply of agricultural machinery the value

of which I should remarkably like to put into my pocket.
When the Dutch first went to New York, according to Kniker-

bocker's history, they hailed the inhabitants in Low Dutch, the conse-

quence of which was that the aborigines retired into the woods, and

were never heard of again. I believe that if any one were to trust

me with the horn, 1 should make such an infernal blast that every
hound would put his tail between his legs, and howl with anguish
and cut home ; or if any one were to intrust me with a lot of game-
cocks for the purpose of fighting a main, I should not have the

remotest idea what to do with them, and I think I should turn the

lot into the lions' den in the Zoo, with two or three amorous

hens, and let them fight it out. I know nothing about field sports,

except cricket and fishing (if the latter can be called a field sport),
or finding game with a good dog, after the manner of our fathers.

1 distinctly state that in writing this I do not pretend to any knowledge
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of the noble art of hunting, and I am writing about something of

which I know next to nothing. I was not ' called on to oblige
* on the horn

'

(as the cads say), and had there been any necessity
for a volunteer, there was a grand old man on horseback on the hill,

by whose horse I was standing, who would have given a good blast

of a horn, and have found a fox and have killed him even against
the Rev. J. Russell ;

and I should like to see my old friend and the

distinguished parson whose biography vou are publishing hunt a good
pack on alternate days for a week. 1 think my old friend's fingers
Itched to handle the horn and work the covert. By-the-by, the

Rev. J. Russell, in connection with his biography in
'

Baily,' came
on the tapis, and a story was told of him as follows : He took a

service for a friend in a strange parish, and the parish clerk apologised
for not having an appropriate hymn, not knowing that the old

sportsman was coming ; and he said,
' If I had knowed as you

' were a-coming, Parson Russell, I should have had the hymn—
' As pants the hart for cooling stre/zms (streams)
When hated (heated) in the chencc (chase).

'

I saw my veteran old huntsman in church on Sunday. He is in his

85th year, and it would puzzle any one to find a haler, more upright old

man, or a more thorough nature's gentleman. Health is written

on his face. I called on him the next day, and as it was raining
hard he was amusing himself by sawing wood, and his account of

himself is that he cannot find words to express his thankfulness

for his wonderful health and strength. He was huntsman to the

Duke of Grafton, the Hon. Grantley Berkeley, and the late Mr.
Assheton Smith. Over the mantelpiece of his comfortable sitting-

room, which is ornamented by more than one brush of a gallant fox,

and a head or two of those foxes which have earned immortality,

hangs, framed and glazed, a five-pound note which the Prince of

Wales, when a young man, gave him on the occasion of his

hunting with the Tedworth hounds. Need I say that his name
is George Carter ? He has had seventeen children, and I believe,

almost without exception, all the sons are huntsmen or whips. Now
don't you envy me (who know nothing of foxhunting), Mr. Baily,

my first, and probably my last, lesson in foxhunting from the lips

of that old Nimrod as I stood by his horse's bridle? Upon my
word, when 1 saw the figure of that grand old man on his horse on

that fine autumn morning, on the hillside, standing out against the

sky-line of the magnificent downs, which look like a solid Atlantic,

over which he had hunted so many hundreds of times, it was like

the picture of the old Duke (by Landseer) on the field of Waterloo,

describing the battle. Was it from etiquette I wonder—I never

asked him—that he did not go down to the covert-side, but placed
himself on an eminence a quarter of a mile off to view the battle

from afar, without a semblance even of advising or interfering
with his old hobby, which had reverted to a younger man ?

'
I don't think,' said my mentor,

* that they will get a cub away
'

to-day, sir. They may kill one in covert, or rattle out an old fox.'
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The words were scarcely out of his mouth when we saw some-

thing stealing along the hillside, a long way off, out of the covert.
'
It is a hare ! No, by Jove, it is a fox !' The churchwarden

sighted him first, and when it was beyond doubt that it was a fox,

the parson, who, when preaching, can be heard in the vicarage

garden, gave the view holloa! in a voice which, like the beacon
fire (d la Macaulay), might

' Have roused the shepherd of Stonehenge, the rangers of Beaulieu,'

and which was instantly responded to by the huntsman. But the

old fox was too many, and with a very long start he slipped down
a tremendous thick hedge, and probably returned to the place from
whence he came.

There is no history attached to the hunting. The hounds killed

one cub and drew two or three coverts, but as the old huntsman

prophesied, they could not get a cub to break, though several

were 'on foot.' And so, at 10 o'clock, a homeward movement
was made, after satisfactory proof that there were plenty of

foxes; and the huntsman having very judiciously drawn a covert

belonging to the churchwarden, and near his house, last, it was the

fault of every one who was out, whether lord or commoner—for

they were both sorts—if he did not refresh the inner man with
those creature comforts that only a good old-fashioned English farm-

house can provide.
Mr. Baily, where you find the most popular sport in a county

innocently encouraged in the parish by those who are its natural

guardians, you will generally find a quiet, well-appointed church,
with a parson who never shirks his work, good schools, and no

encouragement to vice or immorality in any way, and a total

absence of cant, humbug, or controversy. A parson who encourages

hunting and works with his farmers and parishioners, and a hunting
parson, are two very difl-erent things. An occasional run with the

hounds, and attending every meet to the neglect of the parish,
are totally opposite to each other. Nothing does more good to

cricket than having a parson or two on either side, and nothing

gives a man more influence in a parish than falling in with the

innocent pleasures which give so many employment and amusement.

Only witness the happy faces as the hounds come through a village
for the first time, and see the cottage doors all thrown open and hear

the cry of '
Moother, moother, here be the hounds !

'

and watch the

village beauty smooth her hair back and pretend not to see the

second whip, who gives her what is
'

carnally called
'

a knowing
wink and a smile, and see her rush away from the door and reappear at

an upper window which gives a more commanding view, for which

action, doubtless, some odd 'tabby' might call her a 'bold minx.'

Ay, hear and see these things, and don't tell me that innocent

sports do not break the monotony of life amongst all classes.

Though, by-the-by, talking of neglect of parishes, I wonder what
becomes of the parishes in which the over-righteous Puritan parsons,
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who think all village sports the way to perdition, reside, when the

incumbents come to London to blackguard the poor old Pope at

Exeter Hall, or to convert the Chinese or the Ring-tailed Indians ?

They forget, possibly, that in their own parishes the cesspools are

running into the wells, and that cottages are overcrowded, and people
are dying of fever from neglect of social reform, whilst they are

listening to their own voices in London, and gloating over their

names in the papers
—which excitements to them are exactly the same

in effect as a run with the hounds, or a cricket match, is to others

of their clerical brethren, who know their home duties and do them.

They talk about the alarming spread of immorality in their parishes,
in which, from the ist of January till the 31st of December,

they never promote any amusement whatever without addresses

and psalm-singing, which—though very good in the right place
—

bore every one to death as a perpetual feast. It is the old story of

totijonrs perdt'ix^ toiijours la Reine. These men, who, indepen-

dently of their abhorrence of field sports, generally are guiltless

of any taste for music, painting, or art, and who possess not an idea

beyond droning through their noses, practically resign the parish
to the beer-shop and skittle alley. These are the class who hold a

candle to the devil by going to the Crystal Palace pantomime, in

which the London ballet-girls in their questionable habiliments qua

decency, according to the views of simple country folks, exhibit

themselves, but who would not enter a London theatre to save

their lives, and who look upon actors and actresses as
' booked.'

There is an anecdote of a parson's children which is perfectly
true. The parson had a puppy on walk, and of course it was the

pet of the children, and by the children's earnest entreaty the puppy
was forgiven for a thousand peccadilloes, such as bringing all the

boots and shoes, hair brushes, &c., out of the bedroom, and scatter-

ing them about the lawn. A gentleman meeting two little girls out

with the puppy, said,
' Is that your puppy, Mabel ?'

Mabel {^cBtat 7).
'

No, it belongs to the hunt, sir, and we are
'

keeping it till March.'

Gentleman. ' What is its name ?
'

Mabel. '-

Wapid, sir' (Rapid).

[Mr. Baily, please observe that little pitchers have long ears, and

repeat what they hear without knowing its meaning, or how could

Edith, Mabel's sister, cetat 6, have volunteered the following
remark ?J

Edith—a matter-of-fact little woman—(thoughtfully).
'

Yes, sir,
'

Wapid by Wadical (Radical) out of Needful !'

So you see, Mr. Baily, through your kindness having been intro-

duced to the Rev. John Russell last summer, and having again met

my old friend George Carter, I have in one year 'held discourse,'

as Mr. Pepys would say, with two of the greatest and oldest hunts-

men alive.

Mitcham. F. G.
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' OUR van;

The Invoice.—January : Its Joys and Revels.

There are times and seasons, and this is one of them, when we feel thankful

that the ' Van '

is not a comic journal, one of those productions in which life

is made to appear a huge jest, and the cares and worries thereof are entirely

ignored. True, we must not be lugubrious in
'

Baily,' but then we need not

be gay unless the spirit
moves us in that direction. And really the outer

world, politically and socially, the world of Downing Street and St. Stephen's,
and the world of the clubs, is not so lively that we can find anything in it to

rouse our spirits and stir our imagination. The New Year's birth was not a

festive occasion, however hard we tried to make it one. Shadows of doubt

and perplexity were on men's minds
;
the good wishes for the season sounded

hollow
;
there was a spectre at our banquets that would not be laid, and the

thoughts of even that lounging, sauntering world which is bounded on one

side by Hyde Park Corner, and the other by the Guards' Memorial—that

world which spends its time as did the Athenians of old, in seeking and

inquiring after some new thing
—even this hardened community, in its inter-

vals of whist, poker, nap, and loo, evidently felt that there was something

wrong. The times, what with bloody war, commercial depression, strikes,

and a terrible tightness in the money market, were out of joint, and the cursed

spite was that the loungers and saunterers could see no way to setting it

right. But then wiser heads than theirs found that a difficulty also.

The weather, too, was against us. Very charming for hunting men going
like great guns with the Quorn, and the Pytchley, as well as in all countries

where hound and horn are heard, but simply abominable for Londoners.
Tkeir woes are never, we believe, taken into consideration, however much

they are expected to sympathise with Sir Harry Hieover and Lady Florry
Firstflight, when they are driven up from Melton by the frost. It is generally

expected of us poor Cockneys that we compose our faces to a decent sadness

when Sir Harry in the smoking-room tells us of his string stopped in their

work just as he had got them fit, or Lady Florry solacing herself by a fifth

visit to the ' Pink Dominos,' or a box at the Alhambra (with a little supper
at the Town House in

prospectii), dilates on the women she has cut down, and
the men she has knocked over—and now how her career of triumph is

checked. A chapter might be written on the discomforts of Londoners in

what is called '
fine open weather,' when like Noah's dove they find no dry

place for their feet, and fog and mud are the masters of the situation. But
who cares for Cockney disagreeables? Have they not their clubs, their

theatres, their poker and their loo—there wretched beings who spend their

lives in London streets ? What matters it what becomes of them ?

So we perforce fall back on the pleasures that are all our own. They are

not bad. The ' Van '

Driver has before in these pages expressed his liking for

a stall in the fourth row from the front at the Alhambra as being a desirable

position in which you can at the same time hear the charming melodies

arranged by M. Jacobi (can he be Mr. Jacobs under that assumed name?), and
see the colour of the corps de ballcfs boots. It was at the close of an unusu-

ally dull day, and after a modest repast at that unfashionable restaurant, the

Cow and Snuffers, that he found himself in his favourite position, prepared to

take in the sights and sounds of '

Wildfire,' to listen to Mr. Harry Paulton's

jokes, and the melodious roulades of Miss Pattie Laverne and Miss Lennox

Grey, to watch the muse of the many twinkling feet who has for her

2 B 2
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followers the bounding Pertoldi, the glissading Sismondi, while the displays of

agility by those charming though minor divinities, Rosa, Richards, and Gillert,

leave little to be imagined or desired. Apart from some lively and well

arranged music, for which we are indebted to Offenbach, Lecocq, Herve and

Co.,
' Wildfire' is one of the most brilliant spectacles which the Alhambra^

so fertile in its splendid combinations of colour, so rich in legs and limelight,
has ever exhibited. The ballet of the second act,

'
les Gardes Fran^aises,' is

about the very prettiest ballet ever seen. Whether the uniforms of the

Gardes are historically correct we are unable to say. Much terpsichorean
licence is no doubt allowable, but the red-coated and black-gaitered brigade
struck us as very charming though at the same time dangerous opponents.
We had occasion some two or three months back to comment not too favour-

ably on the members of the corps be ballet taken as a body. There seemed

to us a falling off, or perhaps we might more correctly say, a too great coming
on—a redundancy in that form and figure which according to lady novelists

ought to be '

lithe and lissome.' We are pleased now to add that this fault,

if it existed, has been amended, and the Alhambra is itself again. Nothing

beyond an agreeable plumpness meets the eyes of our dear friend Methuselah

as with riveted lorgnette he follows the movements of the leading coryphees,
inclines his eye now to the bounds of the little Richards, is entranced the next

moment by the lighter touches of Rosa, the abandon of Gillert. Happy
Methuselah 1 He only looks sad when the act drop falls. Then there is

another ballet in the last act, gorgeous in gold and colour, but not to our

thinking to be compared to that of the ' Gardes Frangaises ;'
and then there

is a transformation scene, after which all nice people come away. But
' Wildfire

'

is a thing to be seen.

Whether our playwrights and adapters of other men's goods are correct in

supposing that English audiences of the present day are so puritanical that

they will not bear the slightest reference to illicit passion, or forgive the

slightest lapse in conjugal love, we much doubt. An experiment was made
on our supposed susceptible feelings in this respect when Mrs. Bancroft gave
us '

Peril,' and the weakness and frailties of poor humanity were represented
with just a little toning down to pacify Mrs. Perkins and Mrs. Brown. True,
the heroine meant no wrong. She only dabbled with her feet, so to speak,.

in the waters of lawless passion, and recovered herself in time.

But when his wicked eyes appear,
And when we know for what they winked so,

One must be very stupid, dear,
To let him hurt you; don't you think so?

The young gentleman In
' Peril

'

showed his
' wicked eyes,' and the lady

extinguished him forthwith. Mrs. Perkins and Mrs. Brown were rather

alarmed at one scene, but ' Peril
'

drew—not quite such a run as the * Pink
'

Dominos,' but still a very good one. In one of the last adaptations, how-

ever, that of ' Patrie
'

at the Queen's, the adapter feeling, we suppose, that

the heroine Dolores was such an extremely out-and-out young woman—
too bad for Mrs. Perkins and her friend—has made her an equally incom-

prehensible character. He has put into her mouth her brazen avowal that

she is an adultress, but has made her lover solemnly contradict her; and in

the last act the outraged husband forgives her, and she enters a convent an

interesting penitent. This is the Dolores of ' Fatherland
'

our readers will

of course understand, not the Dolores of M. Sardou, and no wonder that

that accomplished dramatist feels indignant at the liberties Mr. Labouchere
has taken with his play. Well was it remarked in the ' Atheneeum

'

that
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* a piece which has more genuine dramatic fibre than any play written during
* the last decade is thus converted into inanity.' It is indeed an admirable

play, and even in the emasculated version which it is essayed to thrust down
our throats at the Queen's, there is still left much to admire. Mr. Labouchere

has pared the play down in places where the pruning-knife was not needed,
and vice versa. Much interesting matter has been excised, and some scenes

quite unnecessary to the action of the plot have been retained. We wish we
could speak, in better terms of the acting, but with one exception, Mr.
Herman Vezin's portrait of the Duke of Alva, the representation was most

inadequate. The exigency of circumstances gave the part of Dolores to

Miss Henrietta Hodson, an artiste who has often charmed us, as she will no
doubt again, but here had a burden laid upon her which she was quite

incapable of bearing. There was a monotonous representation of Count

Rysoor, the husband, a very loud one of Karloo, the lover. Mr. Shiel Barry

gave an artistic sketch of Jonas the bellringer, and we may add the drama is

splendidly mounted. With a version more true to the original, and with

a company adequate to the task of representing it,
* Fatherland

'

would have

been a success. Mr. Labouchere, by the aid of advertisements and sneers

at the critics, tries to make it one now. We trust he will attain his

end.

We wanted something enlivening after
'

Fatherland,' and so betook

ourselves with two young and fair friends one bright morning to Alexandra

Palace, where rumour told us we should see
' the best pantomime in London.'

And rumour was right. It was in the first place rather surprising to see how

bright and cheery the Palace looked in midwinter. To be sure, the sun was

shining and flooding the central hall, the statues of the kings, the bare backed
steeds in the hippodrome, the spangles of the Bounding Brothers of Ber-

mondsey, the lions, the flaxen curls of *

Georgiana
'

with light, so we saw it

under the most favourable circumstances. How snug and cheery looked the

dining-room too, with its large fireplace, and where at a table near the

window we prepared the inner man for the fatigues of the pantomime, and
introduced our young friends to the excellent cuisine of Messrs. Bertram and
Roberts. The view from the windows reminded us, bar the flowers on the

terrace, of meets of the Four-in-Hand and C.C., and we half expected to see
' the Duke,' or '

Sugar
'

Candy, or Meysey Thompson, or '

Charley
'

Caring-
ton appear in the doorway. But they are thinking not of coaching yet, and
are most of them going well with that other Duke down in Leicestershire,
where the last three are very bad we hear to beat. But our young friends

are glancing very anxiously at the clock
; they want to miss not a line of

St. George, or a whisk of the Dragon's tail, and not even the lightest and
most delicate of omelettes will tempt them to dally longer at table. They
dispose of their Pommery-Greno, though, let us do them that justice, and
then we find ourselves in the well arranged stalls. A much prettier panto-

mime, or one better put upon the stage, we have rarely seen. Our pantomime
days, in the true enjoyment of the term, are past, but still there is much to

appreciate in good scenery, tasteful costumes, and not bad-looking women.
The transformation scene—the flight of the swallows—is as near perfection
as transformation scene can be, the idea poetical, and well carried out by the

inventor. Moreover the harlequinade was really, thanks to the Paynes and
Mr. John Lauri, laughable, and worth stopping for, instead of having to

make a rush for it when the last pot of red fire is lighted in the transformation

scene. The Alexandra pantomime is worth the journey there to see.

Of course the theatrical event of the month has been the production of
* Dora

'

under the title of '

Diplomacy
'

at the Prince of Wales's. That the
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great expectations formed of it, as a play, have been quite realised is perhaps

saying too much. The plot is a strained one, a fault that may be found with

more than one of M. Sardou's brilliant comedies. The adaptation, too, of the

gentlemen who under the pseudonyms of Bolton Row and Savile Row (thinly

veiling Clement Scott and Charles Stephenson) have prepared
' Dora

'

for

the Prince of Wales's, is open to the objection that though they have altered

the names of some of the dramatis persona and made them English men and

women, they still remain essentially French. But with this our faultfinding,
such as it is, ends.

'

Diplomacy
'

is one of the cleverest dramas we have

seen for some time on English boards. If the plot be strained, its skilful

manipulation makes us half forgetful of the defect. Probably M. Sardou has

no equal, certainly no superior, in construction. He revels in plot and

counter-plot, delights in the wheel within wheel, is great in dexterous sur-

prises, and when the knot looks most complicated, cuts it in the most

unexpected way. The great scene, the scene des trots hommes as it was called

in Paris, where Count OrlofF has to relate his belief that he owns his arrest

to the treachery of Dora, and has to relate it, too, to her husband, while the

brother of the latter, the cool and skilful diplomatist, essays to act the part of
mediator— one of the most telling and effective situations ever seen on the

stage
—is splendidly given, and never fails to rouse the house. Mr. Bancroft,

Mr. Clayton, and Mr. Kendal, are its exponents, and we can hardly say
which we admired most, perhaps Mr. Bancroft. He told his unpleasant

story with wonderful forbearance. One could see that the words were being

dragged out of him. Mr. Kendal was French more than English in his emo-

tion
;
but still he went through his arduous role with a display of power such as

we have never before seen in him. Mr.Clayton was admirable as the diplomatists
To say that Mr. Arthur Cecil as Baron Stein, the Russian spy, gave us a wonder-
ful picture of a smooth villain under the guise of a gentleman is hardly saying

enough. We ought to have called it a cabinet portrait, so finished is it in every
detail. Mrs. Bancroft selected an unpleasant character, that of the adventuress

Countess Zicka, but her genius triumphed over the difficulties and disagree-

ables, and we forgot them as we listened. Mrs. Kendal as Dora we have

seen to greater advantage, but still she is charming in the tender and womanly
passages. In the scenes with her husband she hardly touched the audience

as she might have done. The small part of Algie Fairfax was rendered by
Mr. Sugden as that actor does everything he touches, and Miss Le Thiere as

the Marquise de Rio Zares had found a role which fitted her to a nicety.
On the whole the acting was as near perfection as we can expect from one

company, and that it was put on the stage in the completest manner need

hai'dly be added. The world will need no bidding to flock to
'

Diplomacy.'
It has all the elements of a great success, and that rather dreadful thing to

playgoers
—a great run.

Mr. Mapleson has reopened Her Majesty's Theatre for a season of English

opera, with a representation of Baron von Flotow's '

L'Ombra,' translated and

adapted for the English stage by Gilbert a Beckett. It has been a popular
work in Paris the last eight years ;

but whether its claims to merit will be

fully appreciated here remains to be proved, for as yet opinions vary like

those of doctors who disagree, and it is to be hoped the opera won't share the

fate of the patient under the same circumstances. The scene of action is laid

in Languedoc during the reign of Louis XIV., and the plot by this time will

we think be familiar to most of our readers. It is very slight, and the libretto

suffers much by translation
;
but the whole interest hinges on the escape from

death of the young Count Rollescourt, and the incidents which befall him^
under his assumed guise of sculptor and artist in a remote village to which he
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flies for refuge. Here a young widow sets her cap at him, the doctor become

his bosom friend, and the inevitable young heroine only is wanting, who, of

course, chance brings to his door at the right moment. These four characters

form the dramatis persona of the opera, in which the comic element is well

carried out by Madlle. Bauermeibter, who represented the sprightly widow,
and sang the leading part with correctness and skill. This lady possesses the

style of a true artiste, and will be a valuable addition to the opera corps. Both

she and Miss Purdy, who impersonated Giva, the heroine, are new to the

London boards, and the latter lacks as yet what longer experience will no

doubt give to her as an actress
;
but she was always graceful, her voice was

full of pathos throughout, and the touching way she rendered the mezzo air,
* Hear my prayer,' met with a well-deserved encore. Mr. George Fox might
do more with the buffo role of the doctor, and Mr. Talbo, as Count Rolles-

court, did not make the most of his opportunities in a good part, though he

has a nice tenor voice, and can sing the song allotted to him very fairly.
* The Phantom' (a misnomer, by-the-way, where there is nothing ghastly) is

hardly likely to become so popular as our favourite
' Marta

'

;
but there Is

much to recall that opera to one's mind in the overture, occasional morceaux^

and the unaccompanied quartette,
'

Approach, your places take,' which is de-

lightfully piquant and harmonious. Mr. West Hill has his hands quite full

with the orchestral accompaniments, and repetition will be an advantage to

both band and those artistes who are not yet au fait in their parts. Mean-

time, we confidently recommend those who enjoy bright sparkhng music, with

plenty of melody interspersed, to book themselves forthwith for Herr von

Flotow's ' Phantom.'

Another of Mr. Byron's three act farces has been produced this time at

the Globe, with Mr. Toole as the happy exponent of the fun and absurdity
of the hero.

' A Fool and his Money
'

is not perhaps the best title that

could have been found, but it suffices, and the piece brims over with those

jokes and puns, that overflow of high spirits
that have contributed so much

to the success of the author as a playwright. Mr. Byron is always in such

good humour with himself, his situations are for the most part natural, and

if he does make the actions of his heroes and heroines sometimes forced, the

play-going public have learned to forgive It. In Chawles, a servant made heir

to his late master's property, Mr. Toole has a part which he makes all his

own. His attempts to become a resident landlord at a place with an un-

pronounceable name in Wales, the miseries he suffers at the hands of a
'

bard,'

his descriptions of hunting and other field sports which he tries to follow, his

ambitious love-making to the daughter of a neighbouring squire while his

heart Is really given to an old fellow-servant, and finally the relief with which

he bids good-bye to his riches and greatness to descend to a public-house and

his Mary
—all this Is most diverting and excites peals of laughter. Of course

Chawles Is the prominent character, but Mr. Righton, as a poor and pompous
old gentleman anxious to marry his daughter to a rich man, was fairly

amusing. We are Inclined to vote Mr. Toole's picture of the butler as one

of his happiest efforts. The Globe is crowded every night.

It Is three or four years ago, we believe, since the strains of Offenbach made

fashionable remote Islington, and the whilom Philharmonic Music Hall was

crowded with people from the West End to listen to Soldene singing the

'Balcony' duet, applaud tumultuously the
'

Gensdarmes,' and be enraptured
with '

Sara.' But all of this Is very likely to occur again, for Mr. Charles

Head has again assumed the command of affairs, and with the theatre newly

decorated, with artistic scenery, splendid dresses, and a thoroughly eflScIent

company, Introduces the old favourite to us again. Miss Alice May is now
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Drogan, and there is a very decided acquisition in Miss Alice Burville, who

sang the music allotted" to the Duchess with very telling effect, her vocalism

being remarkably finished. M. Loredan was not quite up to Marius in Charles

Martel, but Mr. J. A. Shaw as the Duke, though hardly here and there perfect
in one or two of the solos, sang the rest of the music in masterly style, and
showed much humour. There are heaps of pretty women as pages, citizens,
and maids of honour, and there are some wonderful French dancers. If we
remember rightly, the late lamented Sara made her debut at the Philharmonic,
at all events it was her home for some time, and Mr. Head no doubt wisely

judged that he could not do better than try and supplement the fair Jewess

by something equally good. From what we saw of Madlles. Louise and

Olga on the opening night, their style may fairly be described as 'eccentric'

in the fullest sense of the word, and we may add that Sara * would not have
* been in it,' as we say on the Turf, with her present successors. Everything
went off with great eclat, and we think Mr. Head may be congratulated on
the enterprise and liberality which he has exhibited in the undertaking. We
hope to see the Philharmonic crowded as of yore.

There is no racing news, and '

nothing doing
'

is the stereotyped utterance

of Albert Gate and the Victoria. The Derby is a dead letter, and the only
event that excites a languid interest is the Croydon Hurdle Race. This wants
a deal of fanning to, chiefly supplied by zealous sporting newspapers which

go through the form of the favourites and essay to stir up would-be backers

to a plunge. But backers appear to take a deal of stirring ;
and seeing that

the race is not run until the 13th of March, they show, we think, an un-

wonted wisdom therein. Hesper and Scamp have been made the favourites in

what betting there is, and Cannon is reported to be very fond of the former,

going already like great guns at Newmarket. Some of the '

great guns,' by-

the-way, have been nearly going off the hooks at the metropolis of the Turf,
a strange sort of epidemic having gone through many of the stables. Matthew
Dawson lost a promising young one, and fears were entertained at one time

for some of the older celebrities, but we believe the plague has now been

stayed. There is a rumour, but on what foundation we are ignorant, that

Beauclerc will not run for the Derby, and there is the usual story of the
'
clever

' men who are always ready to lay. We really did not know that

there were so many Derby books.

The Grand Military repeat their pleasant visit to Sandown this year, and
the 8th and 9th of March is the fixture. The Household Brigade again join
forces with their brethren of the cavalry and the line, and from the programme
just issued by Messrs, Pratt and Barbiook, we have every reason to expect
two good days' sport. Major Dixon, the Hon. Sec, has introduced some

judicious attractions in the conditions for the Veteran Stakes, which we think

will bear fruit. Non-commissioned officers and soldiers in uniform are to be

admitted to the Park free—a liberal and graceful concession.

The Sandown Club has also issued its own programme for the year, and an

ample and attractive one it is. Six meetings, as in last year ;
the first being

fixed for the 26th and 27th of this month, comprise three of the club

proper, while, as we have just mentioned, the soldiers will be there in March,
and in addition their brethren of the Royal Artillery will hold their one day
meeting on the 6th of April. Twenty-six acres of land have this year been

added to the Park for the purpose of improving the course, and every atten-

tion had been paid to it by Mr. Hwfa Williams, the manager. Year by year
does the popularity of Sandown Park increase, and the conviction gains ground
that for the enjoyment of racing there is no place like it. The list of mem-
bers, we see, has increased too, for the smart little volume just issued Trom
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Messrs. Pratt and Barbrook's office is thicker by many pages than the one

for last year. So Sandown flourishes.

Arrangements are being completed for the coaching season, which this

year promises to be an unusually good one. The best news we have heard

is that Mr. W. H. Cooper will again be on the road. Not wishing to

interfere with the Dorking, which is now in the same hands as last season,

he has joined Mr. Walter Shoolbred and Mr. Luxmoor on the Guildford,

about the prettiest
road out of London, as last season it was about the

best done. With such a co-partner as Mr. Cooper there will be nothing to

be desired. The Windsor will, we believe, have its old proprietary ;
and

there is talk of an afternoon coach to Virginia Water, to drive down to

dinner at the good hotel there, a ramble by the lake, and return by moon-

light
—a pastoral

and pretty idea, savouring somewhat of love-making and
*

spooning.' jMr. Charles Hoare will take the Tunbridge road as far as

Sevenoaks, at least, and in all probability will have a partner. Mr. Hargreaves
will be on the Portsmouth road again, and the Watford and St. Alban's will

also be occupied.
The Road Club, too, is going to start a coach, not a public one, but for

the use of the members of the Club
;
a good idea, which, seeing the road

can boast of many coachmen, ought to succeed. There will be a professional

whip, under or alongside of whom the junior members may sit and learn;

and the coach will be available of course for race meetings and other

popular gatherings.
The Quorn have had their share of sport, having had several long runs as

well as some very sharp bursts. On Monday, December loth, they met at

Six Hills, found a good fox at Cossington Gorse, ran him by Ragdale,

Shoby Scholes, Lord Aylesford's covert, past old Dalby Village, through
Holwell Mouth, to ground at Clawson Thorns. This was over a capital

line, and only a little more scent was wanted to have made it quite a first-

class run. On Friday, the 2 1st, after meeting at Beeby, they found first at

Scraptoft, and soon ran to ground ;
then went off to Botany Bay, where they

found again, and went away at a most terrific pace, none of the horses having
a chance with them, by Quenby, pointing for Baggrave, but here turned and

just got back to Hungerton Fox Holes, fifty yards in front of the hounds.

After this they found at Barkby Holt, and had a nice gallop of half an hour,

and then went home. On Monday, the 31st, they met at Widmerpool New
Inn, found in Curates Gorse, went away by the Broughtons, over the Smite,

which proved a stopper to most of the field, as it was very wide just at this

part ; however, Mr. Ernest Paget was the first to have a shy at it, and fell

in
;
then Tom Firr went next and got clean over

;
then Captain Smith

(there is but one Captain Smith), and these were the only two who did jump
it. Several got in, and some found a place to scramble through. In the

meanwhile the hounds were running merrily over the fine country pointing

for Holwell Mouth, but leaving that on the right, they went on to Clawson

Thorns, where they ran to ground after a very enjoyable gallop of thirty-five

minutes. Later on they found again at Lord Aylesford's covert, and ran

until dark. On Friday, January 4th, they were at Baggrave Hall, and found

directly in the Prince of Wales Gorse, and ran to ground at Car Bridge.
Then they went to Barkby Holt, found in the first quarter, and went straight

away, pointing for Queniborough, then turned, leaving Barkby village to

the right nearly to Scraptoft, by Humberstone, over the brook which requires

jumping, by Barkby Thorp, and then nearly over the same line again.

Foxes lie out very much about here, and fresh ones kept continually getting

up in front of the hounds, who kept running from one to another for four
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hours, until it was dark and they were stopped. This was an awfully hard

day for hounds, but a capital day's sport. On Saturday, the 5th, they had a
forest day from Ratby Burrows, finding in Martinshaw Woods, and killed in

the Out Woods after a good hunting run of nearly three hours. On
Thursday, the loth, they had a bye-day at Beeby, first drew Scrapto ft, where

they soon found, and were quickly away up to the turnpike road, where the
fox was headed, then by Ingarsby, and another turn brought them back to

Botany Bay, through the Coplow, and over the hills beyond, where the
hounds slipped away from the field in a most remarkable manner over the

big grass fields at a great pace, Captain Pritchard-Rayner and Tom Firr up
to this point cutting out the work, until the former had a tremendous fall

over some very high strong rails in the corner of a field. Then came Lord
Grey de Wilton, who stopped like a good Samaritan to see if he could lend

any assistance, Captain Ashton, and Archer the jockey, who likes a ride

over Leicestershire, and Wells the first whip, the hounds still running on as

hard as they could go, never giving the rest of the field a chance of getting

up to them, on by Skeffington, through Brown's Wood and Tugby Bushes,
and killed at Loddington Redditch

;
and just before they ran into him some

of Mr. Tailby's field thought it was his hounds, until they found out their

mistake, they having had a capital run with their fox from Glooston Wood.
This was a capital run of one hour and five minutes, the cream of it being
the last half hour from the Coplow.

Mr. Tailby met that morning at Slawston, and after killing a fox found in

a turnip field before he had got on his legs at Hallaton Fallow field, went to

Glooston Wood, and found a fine old dog-fox, which they ran over the

Keythorpe Road, down to the Noseley brook, which four men charged and

cleared, a handy bridge letting up the r^st, raced on past Rolleston covert,
where there was a check which was much needed, as most of the horses were

quite blown after galloping so fast for quite five miles
;
but it was a very

short one, for Summers soon hit off the line, and away they went again
over the Skeffington Vale, the stifFest line in Leicestershire, over the Upping-
ham turnpike road to Skeffington Wood, but in a large grass field up went
the hounds' heads, and the run was at an end, for then they saw the Quorn
crossing their line from Billesdon Coplow and running into a fox at Lod-
dington Redditch, which all thought was the one they had hunted, and
Summers had so fairly merited. The time of this run was forty-five minutes,
the distance about nine miles, or seven from point to point. Mr. Tailby,
Captain Hunt, Captain Davison, Mr. Logan of Langton Grange, Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Kennard of Talbot House, Mr. Hay, junior, Mr. Underwood,
on his grey (until he fell at the bottom under Skeffington), were well in front

all the way.
But perhaps the best run of the season in the Shires up to the present time

was with the Cottesmore on Saturday, January the 5th, from Ridlington.

They first had a very fast spin over four fields to ground, and killed. After
this they drew Wardley Wood, where they found directly, and came up and
down those grassy mountains which are so ti-ying to horses, over the Upping-
ham Road, through Quaker's Spinny, skirting Launde Wood, Owston Wood,
through Whissendine and Ranksborough Gorse (immortalised in

'

BaiJy
'

by
Mr. Bromley-Davenport), to Cold Overton, thence to Knossington, Somerby,
and Owston village, where the run was over. Never were horses more

completely pumped and scattered all over the country, which was a very
severe one, for not a single man got his second horse until quite the end, and
then he was of little use to him. It was a hard job to get many of the horses

home. The time was an hour and
fifty-five minutes, and the distance not
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far short of twenty miles. There was only a small field out, Lady Florence

Dixie, and the Hon. Mrs. Fetherstonhaugh of Kibworth Hall, being the

only two ladies, but most of them stuck, steadily to the hounds throughout
this very severe run, until one exhausted horse after ihe other fell out.

After an absence of two months Lord Spencer returned to England at the

end of December, and put in his first appearance on New Year's Day at But-

tocks Booth, where he was keen as ever ; but he denied himself the pleasure
of coming to Yelvertoft the next day, devoting himself to sitting in a stuffy
court at Northampton as Chairman of Quarter Sessions. On this day, which
was exceedingly foggy, the Empress of Austria came from Cottesbrooke,
attended by Captain Middleton, who is her regular pilot, and accompanied

by the Count and Countess Larisch, who are living at Guilsborough Grange,
and- their son and daughter. Prince Lichtenstein, who has often hunted from

Wansford, Count Clam-Gallas, who was over in this country last year ;
but

their first day was a very bad one, the fog being so dense as to take away
all pleasure of riding to hounds.

The Pytchley, however, have had good fair average sport. On Saturday,
the 5th, they met at Harrington, and this day was signalised by a succession

of accidents. They found a real good fox at Loatland Wood, where half

the field were left behind
;
run by Desborough over the brook to Rothwell,

up to which point Mr. Foster, on his good grey, cut out the work. Here the

grief began. In the first place, many fell into the brook in trying to ford it,

Mrs. Edward Corbett and another lady both falling into a hole in the attempt,
as did also Major Orred

;
then Mrs. Oliver had a bad fall on the road which

stunned her, and she was conveyed on a chair fetched from Desborough to

Colonel Arthur's brougham, only to find that vehicle already converted into

an 'ambulance containing Count Clam-Gallas, who had had a bad fall and
broken his jaw. and in which he was taken home to Cottesbrooke. The

Empress rode remarkably well, and a more truly bold, and at the same time

really graceful rider to hounds has never been seen. There are many ladies

in the Midlands who perhaps ride quite as boldly, but, as regards grace and

elegance, she surpasses nearly all of them. All who had the pleasure of his

acquaintance will lament the loss of Admiral Jones of Braunston. He was
out with the Pytchley at Misterton on Wednesday, the 9th, and died on

Friday, the nth. A kinder-hearted man never lived, nor a keener

sportsman, nor a bolder rider. He had ever a smile on his face, and a

pleasant word for everybody. He will be much missed in the Pytchley
county.

Mr. Oakeley's friends will be glad to hear that he is fast recovering from
his accident, and that on most days he has been out in his phaeton with a

second pair of horses in reserve, to coach him about the roads, so that he

may see all that he can, which perhaps is quite as much as a good many
others.

The Atherstone had a very good run on Saturday the 12th from Meriden

Shafts, and a capital gallop on Friday the i8th, when they met at Brownsover
after the Rugby Hunt Ball, finding at Coton House, and after running for a

few fields to ground near Newton, and bolting him over the railway and the

brook, which stepped a great many, they ran on by the side of the river at

a great pace past Lilbourne, by Catthorpe Towers, to ground at Swinford.
Good sport seems to continue with the Vine, so that it was evidently a

good day for that country when Mr. Beach engaged Jack West. On Thursday,
January 3rd, they met at Hannington ;

found in Great Deans Wood, and
killed in the open after a very good fifty-five minutes

;
then found another in

the same wood, and after some good hard work in covert, got him away over
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the open by Hannington Scrubbs, and over the downs towards Sparrowbills,
where they lost, owing to an enthusiastic person taking ofFhis cap and hollooing,

so that West could never get the hounds to settle again. When will some

people learn that in hunting, as on other occasions, that silence is golden ?

This was a good hunting run, one hour and twenty minutes, the last part of

it being very fast.

The run of the season with Baron Rothschild's staghounds was on Thurs-

day, January loth, from Mr. Mead's farm at Dunton. The deer set its head

straight for the Bicester country, going over Main's Hill and Marston Field,
between Granborough and North Marston, under Hogshaw Hill, by Full-

brook farm up to Fine Moor Hill in the Claydon Woods, a wild district of

old pasture land, where the draining tile has not yet superseded the deep
ditches and natural water-courses of the country, and where the blackthorn

knows how to grow. Horses did not get much of a pull in the sticky clay
rides of the Claydons as the hounds rattled through those strong coverts.

From thence the line was by Doddershall Wood to Ham Green, crossing
Wotton Park and over Brill Hill to Boarstall, where the deer was safely

taken, having made a point of between fourteen and fifteen miles. We are

unable to give the exact time taken in doing the distance, as the time-taker

was unfortunately thrown out, but we shall not be very far wrong in putting
it at five-and-forty minutes up to the Claydons, and about one hour after-

wards. This was as fine a run as ever was ridden to, and the bit of wood-
land gave the chase a flavour of fox-hunting.

It is some time since we have said anything about Mr. James Dear's

harriers, which have had very good sport during the past month. On
Thursday, the 3rd, they met by special invitation at Crawley Court, near

Winchester, the newly-built handsome residence of Mr. Adam Kennard.

Nearly one hundred horsemen were out, and with their first hare they had

a capital fast and straight run over the best open country of thirty minutes,

concluding with a *

cap
'

for Tom
;
and then another little gallop back to

Crawley Court, where the hares were too numerous. Every one was much

pleased, and said that if the first run had been with the foxhounds how
the Hursley Magpie would have chattered. This country is eminently

adapted for harriers, and we shall not be much surprised if Mr. Kennard,
who has hunted in several countries and knows what good fox-hunting is

with the V.W.H. and other first-rate packs, does not take to the harriers as

keenly as Lord Gardner did when he lived in that neighbourhood.
On Saturday, the 5th, they had as good a run of one hour and fifty-five

minutes as could be seen in any country after meeting at Ewhurst Park, and

finding one of the right sort at Mr. Halton's covert. Foxes are said to be

so short in the H.H. Tuesday country that we should not now be surprised
to hear of a good many, like Messrs. James Martin and Tom Blake, pre-

ferring a good day with Jack West to walking about all over the country
in search of a fox.

The H.H. have had some good runs this month. On the 7th of January

they had a wonderful day's sport. The meet was at Chawton House
; they

found in Monk Wood, and ran very fast to near Kingsley, where they lost.

They found again in Isington, and ran by Binstead, Ludcombe, leaving Wyke
Copse on the right, to near Worldham, through Monk Wood, and killed in

Peck Copse, after a most capital run; nearly ail the horses had quite enough.
The scent has not been good this season in covert

;
the scarcity of foxes in

the Tuesday's country is greatly to be deplored, and there are other parts of
the country that Mr. Deacon cannot draw till the coverts have been shot

over, which curtails his cub-hunting and interferes with his drawing the fust
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part of the season. He is most popular, and if these disadvantages should

cause him to retire, no other Master would be hkely to undertake the

country.
The Hambledon have been doing very well. On Boxing Day they had

a very good run, from Orchard Copse over the Southwick country. On the

5th of January they met at Owselbury Down
; they chopped a fox in Dur-

wood, and whilst they were performing the funeral rites a fox was hallooed

away. They hunted him round two fields to the plantation at the end of

Durwood, when they set-to running, going through Presnau Park, Rabbit's

Copse, and Sailor's Wood to Beacon Hill without a stop. Here they
checked in a thick fog, but, by a most judicious cast of Mr. Long's, they hit

him off and went down Beacon Hill, over the Exton and Warnford Flat to

Arnold's Rows, on to Brookwood, over Brookwood Park
;
then on the left,

leaving .Jones's acre on the right, by Major's Farm to Beacon Hill, where

the scent failed, and so finished the day. The first part of the run the pace
was first-rate

;
the last part beautiful hunting. On Monday, the 21st, they

met at Waterloo Inn, when they had the finest day's sport of the season

over the Waterloo country to ground in forty minutes, and another run after-

wards from Chalton Gorse.

A correspondent sends us the following from the Tedworth :
—'

Since my
*
last letter to you the Tedworth have sustained a loss it will indeed be hard

' to replace by the death of Lord Ailesbury, who, besides owning both the
' hounds and horses, has been by far and away our most liberal supporter,
'

though of late years he did not appear in the hunting-field. No doubt you
' will do his memory fuller justice elsewhere in your periodical.

—On Thurs-
*

day, the 3rd January, Sir Reginald Graham, when hunting the New Forest
' Hounds himself, had an exceptionally good run. The meet was that
'

excessively pretty and popular one, Bratley Water. Drew the lower part
* of Slufter blank, but when the hounds were in the gorse outside a long,
'

low, dark, wiry-looking customer was viewed stealing along the centre side.
* A halloo soon brought up Sir Reginald and his darlings, but the covert
*

being a remarkably bad bit of scenting ground, enabled pug to get well on
* his legs before little

" Matron
"

hit off his line in the open, when the pace
' soon let us know that we were in for a good thing. Facing the hill and down
'

Pugpits, through Boldre Wood to the ruin, turning sharp to right he again
' faced the open and skirted Pugpits (outside which up jumped a fresh fox,
' but the bitches stuck to the hunted one), over the Southampton Road, by
' Ocknell Pond, nearly up to Fritham, turning to the left through Ocknell
'

Wood, at the bottom of which we nearly left a well-known sportsman
'

(whose holloo is notoriously the best in the forest or neighbouring packs)
'
in a bog ; along Broomy, past some strong earths, which our gallant fox

* never deigned to try, on to Broomy Lodge, below which some sawyers
' turned him

;
over a five-acre grass field, into which the leading hounds had

'

jumped before pug had negotiated the opposite fence. Now came a race
* back to Slufter, up to which point the hounds could not gain a yard. A
'

tougher fox never yet held his own so bravely ; through the enclosure over
'

Bratley Bridge, past the Woodman's cottage, through Mark Ash into
' Boldre Wood, where they pulled down, exactly in one hour and a half,
' a varmint whose equal one rarely meets. Just as the hounds got hold of
'

him, a fresh fox got up in the midst of them, but he slipped away unscathed
' and almost ignored. Under the circumstances, I almost wish the hounds
' had blooded themselves with him, and left our old friend to have given us
* another dart when he had got over his stiffness. Besides the Master. Lord
*

Eslington, Sir Claude de Crespigny, General Parker, Messrs. Lsdaile,
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* Brouncker and Son, Juck, &c., had the good fortune to enjoy this undeniably
* excellent run.'

We are happy to record an instance of appreciation of talent and good
conduct, gratifying alike to the givers as to the recipient, in the fact that

Richard Roake, huntsman to the South Berks Hounds (Mr. Hargraves), was
on Christmas Eve last presented at Reading by a few friends with his

portrait, life size, on a favourite hunter surrounded by hounds. This

speaks volumes for Roake, as did the testimonial presented to him some
seven years since when leaving the Pytchley, and deserves a notice in our

<:olumns.

The unexpected death of the Marquis of Ailesbury, for though he had

passed the allotted span the illness that carried him off was brief and sudden,
leaves a gap among the old generation of racing men that can be ill supplied.
An ardent lover of the Turf, a kindly hearted and honourable gentleman,

following racing for his amusement, and with none of the craft and secretive-

ness characteristic of some of his equals. Lord Ailesbury had his fair share of

the Turf's good things. The foundation of much of his success was laid in

Bribery and Cantine, the former a moderate mare, but who gave a son to her

owner that has left a very decided mark in the Stud Book. Though Lord

Ailesbury won the Cambridgeshire with Knight of the Shire comparatively

early (1852) in his Turf career, his great year was undoubtedly i860, when
the little known and little trusted St. Albans began by winning the Metro-

politan, and a fortnight later the Chester Cup, and suddenly sprang into notice

as a Derby favourite. It is an old story now how a Newmarket preparation
and the hard ground at Chester broke the son of Bribery down

;
how he was

carefully nursed through the summer, and how effectually he turned the tables

on Thormanby on the Leger day. Nearly as old, for Turf celebrities have

but a butterfly existence, is the story of Lord Ailesbury's second bid for

Derby honours with that most provoking of all equine things, a rare good
horse, but who had to meet another about a pound better than he was. Those
who saw the Derby and Leger of '66, and the head-and-head race in each

event of Lord Lyon and Savernake will not easily forget it. The latter,

own brother to St. Albans, was supposed to be a delicate horse, if we re-

member rightly
—at all events he failed as a four-year-old, for he was

nowhere in the Ascot Cup. That was a great Stockwell year that of ^66.

The placed horses in the Derby were all his sons, and the two first fought
their terrific battle over again on the Town Moor

;

'

Emperor of stallions
'

indeed. In 1872 Lord Ailesbury had a very speedy filly
in Cantiniere, a

daughter of Stockwell and Cantine, who, if she had not turned roarer, would
in all probability have made a greater name, and iater her half-sister

Aventuriere proved herself a wonderfully stout mare when in the Cesarewitch

of 1874 she defeated the Truth gelding and upset one of the greatest certain-

ties of modern times. Lord Ailesbury was, as we have said above, a genial
and kindly hearted man. If he could do a friend or acquaintance a good
turn, he would. ' You had better have a bit on mine,' he would often

say when he thought his chance was a good one. No one could ever accuse

him of winning a big stake with none of his friends on. As a landlord and
an employer he was beloved and respected, and he has gone to his rest amidst

every expression of loving remembrance and regret.

Though not much individually known in the hunting world out of Surrey,

Sussex, and Hants, ini which counties he passed all his life, we have to record

the death of William Summers, who died at Ryde on the 12th, aged seventy-

nine, a real good old-fashioned huntsman, and one of Nature's gentlemen
into the bargain. He began his hunting career with Mr. Waring's stag-
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hounds, and on leaving them went, in 1839, to Mr. Richardson at Findon,
and hunted his hounds with Champion, now the huntsman of the Southdown,
as his whip, until 1848, when he went to Mr. John Napper of Ifold, who
succeeded Mr. Richardson for three seasons. Then in 1850 he went to the

H.H., when Mr. Knight of Chawton House was Master, and the sprightly-

evergreen, Jack Hickman, was one of his whips. In 1852 he went to

Mr. Stanley, who brought the North Devon Hounds with him into Hamp-
shire, and with him and his successors, Mr. Tregonwell, and Mr. Standish,

he passed nearly the rest of his life in the big unsatisfactory Hursley Woods,
and, by way of a finish, he followed Mr. Standish into the New Forest as

kennel huntsman. Such a good father could not well fail to have good
children, and his sons George, Alfred, and Richard, with the Surrey Union,
the Hursley, and Mr. Tailby, are now well known in the hunting world.

' Poor old Tom Day is also gone at last.' A wonderful man has been old

Tom Day, as he was always called sirxe first known to this country, and

we believe was grey-headed when he came to Quorn eight-and-thirty years

ago. His death was hastened at last by a fall downstairs, through his eyesight

having failed ; though many were the croppers he has had in the hunting-
field over oxers and other obstacles, he escaped them all without injury,
and in his last fall, which happened about a fortnight before his death, he

fractured two ribs and received a thorough shock to the whole system, which

proved too much for him at his years, having attained the ripe old age of eighty-
six in November last. Tom Day began life with a sporting parson when a

boy, and went from him to Lord Scarborough as second whip, before reach-

ing the age of twenty, and remained there about three years. He then went
to Mr. Osbaldeston as whip, and from him to Sir George Sitwell as first whip,
and was after a time promoted to the post of huntsman. On leaving this

place we find him again whip to Mr. Assheton Smith, at Tedworth, with

whom he remained about three seasons. His next move was to the War-
wickshire, as first whip to old Will Boxall, and, on the latter's leaving, Tom
Day filled his place successfully for five or six years. From there he came
to Quorn as huntsman, and hunted this county eighteen years, first under

Mr. Hodgson, then Mr. Greene, of Rollerton, and lastly with Sir Richard

Sutton. At Sir Richard's death the country was divided, Mr. Tailby taking
that part which is called High Leicestershire, and engaged Tom Day to get
a pack together for him, which he did, and hunted them for one season

;
and

after this retired from the hunting field, settling himself quietly down at the

village of Quorn, where he remained to his death. A singular coincidence

occurred which is worthy of remark. The Quorn Hounds were advertised

to meet at RatclifFe, on the Wreall, the day of Sir Richard's death, and the

same was the fixture on the very day of the death of old Tom Day.
It is with much regret that we hear of the scarcity of foxes in portions of

these two Ridings as reported in the 'Yorkshire Post' of the 14th ult.

There is no wonder that the Hon. A. Pennington gives up the Holderness

country at the end of the season from the manner in which he has been

treated in this respect. The pheasant fever has increased at a rapid rate, and
the fear of losing yj. per brace has had a wonderful effect on the owners of

some coverts. In former days a man who wilfully killed a fox was held up
to execration, and he might well hide his head

;
these improperly called

sportsmen are increasing, and chuckle rather than otherwise in their misdeeds.

What has become of the old blood of the county ? It must have run out and
been badly crossed.

One of our contributors, who has written frequently against the selfishness

of many sportsmen of the present day, illustrating his theory by the desire ot
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many to be each ' the man
'

in the cricket field, hunting field, shooting and
other sports,

calls our attention to a fair example of the truth of his argument.
Last week the Mayor and Corporation of Basingstoke invited the Vine Hunt
to breakfast at the Town Hall, as is their annual custom. The papers state

that the ground being iron-bound by frost few, if any, hunting men turned up.

Mayors and Corporations do not frequently recognise the
utility of field

sports ;
and surely it is bad taste, when a hospitable invitation has been given

to all— to say nothing of its being a wretched compliment to the Master—
that Mr. Beach, and his huntsman and hounds, and a very few friends were
left to represent the Vine Hunt.

Mr. Hume Webster has during the last year formed a very first-class

breeding stud at his residence, Marden Deer Park, Caterham, Surrey ;
he

has spared neither trouble nor expense in getting together thirty mares of

the purest and most fashionable running blood, and he has hired from

Lord Wilton the stallion See Saw, who has already made a great name for

himself, as nearly everything by him can race, which is not to be wondered

at, considering the Buccaneer, Melbourne, Defence and Touchstone blood

that flows in his veins. Soapstone by Touchstone has been purchased, and

is also there, and we have no doubt he will be well patronised, as a finer bred

horse does not exist, and any one who saw his two yearlings that were sold

by auction last season for 1000 guineas each, would be proud to produce such

specimens of the thoroughbred. Mr. Hume Webster is not a racing man,
and has formed this stud for his own amusement

;
he intends selling all his

yearlings without any reserve whatever, in the same manner as Lady Emily
Peel, Mr. Waring, Mr. Combe, the late Baroness Rothschild, Sec, &c.

Marden Deer Park is admirably adapted for breeding, as it is in chalk,
and there is an abundant supply of the purest water. The estate comprises

thirty-six acres of land, which is partly upland and partly meadow, so that

the mares and young stock can have a change of pasture when desired
;
but

what is of still greater importance, in our opinion, is that instead of the old-

fashioned plan of having cramped paddocks of two or three acres, there are

fields of thirty acres, where the youngsters have plenty of space to learn ta

gallop, and thus prepare themselves for what they are expected to do in the

future
;

in fact, this admirable plan, which has been adopted by Count La-

grange and other breeders in France, has proved itself to be of the greatest

advantage to our Gallic neighbours. The services of John Griffith, jun.,

have been secured as stud-groom ;
he is brother to Joseph Griffith, of

Cobham, and when we say they are the sons of Mr. Chaplin's stud-groom,
John Griffith, we can but say that ail the arrangements are such as to

ensure a breeding stud that will be second to none, and we heartily wish it

the success its spirited owner deserves.

Just as we are going to press we hear with much regret of the serious

illness ofMr. W. H. Cooper, who is at present on a visit to Lord Fitzhardinge
at Berkeley Castle. A few piges back we alluded to the prospects of his

welcome reappearance on the road again, and we trust that nothing will

hinder our anticipations. His recovery will be looked for by his numerous

old friends and acquaintances with much eager hope and pleasure.
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NOTICE OF REMOVAL.

ESTABLISHED 1839.

J. C CORDING & CO.
(PKOPBIETOR, GEOEGE WILSON,)

(Five doors West of Temple Bar),

TO 19, PICCADILLY
(Corner of Air Sti-eet).

THE OKIGINAL MAKERS OF THE

VENTILATED ^^ RIDING,

WATERPROOF j^^^^M WALKING, and

COATS. ^^^^M FISHING.

FOR ""^^jnTafpUrfjj^^ See Field, July 17 and 31,

COEDING'S FISHING BOOTS
ARE CELEBRATED FOR THEIR SOFTNESS.

THEIR

FISHING STOCKINGS & BROGUES
ARE UNEQUALLED.

WATERPROOFS FOR THE TROPICS
ARE GUARANTEED.

NO CONNECTION WITH ANY OTHER HOUSE.
THE ORIGINAL BUSINESS CARRIED OX AT

19, BJCCADILLY, LONDON. i
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OA,XJTIOM.
Messrs. B. BENJAMIN and SONS find it

necessary to state that

ULSTER HOUSE,
CONDUIT STREET,

IS THEIR

Registered"^ Trade Mark.

" THE PYTCHLEY SPEISTCER.— A short time ago we told !our
readers that Messrs. Benjamin had a surprise in store for their hunting customers this season.

We have since seen and tried the new garment, which is named the '

Pytchley Spencer,' and
feel confident that it will be welcomed as a boon by all hunting men

;
at any rate, by all

those who value the comfort of beina; able to keep themselves dry. The 'Pytchley

Spencer
'

is made of the thinnest and finest West of England tweed, especially manufac-

tured and extra waterproofed for Messrs. Benjamin and is of a shape which it is rather diffi-

cult to describe, as the fore part of the coat is elongated in such a way as to come down
and cover the thighs and knees as far as the boot, where it buttons round the legs, and
thus secures immunity from wet. That, however, is not the only peculiarity of the
'

Pytchley Spencer,' as the arm-holes are so cut that the sleeves can be slipped into in a

moment without let or hindrance. In fact, it is put on as easily as you could throw a

simple cloak round, and when once on, the wearer is completely waterproofed from hat to

boot. The material is so light and packs in such a small compass that it can easily be
carried on the pommel of the saddle, so that those who use it—and yre have little doubt but

their name will be legion— will be safe from sudden storms, without the necessity of con-

tinually wearing an extra garment. For those who defy gout and rheumatism, and are

heedless of getting wet about the legs, they also make an ordinary Spencer of the same
beautiful material, which is at the same time both lighter and neater than anything of a
similar kind which has yet been offered to the public. We believe Messrs. Benjamin call

it chamois cloth. It is of all shades of buffs, blues, and greys, and is largely used by them
in making ladies' garments."—Sporting Gazette, Sept. 22, 1877.

•'As our readers are aware, the labours of the ' Yan '

driver are manifold, and take
him forth beneath the summer sun and the winter's blast, so that, robust and vigorous as

he is, he is fain to hail with joy any fresh protection from the rigours of our climate, and
often has it been his lot to thank Messrs. Benjamin, of Conduit Street, in his heart for the

comfort their inventions have afforded him. Yet until now there has been one garment
wanting— a complete waterproof in which a man could ride with comfort, and at last it has

appeared in ' The Pytchley Spencer.' Other coats have partially waterproofed us, this one
renders us as impregnable as Plevna from head to heel. It is best described as a coat and

leggings made in one, so simple that it can be put on or taken off on horseback in a

moment, so light as to be no inconvenience when worn, and when folded, so small as to

be easily strapped to the pommel of the saddle. In it we can set weather at defiance
; and

whether cantering our cob across Newmarket Heaih, or waiting for a fox to break on the
hleak heights of the Hemploe or Billesden Coplow, bid the elements do their worst, for we
are safe."—Baily's Magazine, Nov. 1st, 1877.

RENJAMIN and SONS' New " FIELD "

Driving Coat.
-*-' See Land and Watek, Oct. 13th, 1877.

THE MEET—A New Overcoat, 60s. to 90s.
" The 'Meet Ulster,' although only just brought out, is already a favourite. It

consists of a modification of the usual Ulster, which does away with the old belt, and by
haring the seams worked differently. The belt is stitched to the fabric, and the seams are
stitched wi'ie, so as to resemble the seams of a driving or riding coat. At the back the
tails unbutton, and can be then rebuttoned round the legs and knees when driving or

travelling in railway carriages."
—Land and Water.

I^HE AUTUMN UPPER COAT, 45s. to 70s.
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'PHE IMPROVED INVERNESS, 50s. to 105s.

nPHE COVERT COAT, 55s. to 90s.
'• "A fashionable and well-cut overcoat, which, by an ingenious but simple combination
of buttons and straps, is readily converted, for riding purposes, into a coat and leggings, the
centre flap being either fastened up on the inside or allowed to lie over and cover the
saddle."—Sporting Gazette.

ULSTER TRAVELLING COATS, 40s. to 130s.

TJLSTER TRAVELLING COATS, Lined Fur, from 13 Gs.
*~^

upwards,

TJLSTER STALKING or UNIVERSAL COAT, with Mova-
'^ ble cape, hood, and gun flaps, 70s. to 110s.— "

Notwithstanding the many
novelties introduced by Mr. Benjamin, of Conduit Street, we fancy his latest, called the
'
Universal,' surpasses anything of the kind ever made by him. It supplies every requisite,

whether for travelling, walking, riding, driving, shooting, fishing, hunting, or coursing. It

is warm, but not heavy, and perfectly waterproofed by a new process, which permits the
free escape of perspiration. There are a cape, hood, gun flap, band, &c., which can be
shifted v/ho-i not required, and altogether it is an invaluable garment for sporting

gentlemen.' —Bell's Life.

'pHE TURF ULSTER, 55s. to 90s.

TJLSTER and HIGHLAND PLEATED SUITS for Fishing^^ and Shooting, with Breeks, Knicks, or Pants, 70s. to 105s.

" The new shooting jackets, too, which are now a feature of the Ulster House stock, are

likely to be favovirites with sportsmen ; they are fitted with elastic strings, and are certainly
an improvement on the old Norfolk jacket."

—Sporting Gazette.

TPHE LOWLAND SHOOTING SUITS, from 70s. to 105s.
-*' " It is similar in general pattern to the Highland coat of last season, but is possessed
of many improvements. There are no flaps to obstruct the gun, the pockets, although
ample, have small openings, which are so situated as to render them incapable of becoming
wet, and, on the whole, it appears to answer its purpose admirably. It has a light, graceful

appearance, and we shall soon be much mistaken if it does not become a general favourite."—Land and Water, July 14th, 1877.

ULSTER COUNTRY AND TOURING SUITS, 70s. to 105s.

PROCK and DRESS SUITS, from £5. 5s. to £7. 7s.
*- " Messrs. Benjamin and Sons have just introduced a woollen fabric to which they
have given the name of the Chamois Cloth. It is manufactured solely by them, and as it is

singularly fine, soft, and durable, it is likely to supersede all other cloths for gentlemen's
morning, frock, and overcoats."—Morning Post, March 1st, 1877.

]y[ORNING TOWN SUITS, £4. 4s. to £6. 6s.
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BENSON & HEDGES,

Importers oi Pabiiira Cigars
TO

H.R.H the PRINCE of WALES, K.G.,
AND

H.II.H. the DUKE of CONNAUGHT, K.G.,

13, OLD BOND ST., LONDON.

AND AT BRISTOL.

IMPORTANT TO FARMERS.
BY ROYAL APPOINTMENT.

®0 f cr paJEslg. •&^SJS ^°
^'^"^ '^nixu of SSlaks.

By Special Wakrant, dated 27th Z^^plH^^ ^^ Special Warrant, dated 10th

December, 1865. ^^^^^^^ February, 1866.

DAY, S0n7 & HEWITT,
The Inventors and Sole Proprietors of the "

Original
"

STOCK-BREEDER'S MEDICIIfE CHEST
For all Disorders in HORSES, CATTLE, CALVES, SHEEP, and LAMBS.

the chest contains the celebrated

CBBimcal Extract, for Wounds, Swollen
Udders, and Ewes Lambing.

Graseous Fluid, for Colic, Scour, and Debility.
Red Drench,, for Cleansing the Blood, and for

Fevers.

Red Paste Balls, for Conditioning Horses.

Broncholine, for Husk or Hoose in Sheep and
Lambs.

GaseodyTie, for Ileaving and Paining, &c.

Price of Chest complete, including "Key to Farriery," £2. 16s. 6d., sent carriage paid. Any article
can be had' separately.

Patronised by Royalty, and used for over forty years by the leading Agriculturists of the British Empire,

Awarded "Certificate of Merit" by the National Agricultural Society of Victoria,
Australia, Spring Exhibition. |1871 ;

" President's Medal "
Spalding, July, 1872;

" Silver

Medal," Manchester and Salfnrd Show, November, 1874; "Silver Medal," Preston, June,
1875; "Silver Medal," Northamptonshire Agricul- tural Society, Stamford, September,
1875; "Silver Medal," Cheshire Agricultural Society, Crewe, September, 1875; and
"
Special Prize," National Agricultural Society of Victoria, Australia, Sprinjr Exhi-

bition, November. 1875 ; Silver Medal, Cheshire Agricultural Society, Chester, Septem-
ber, 1871!; Silver Modal, South African Exhibition, Cape Town, 1877; and Silver Medal,
Northumberland Agricultural Society, Newcastle-on-Tjaie, August, 1877.

DAY, SON, & HEWITT,
DORSET STREET, BAKER STREET, LONDON, W,

Established 1884.
alt

)i
> m,^

22,

4 i \^ -SoJ F 1 V^ \^



DR. ROOEE'S
ANTI-LANCET.

TV^H^T IS IT ?

A Handy Guide to Domestic Medicine, Every Household should

possess a Copy,

DR KOOKE'S ANTI-LANCET.

All Invalids should read the Chapter on the

Functions of Digestion, showing by what process
food is conve:-ted into blood—How blood sustains

the whole system
—How nervous power influences

all the bclily organs to pertbnn their allotted

functions—Principles of life and death unfolded—

Dying seldom accompanied with pain
—Mental vision

amplitied prior to the death of the body
—Immorta-

lity of the intelligent principle.

DR. EOOKE'S ANTI-LANCET.

The Nervous, the Dyspeptic, or the Hypochon-
driac, should read the Chapter on the Origin of all

Diseases from Depression of Nervous or Vital power
—How explained

—Producing or exciting causes of

Nervous Depression
—Effects of the Mind on the

Body—Effects of Excessive Joy
—Anger

— Grief

and Suspense
—Sudden Surprise and Fright

—Hard

Study
— Hot Relaxing Fluids— Intemperance in

Eating and Drinking—Spirituous Liquors
—Loss of

Blood—Impure Air.

DR. EOOKE'S ANTI-LANCET.
—Read the Chapter en the Destructive

Practice of Bleeding, illustrated by the cases of

Lord Byron, Sir Walter Scott, Madame Malabran,

Count Cavour, General " Stonewall
"
Jackson, and

other public characters.

R. EOOKE'S ANTI-LANCET.
—All who wish to preserve health, and

thus prolong life, should read Dr. Rooke's Akti-

Lancet, or, Handy Guide to Domestic Medi-

cine, which can be had gratis from any Chemist,

or post free from DR. RooKE, Scarborough. Con-

cerning this book, the late eminent author, Sheridan

Knowles, observed :
" It will be an incalculable

boon to every person who can read and think."

rTROOKE'S ANTI-LANCET,
or, Handy Guide to Domestic Medi-

CINE, can be had gratis of all Chemists, or pott

free from Dr. Kooke, Scarborough.

E. EOOKE'S ANTI-LANCET.
—Ask your Chemist for a copy {gratis) of

the last edition, containing 166 pages.

CROSBY'S
AMIC ''""

OPIATES, NARCOTICS, and SQUILLS are too often invokeri to give relief in COUGHS,
COLDS, and all PULMONARY DISEASES. Instead of such fallacious remedies, which yield

momentary relief at the expense of enfeebling the digestive organs, and thus increasing tiiat

debility which lies at the root of the malady, modem science points to CBOSBY'S BALSAMIO
COUGH ELIXIR as the true remedy.

DR. ROOKE'S TESTIMONIAL.
Dr. Rooke, Scarborough, author of the "

Anti-Lancet," says :
—

" I have repeatedly observed how very rapidly ]

*' with the greatest confidence, recommend it

"and invariably it subdued Cough, Pain,
'

"as a most valuable adjunct to an oth»wiee
" and irritation of the Chest in cases of "

strengthening treatment for this disease.''
"
Pulmonary Consumption ; and I can,

This medicine, which is free from opium and squills, not only allays the local irritati(»i, but

improves digestion and strengthens the constitution. Hence it is used with the most signal
success in

ASTHMA,
I

COUGHS,
BRONCHITIS, INFLUENZA*

'

CONSUMPTION, 1

• QUINSY,
CONSUMPTIVE NIGHT SWEATS.

And all Affections of the THROAT and CHEST.

Sold in Bottles, at 1<. 9«i., 4«. 6d., and 11«. each, by all respectable Chemists, and wholesale

by JAMES M. CROSBY, Chemist, Scarborough.

•,• Invalids should read Crosbys Prize Treatise on "DISEASES OF THE LUNGS AND
AIR-VESSELS," a copy of which can be had Gratis of all Chemists.
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